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Tape 1 Side A [Track 1]
OK, so it’s now, I can’t see the date, but it’s 10th February, I think, isn’t it, today?

Yes.

Talking to Valerie Lang, MBE, this is, Tape 1, and, Valerie, if I can just begin by
asking you, when and where you were born?
I was born in Sale, Cheshire, in a nursing home, inauspicious the date, 29th August,
1939.

So that was a, a significant, a very significant time, then, [talking together] 1939.

Well, yes. About four or five days before war was declared.

And so you, what really is your, your earliest memory, would you say?

I, my ear… I don’t have clear memories of the War, except I have a vague memory,
oddly, of my uncle in uniform, rather than my father; though my father did join the
RAF, I don’t remember him in the uniform, but my earliest memory is probably of my
cousin, who was six months younger than me, walking downstairs, backwards,
holding my hand, so that I could walk downstairs with him, so he was obviously a
gentle little boy.

So how old would you be then?

[pause] I think we must have been five or six, because I didn’t walk unaided, until I
was six. My mother was determined to teach me to walk, and I think it just didn’t
occur to her that she wouldn’t succeed, if she kept going, so I, she managed to get me
walking when I was six.
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And, and so what were the circumstances, Valerie, of, of your birth, I wonder?
Oh, pretty difficult. My mother had, she, she had a very low pain tolerance, and I
think she was frightened at the prospect of my birth. She took great trouble to find a
doctor, who had a good reputation for delivering babies, and he was on holiday, just at
the time, so, she went into a nursing home, which is what one did at the time, and she
went into labour, I think, in the evening, or the night, and the matron or the sister
decided not to wake the doctor, so my mother was left in labour for quite a long time,
and, when t he doctor appeared, he delivered me by high forceps, and they obviously
had great difficulty, getting my breathing established. My mother was under the
impression that it took an hour and a half, and obviously, in that time, I must have
been breathing a lot of the time, but I think, I probably, repeatedly stopped breathing,
and, at some point, the damage must have occurred. I think I’m lucky that my
disability is not a great deal more than it is, really, but it was a mis-managed delivery,
and had it occurred now, I’m quite sure my, there would have been a court case over it,
but in those days, these things didn’t happen.

And, and so you were, it was a full, full-term …

Full-term, so far as I know, but, I think my, [chair? creaking] the delivery simply was
mis-managed.

And, were you then your, your mother’s first child?

Yes; yes: and, because I was her first child, she didn’t pick up the early signs for some
time. I, she said later, that I used to lie with my thumbs inside my fists, which,
apparently, is a sign, but you have to know what you’re seeing. I didn’t sit up at the
right time, and they were told I had a long back, which I believe is a very common
excuse for not sitting up, so… I was about nine months before they really began to
suspect that there was a real problem.

And, and so, when then, did your parents get the, the diagnosis of cerebral palsy, as it
would now be called?
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My father wrote a history of their marriage, and it might be in there. I don’t remem…,
I don’t remember exactly, but I think it was within the first two years, probably, but in
the usual way, I don’t think it came out very quickly. They went, as I think a lot of
parents did, they went from doctor to doctor, hoping for help. I’m just fortunate in
having had intelligent, articulate parents, and my mother at one time was offered a
bed for me in a long-stay hospital, which she, she actually didn’t take seriously. I, I
think I’m lucky in that, I was a beautiful baby, with long curly hair, and I think,
because I’d become part of the family, long before they realised there were going to
be problems, they took the attitude that, no child of theirs was going to be dismissed,
but it was difficult, in that they said my mother searched, virtually searched the
country, looking for therapy and help. She took me to Wales, when I was four,
because she’d heard of a physiotherapist, but largely, she taught me to walk, and she
taught me to talk, and she taught me to feed myself. She said she used to put me in
the high chair, and put the food in front of me, and then remember something to do in
another room, so she would just leave me to get on with it, and the dogs would come
in and clear up the me… mess later. She was a very practical woman.

And so what were the circumstances of the, the, the offer, then, although it wasn’t
taken up, what were circumstances of the, of the offer of the hospital place?

I really don’t know. I, all I know is, she related that this was offered by her GP, and I
think, I think it was such an alien idea to her, she just didn’t take it seriously, but I
know they were told on a number of occasions, by fairly eminent doctors, that I, I
would be mentally-handicapped, because, in those days, mental disability was simply
part of the diagnosis, and it was assumed that any child with cerebral palsy, or it
might then still have been called ‘Little’s Disease’, any child with this also had a
mental dis, disability, and interestingly, my mo… although I didn’t learn to speak till I
was around three, I think, my mother devised her own tests for proving to herself, that
I…
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Sorry, Valerie, I’ll just, sorry … do you mind putting, putting your arm just beside,
I’m just slightly frightened of … [microphone noise] whoop! There we go: just
slightly frightened of the …

Sorry.

It’s all right. If, if I, if I put it that way, then we can [sounds of manoeuvring
wires] … sorry, I’ll just put it there … sorry, so that, so that the wire just...

Mm.

… doesn’t get caught with your arm, sort if thing.

Sorry.

No, no, no, that’s all right.

Do you want to go back, then?

No, no, no, you’re all right: you’re all right. So your mother devised this, this test
then? What, what did that involve?

She, she noticed that I would make a fuss if she made a mistake in anything that she
was saying, and I would make a fuss till she said it correctly, and this was her first
indication that I was comprehending what she said.

So she, so she deliberately made a mistake…

Yes, in a nursery rhyme.

Waiting for you to say...
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Yes, [talking together] Yes.

… ‘Hold on, you’ve made a mistake there.’
Yes.

So what sort of age would you be then, when, when your mum was, was doing that?

I think I must have been probably have been less than two, by this time, and my
speech came with great difficulty, and I … so I don’t think people were
comprehending me much, before three. I’m really not clear about the early years. I
do know that my first sentence was apparently said in the bath, when my cousin and I
were being bathed together, and he … went forward, to turn on the tap, and apparently,
I said, ‘No more water, we’ve got plenty,’ and that was the first sentence. [laughing] I
was a dictatorial little girl even then.

Oh, that’s good, that’s good. So all of this, these early years then, during the War,
coinciding with the War years …

Yes.

Where was your, where was your father, during this time?

Well, my father was a journalist, and at first, he joined the Auxiliary Fire
Service. They lived in Manchester, and Manchester got heavily bombed, so the
Auxiliary Fire Service had a lot to do, and then, so the family story goes, he was, he
got so furious at all the bombing, that he volunteered for the RAF, although I think he
was some way beyond call-up age.

What, what sort of age would he be?

They, I think they were twenty-nine when I was born, so I suppose he’d be around
thirty-one.
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And, and so, you were living in, in Manchester …

Yes.

What, before the War then, was your father’s, father’s work?

He was a journalist.

Right, so he’d worked in journalism before.

Yes.

And where, where, where did he…

In Manchester, on The Manchester Evening News.

Right. So that, and your mother’s work before …

Well, she stopped work, when she got married, and I mean, had they been my
generation, they would both automatically have gone to university, but my mother
was of the generation where education for girls was not considered important, so, poor
soul, she was simply told by her father that she was to be a short-hand typist, and
that’s what she did, so I think she was quite pleased to give it up, on getting married.
My father was the only son of a widowed mother, and I just, I think university
probably never entered anybody’s head, although he was the son of a doctor, and his
father had died when Dad was four.

And, and so were, your mother’s family, and indeed your father’s family, were they
then from the Manchester area as well?
No, no. My, my mother’s family lived in the Midlands, in her childhood. My father,
I think, grew up in Mirfield, largely. They met in Leeds, and their first home, I think,
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was in Leeds. I imagine he moved to Manchester because of The Evening News,
which was a, a well-known paper, and, I imagine, that was a progression in his, his
career.

Because, as a ‘leading… provincial newspaper’, I suppose one might describe it as,
he was obviously doing well, then in his, in his profession [talking together]

I think he was, yes. After the War, he joined the, The Daily Express, though he was
still in Manchester, and they lived in Manchester until I was eighteen, and at, or
seventeen, and at that point, he moved, still with the Express, to London.

And, and have they, your, your parents, did they, did they ever describe to you how,
how they felt, at, at, at the time, when you were … just beginning to grow up? What,
what were their emotions?

Well, I think they weren’t … I think they were, were frustrated at the lack of
encouragement. As I say, they were told on a number of occasions, that I, I wouldn’t
do anything, and, I think, given the era when doctors were semi-gods, I think it’s
fairly remarkable that they simply ignored all this medical opinion, because I think
my mother, well both of them, decided that what they were told, being told, was
wrong. I mean, once we stop this recording, I could show you photographs of myself
at the time, and I have, clearly an intelligent little face, and I think it’s odd that these
things were being said, but my mother said that, virtually, the doctors would take no
notice of me, they wouldn’t talk to me, or try to get a reaction. I was simply a small
child, being discussed.

And, and, and talking, not talking to you, but talking to your parents. How, how do
you, looking back on it, and, and, and, and yourself, how do you, how do you feel
about the, the reaction that your parents were getting from the medical profession?

[pause] To me, it’s just part of history: it’s how things were done then. Obviously, it
was awful, and I fear there must have been numbers of parents who did believe these
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things, and numbers of children who were confined to hospital. I know there were. I
just feel incredibly fortunate, that my parents knew their own mind, and were willing
to back their own judgement. I find it fairly remarkable, because, as with most people,
they had no background that really equipped them for this, but they coped.

And, and when one considers as well, all that was going on around them as well.

Yes: yes. My, my mother was determined to get an education for me, because she
decided that my brain [barking from very fierce-sounding dog]

Oh!

Sugar. [more barking.] Sugar.

Press [inaud]

Can you turn it off? [Break in recording.]

My mother decided that my brain was the only bit that was working properly, and she
was therefore determined that I would get a decent education, which, again, was farsighted, and I, I don’t think it was the, the average reaction to it, really, and she, she
came up to London during the time of the flying bombs, which I think was very brave,
in order to see a unit in Queen Mary’s Hospital, Carshalton. I forget, I think she
actually later brought me to be seen, but, by the time I would have gone there, a
school called ‘St Margaret’s School’ in Croydon had been opened, specifically for
children with c.p., and I was the twelfth boarder they took there.

And, and, and so, what age would you be, then, when you went to the school?

Seven and a half.

And, and prior to that, then: that was your first education. You didn’t …
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No, I’d been briefly to a village school, when we were staying in Northumberland.
My mother tried to get me into the local primary school in, near Manchester, and she,
the memory really seared her badly: I have no memory, but she told me, she went to
this primary school, with me in her arms, and they shut the door in her face.

This was the teachers, or …

Well, [talking together]

Or

presumably, the Head. I don’t know, but she wasn’t allowed into the school, and as I
say, that scarred her quite badly, though I think she, she probably made light of it to
me, because it’s simply a memory I don’t have, so it didn’t impinge on me, but …

And what, what age do you, do you think you would be, when, when that, when that
happened?

Probably about six.

Right, and, and, so then came then the move [talking together] to Northumberland.

Then, I, well, my … during the War, my father wanted us away from the bombing in
Manchester, so they left the house, the bungalow we had in Manchester, they’d
bought a bungalow, purely by chance, before they realised it might be quite a good
thing to have for me, but during the War, they left this, and my father was constantly
trying to send us away from danger, so we spent some of the time with my mother’s
family in Huddersfield, and some time with her, his mother in Ambleside in the Lake
District, and some time at my aunt’s place in Northumberland. I [coughs] I really
have very little memory of all this: just isolated incidents, but I think we probably
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moved round quite a bit. There was also a few months in North Wales, trying the
physiotherapist she’d heard about, but I think most

[end of Tape 1: Side A]
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Tape 1 Side B [Track 2]

There we go. So, you were spending some time in, in North Wales, then.

Yes, my mother had, she had, a friend of the family had twins, slightly older than me,
or about four years’ older than me, one of these twins had cerebral palsy, and they had
found this woman in North Wales. I think that’s how it happened, so we went to
North Wales, for, I think, a few months, and whether or not my mother didn’t feel I
was making enough progress, or, or what it was, I don’t think we stayed there very
long. I don’t think she was particularly happy there.

So this would be … a private physiotherapist, in North Wales?

Oh, yes.

And, and so when you were young, then, before, or up to the time, time when you were
going to, to school, the, the effort was, was it, to get you to walk?

Yes: yes. I think, when you say ‘private’, I think it’s worth remembering that I don’t
think the NHS came in, till forty-seven, so everything before then was paid for.

Right. [talking together.]

My parents certainly were not particularly well-off.

I was going to say, I was going to say, it, it, for your parents to, to, to seek out
different advice, and, as well as having to move around the country, this must have
been, for them, a turbulent time.

I think it must have been a very … I think it was probably quite a frightening time.
They were desperate to find the answer, and you must find this as a common feature
of your reminiscences. People wanted answers, and they wanted help, and I don’t
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think it was at all easy to come by. I think very little was known about cerebral palsy,
and I suspect it was not commonly thought to be worth doing very much.

And, and you mentioned that you, you had contact with another child, who had
cerebral palsy. Did, did, you knew of them: did you actually have face-to-face contact
with them?

I … I think I did, but, I certainly did later on, but my early childhood memories are
extremely vague. I, so far as I know, I’m sure I had a happy childhood. I certainly
had loving parents, but whether or not I have shut off memories of being frustrated, or
whether I have a naturally-short memory, I don’t know, but my memories of early
childhood are extremely limited.

Then, then came the move to, to Northumberland and the …

Well, again, this would be temporary. My eldest aunt had a café on the coast, and
during the War, this was turned into a … oh: a, a NAAFI café, and it was turned over
to the war effort, but it was quite a large house, and I know we stayed there for some
time, because, shortly after the War, it was on that beach that I finally learnt to walk.
Presumably, the sand, the sand was fairly firm, and I think it was thought I would do
no harm if I fell over on it, and that’s when I finally got the … I, I got the confidence
to walk unaided. It came fairly suddenly. I think it was a matter of confidence then.

And, and so, where was this, in Northumberland?

It was a little fishing, fishing village called Beadnell Harbour near a better-known
place, called Seahouses. It’s a beautiful area, but, quite often, very chilly, because the
prevailing wind is a north-east wind, but it’s a lovely spot.

And, and do you have memories of, the coast, the beach, the house?
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Well, I do, because we went back for all our summer holidays, right up to the time I
was thirteen or fourteen, so I have happy memories of Beadnell Harbour.

And, and, through all the different moves, your, your father was by this time then
away, in the RAF was he?

Yes, it was his firm boast that he managed to visit us for, once a week, for, on all of
his days off, he managed to get to see us, wherever we were, because he, he was never
sent abroad, so we did have weekly visits. He was on, he was a navigator on the
Mosquito and so he was away from us, but not out of touch.

So he was on missions then, what, around the, the coast, and …

Well they flew over, they flew over Germany but he became Squadron Navigator, so I
don’t think he flew on all the missions. He did fly over Germany, but I think, by no
means, every sortie they made.

Because transport for, well, for everybody, was …

Difficult.

… was difficult.

Well, he would make his way back by train, and I think it was difficult, but it’s a
proud boast that he did visit us. I think he said, ‘every week’, or ‘most weeks’.

Because, your mother was … had the support of, of relatives and friends, and then
visits by, and contact from, from your father, but …

Yes, but it was one of the things she felt quite bitter about, was that nobody would
baby-sit for me, and so she didn’t have time for herself except for about three weeks,
when I was taken into hospital, ostensibly to see whether they could teach me to walk,
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and I’m not sure why they thought, how they thought they could do it, because I think
I was left in bed the whole time, but, in those days, when children went into hospital,
far from the parents’ going to them, as they do now, parents were not even allowed to
visit, so I think she did have three weeks by herself, but I think she found that very
distressing.

Why was it that nobody would, would baby-sit?

I imagine they were frightened. I don’t know. I really don’t know, but it’s one of
those things that my mother held against the, the family, or the world in general, that
in the early years, nobody would take this on.

And, and what memories do you have, Valerie, of that hospital, that time in hospital?

None, absolutely none. I really don’t know how old I was, three or four, but, I have
no memories of that at all. As I say, I seem to have blanked out the early years. I
haven’t done it deliberately, but it happens.

And, and you were saying that, a lot of the effort of physiother… effort of
physiotherapy fell then, to, to, to your mother. Is that, do you think, how, how it was,
that you, you came, to be able to walk?

I’m certain of it, ‘cause when I went to school, I’m quite certain that, had I not been
walking, they would not have taught me, but my mother, in the very early days, when
I was lying on the floor, she would put my toys slightly out of reach, to encourage me
to move towards them, and I liked to roll over, and later, to crawl, and I crawled till I
was six, but, whenever she heard me crawling, she would come and, and put me on
my feet, and hold my hands, and encourage me to walk that way: and she did buy
callipers for me, at one stage, but I think I wore them for two or three days, and they
were so awkward, she, she didn’t persist in, with them, and I’m glad, because they
were full-length, straight up and down, so you had to walk with straight legs, and if
you fell over, you fell onto your face, and I really don’t think they would have done
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anything for my comfort, and so, my mother, having paid for these things, and I
imagine they were not cheap, she gave them up extremely quickly.

And, and, and so, in the early years, then, how did the, the C.P. mainly manifest itself
then?

Well, I, I had a mixture of spasticity, and athetosis so I was extremely shaky all over,
so it, it simply interfered with everything: it made everything very difficult, but … I,
as I said at the, to begin with, I don’t think it occurred to my mother that she couldn’t
teach me, and obviously, my disability was not as severe as many people’s. I … I
think you would class me as having a ‘moderate’ degree of disability, but, it did make
learning physical things quite difficult, but possible.

How, how long then, were you at the, the village school in Northumberland?

Oh, probably a term: if that.

Do, do you have memories of the school at all?

[pause.] Extremely vague. I, the sort of memory that you don’t know whether it’s a
real memory or what, something you’ve been told, but nothing clear.

And so then came, after the, a term or so, the move to the, the school in, in, in
Croydon, I think, wasn’t it?

Yes, it was just outside Croydon, and I was seven and a half, and, still unable to read
at that stage. My mother had tried to teach me, and she said every morning, I would
end up in tears, and she would have a roaring headache, so, teaching me to read was
not a great success, but the headmistress, called Miss Wood actually used to take me
into her office for extra reading, and, by the time I was eight, she’d got me reading,
and I’ve still got the book she gave me, to celebrate learning to read.
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Oh, that’s nice. So what were the circumstances, Valerie, then, of … selecting the, the
school for, hearing about the school in the first instance, and …

I think my grandfather, my mother’s father, read about this, and he said, he thought
this was the place for me, and … whether or not they took me up for an assessment, I
don’t know, but my only memory is of being taken to the school, and that awful
business of parents disappearing, and I can still get upset, when I think of them,
leaving me at the beginning of each term, you know. They explained to me so
carefully that this was, it was important for me to go to school, and it didn’t mean
they didn’t love me, but, you know, going to boarding school at that age is not easy,
and it was in Croydon and home was in Manchester, and in those days, that was a hell
of a long way to, to be apart, and they used to come, there used to be one parents’
week end a term, and, at, so for a year or two, they divided the school, the, the year
into four terms, so that we would have shorter holidays, so my poor parents had to
drive from Manchester to Croydon, twelve times a year, and many years ago, my,
afterwards, my mother told me that it took a quarter of their income, just coming up
and down to school, so it really did stretch them quite a lot.

So what kind of car did they have in, in these early years?

Oh, when I first went to school, they didn’t have a car. I think the first couple of
jour…, journeys were in borrowed cars, and then … I can’t remember the order, they
had a Riley 1.5, and they had two, a succession of Morris Minors, and Morris Minor
Travellers.

All of this, of course, before motorways, and before …

Yes, long before, and I think it was the A5 they used, and big, heavy lorries, at that
time, were restricted to a speed of twenty miles an hour, and if you got stuck behind a
heavy lorry, for some miles, you really were in trouble.

And, and you were the twelfth pupil?
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[Talking together] Yes, twelfth boarder.

Travelling along …

They also had about six day pupils, but I just remember it was the twelfth boarder,
and they were [tearing sound] although I was seven and a half, I remember the child
in the next bed to me, had her fifth birthday, the day after I got there, and, you know,
to go to boarding school, at less than five years’ old, it’s very young.

And do you remember whether, those that were boarding, were travelling similar
sorts of distances as well, from their homes?

I know one boy was coming from Inverness. I think we literally came from all over
the country. As I said, they did have half a dozen as day children, but those of us who
boarded came from all, all over the place.

I suppose it’s testament, testament to the fact that [clears throat] you know, this was,
you know, this kind of school, was so rare?

Well, it, it was certainly the first one in the country. It might have been the first in
Europe, but it was certainly the first in Britain, to be set up by, for children with
cerebral palsy. It was largely set up, because the parents of several girl-children, who
were at Queen Mary’s, Carshalton, where I didn’t quite go, they, they all, the parents
all had their daughters there, and their daughters were all intelligent children, and how
they met Jean Garwood, I don’t know, but they got together with Jean Garwood, and
her family, the Garwood family had this house, in Coombe Road, and they left their
house and they moved into another house that they owned, Coombe Farm, and they
donated the house, which became St Margaret’s School, or they let it, which was
unfortunate, they let it on a peppercorn rent, and this group of parents, Alex Moira,
Ian Dawson-Shepherd, Eric Hodgson and I think there was a, a Green. I think there
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were four parents and Jean Garwood, and together, they set up the school, and they
later created The Spastics Society.

And, and so, how big was the house itself?

Oh, it was a large … I think, Georgian house. Certainly it had … one, two, three … at
least four dormitories. It had all, when I first went, I think there were two dormitories,
but as the school grew, it became four dormitories. I think at its height, it had about
thirty-six children, so in the … as a school, it was not big, but as a, as a house, it was
really quite large.

And so, at its height, you say, as you say, thirty-six children. What sort of numbers of
teachers?

Only three. There were three classes. When I first went, there were two. It was
really, it was the little ones and the big ones.

So, so where did funding come from, for the, for the school, then?

Well, by the grace of God, I think in 1944, the Government, even in war time, passed
an Education Act. I think it’s ’44, which said that all children, and it did have a cutoff at about the I.Q. of seventy-five, but above that, it said that ‘all children must be
educated up to the level of their ability’, and this was largely my salvation, because it
meant that Cheshire County Council had very little option, but to fund me, and it
funded me throughout my school years, and … although the costs were not what they
are now, it used to be said that, ‘the fees for that school were roughly equivalent to
those to Eton and Harrow,’ so it was not a cheap option, and my parents certainly
couldn’t have done it.

And, and so, crucially as well, the Education Act in 1944, as you were saying, meant
that all children, all children, including, p’raps for the first time then, children with
disabil…[end of Tape 1 Side B]
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OK. Put that as well. [Clears throat] We were talking, Valerie, about the 1944
Education Act then, which was for you personally then, a particularly significant

Yes.

piece of legislation.

Well, it did require all children to be educated. As I say, there was an IQ cut-off, so
children with severe mental disabilities were still left out of education, until, I think,
the 1970s or ’80s – really quite late – but for those of us who could scrape over that
hurdle, it did mean that the local authorities were obliged to send us to an appropriate
school. Now people can, over the years, argued about which school was appropriate,
but when I was seven there really was only the one school in England catering for
children, or catering specifically for children, with cerebral palsy. And my parents
were particularly keen that I should have the combination of education and therapy,
and they got me into St Margaret’s.

[Clears throat; about to say something.]

But I was going to say, that … oh, sorry if I’m repeating myself … but it is important,
that prior to St Margaret’s opening, a lot of special schools for disabled children still
did not wish to have children with cerebral palsy because they were seen as troublemakers. I’m not sure why, except that I suppose there are a proportion of children
with cp who do have behavioural problems as well, so I think we were all being tarred
with the same brush.

Is it... [clears throat] is this, you know, something that you’ve become aware of later,
or was it something do you think your parents were aware of? The fact that children
with cerebral palsy weren’t always welcome in particular schools?
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Well, I think they began to find this out. Anyway, I don’t know whether they had
looked at other special schools, or whether it was simply that St Margaret’s opened at
the right time for me. I know that when the time came for me to change schools, that
my mother did visit a number of other special schools, but whether she did in ’46, I
don’t know.

And here we were then, in 1946, by this time then, your father was out of the RAF
and...

Yes, I think. He certainly wasn’t demobbed as soon as the war ended, but I think he
came out in ’46, and - [talking together]

And...

And I went to St Margaret’s, I think, in February of ’47 (January or February).

Did you remember the time, you know, when your father then came home?

[Pause] Frankly, I don’t remember it. I think it happened almost gradually. I think his
last station was near enough for him to be living at home, but no, I’m afraid all that is
part of my closed childhood, if you like.

And...

I don’t remember very much before I went to school.

And can you remember... what are your memories of, let’s say, the first day at St
Margaret’s? Or the first week, indeed?

I know the first day I woke up and leaning over the bed, my house mother Joan
Edwards (who I hadn’t met the day before, because she’d had a day off, I think) she
came along at seven-thirty that morning, and she’d said, ‘Hello,’ to me, as the new
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girl. And I had my favourite toy tucked up in bed, and I remember she said to me, ‘Oh!
What’s your dolly’s name?’ and I turned this toy over, face upwards, and it was not a
doll, it was a chimpanzee, and I said, [laughing] ‘Her name’s Joan,’ and poor Joan
Edwards, I think she was a bit taken aback by that. But I’ve still got the toy – it
always was my favourite. I know I was in the big room, class, I think the age division
was probably about six between the little ones and the bigger ones. But, again, I don’t
remember individual days; I just have snatches of memories of the treatment room,
memories of other peo... I remember other children in the treatment room, more than I
remember myself. There were some unfortunate children, still stood up in these awful
locked braces, being asked to take steps, and some of them were just too frightened.
And I can remember the most awful screaming matches going on between the kids
and the therapists.

And this was children in callipers and...

Yes.

Yes.

I think the idea was that the knees were not strong enough to hold them, so they
would lock the knees (the callipers at the knees) and then you have to walk from your
hip, which is very difficult, with this awful risk all the time of crashing forward. And
I’m not surprised they didn’t want to do it, but…

And by this time, you were walking?

My mother had got me walking. St Margaret’s took me off my feet and put me in a
chair, with the idea that I would learn to walk, quote, ‘properly’, in the treatment room.
But I was very bored in this chair. I was allowed one hour a day when I could walk
round, and I used to walk round all the time in that hour, and I think they gave it up
for a lost cause, because I don’t remember that went on for very long. I think they just
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said, ‘OK let’s just walk.’ But, honestly, looking back I think that was an awful risk to
take, and I was glad I did not sit down and do it very obediently.

So this was a wheelchair, and founded on the belief then, by the physiotherapists, that
they would be able to help you to walk in such a way that they found more…

Well, the theory that they (I’ve forgotten the name of the theory they used. I have in
my mind ‘Phelps’, but I think I could be mixing that up with somebody else) and I
think the theory was that if you learnt to do things beautifully in the treatment room,
and if you did not wreck it by doing it badly outside, till you had learnt the proper
pattern in the treatment room, you would learn to do things more better or more
beautifully, or however you describe it. But the idea was, you learnt the preferred
pattern, and you were not allowed to learn bad habits outside, which are all very good
if you are having treatment for six or eight hours a day, but if you’re only in the
treatment room for twenty minutes a day, (which is a lot compared to once a week or
once a fortnight, which was quite common in other circumstances), but twenty
minutes a day is not enough for this particular theory. And the result is that I could
name quite a few people who might have walked but who never have and [rustling
noise] I find that sad. I don’t walk beautifully, but I can get from here to there, and I
really think, in teaching me to walk, my mother immensely altered the quality of my
life, and sorry, that might sound crass if it’s heard by people who don’t walk, but I
think it revolutionised my life. [Tearing sound.] I would have liked to walk more
beautifully and to fall over less, and my poor mother, till the end of her days, was
telling me that if only I concentrated I could do it better. But I have found it very
tedious, if not impossible, to calculate each step before I make it. I’ve always been a
great deal more interested in what I’m going to do, than in how I’m walking.

Because the received theory as well is that different areas of the brain take over the...

Yes.

… function of walking.
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Yes.

Anyway...

I’m sure I walk, well I know I walk without conscious thought, but this was the theory
that St Margaret’s operated on, and it got stricter and stricter, and I just thank God that
I was walking before I went there.

And how would you describe, generally, the atmosphere of the school?

I remember Glynn Vernon (did you ever meet Glynn?) saying how awful St
Margaret’s was, and poor Glynn, he must have been bored out of his mind because
children at the weekend, or sunny days, were wheeled out and put in the garden in a
row, but they just sat there for long periods, because there really were not enough staff
to entertain, or give us all activities. Because I could walk, I used to go off on my own
and do things, but even for me, my chief memory of St Margaret’s is of being bored,
and the children who couldn’t walk must have frightful memories of that school. I
think they were on the edge of knowledge. They were doing their best, and they made
some terrible mistakes, but I think they really were trying their best. I don’t think they
had enough staff, but economics were different, and the ideas of what is acceptable
have changed over my lifetime, out of all recognition.

And you know, in winter, was it... you talked about in the summer going out and
being p’raps left out... [talking together] in winter?

Well yes, I suppose in winter we sat in the big hall and we sat in classrooms. I can’t
remember; there was so much less in those days. You didn’t have records, and you
didn’t have radios. I think we occasionally had films shown to us. I really don’t
remember what we did after school, and at weekends. There wasn’t even television. I
can remember the Garwoods bought one of the early televisions and, just occasionally,
we would be taken over to Coombe Farm to see television, but it was very occasional.
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I can remember we were taken over there, to watch the Coronation because my
neighbour Rosalind (the girl in the next-door bed) woke up with a sore throat, and she
was kept in bed on Coronation Day, because she’d got mumps. And I woke up with a
sore throat, but I remembered quicker than she did that it was Coronation Day, so I
said nothing about my sore throat, and that was, I suspect I did have a very mild
attack of mumps, because I’ve never had it since. But, as I say, I remembered that it
was Coronation Day, so I got to see it on television! Poor Rosalind didn’t.

So you remember seeing the ceremony on television then?

Yes.

You were all gathered round, were you?

Yes.

And watching it. And I seem to remember from the outside shots of all the rain

Yes.

particularly.

I think it, I’m sure it was black and white, and I think it was not a particularly big
screen, but we did see it. I think when we later saw the colour film in the cinema, it
was probably a better view, but at least we did see it. But what I’m saying is, there
was no telly, so, which has been a boon for people who are not very active, but (you
must think I’m being very tedious) I really don’t remember what we did do. I know I
was given a pet rabbit, and I used to go off and find wild food for my rabbit, and I
used to clean its hutch out, and I used to walk round and see the cattle in the farm, at
the back of the school, so I had a better life than a lot of the children.

So it was a relatively rural setting?
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Yes it was. It had parkland all around, and a farm behind it where they kept a dairy
herd, and large grounds, and here again, being able to walk, made a huge difference.

And lessons: what are your memories of lessons, and how they were organised?

[Pause] Not very clear. All I did, as I say, I did learn to read, and I did keep up with
the lessons. I remember the first teacher being replaced by, oh... And after that there
was another one, and she was very good at reading poetry to us, and the lessons I
think were quite interesting. I know, when I changed schools at fourteen, I discovered
that I was behind the children who had just recently started a grammar school
curriculum, and I know I had to work hard-ish to catch up with them, so that, at
fourteen, I had dropped several years behind my age level. But, on the other hand, it
was a quality of education sufficient to make it possible for me to catch up later, when
I had the opportunity.

And, during your time in St Margaret’s, were favourite subjects emerging? Did you
take to particular topics or subjects, or...?

Sorry. I can remember that about the second school. I have very little memory. I think
my main memory of St Margaret’s is of this poetry reading. I also remember that
visitors were shown round the school every Wednesday afternoon because the school
was quite a showcase, and lots, presumably teaching and therapists and professionals
of various sorts, wanted to see it. And Wednesday afternoons we had visitors looking
at us…

And -

… which got a bit boring.

And did you have particular friends at this time, at the school?
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Yes, I was friendly with Rosemary Dawson-Shepherd (who I caught up with later)
and Alice Moira (who I saw again last year). I was very touched: I went to her father’s
memorial party, and she made me so welcome. Who else? Anita. Lots of people I’ve
never seen again. I sometimes wonder what happened to them.

And this was, p’raps, the first time then that you’d had day-to-day contact with lots of
other children, of a similar age, who also had cerebral palsy?

Yes, and I … yes I will say it, whether or not it puts me in a good light: because I was
less disabled than a lot of them, I think it gave me a feeling that I really was quite able,
and I think it gave me a degree of self-confidence that I don’t think I would have
acquired if, as today, I’d have been one on my own, in a state school. I have great
reservations of how children cope when they grow up, always one step behind
everybody else, but, you know, this comments in the case that special schools today
are not –

[End of Tape 2 Side A]
[Side B blank]
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… or whatever. OK. Now, I’ll just turn that up very slightly, for me really. Today then,
Valerie, 17th February, and last time we were talking about your time at St
Margaret’s School in Croydon. Now, shall we cover the end of your time…

Yes.

… there. What, when did you leave St Margaret’s?

Oh, [pause] when I was about thirteen, a friend of the staff of St Margaret’s, who
herself had cerebral palsy, opened this school for older children, called Puckle Hill,
and the therapists in particular were very keen that I should go to Puckle Hill. And the
idea was that I would do any ordinary educational subjects in the morning, and in the
afternoon I would learn either horticulture or light farming in the afternoon. And my
parents and I went to see it, but my parents were not particularly impressed. She (my
mother) felt she could teach me all the practical things I might have learnt there, and
basically they refused. The staff, in an effort to persuade my parents to change their
minds, held a meeting with them, where they told them that I was not academic, but
my parents again declined to go along with that and they said; they wouldn’t agree to
Puckle Hill, whereupon they were asked to remove me from, from St Margaret’s. In
essence, I was going to be expelled. My mother had, over the years, become very
friendly with Jean Garwood who was one of the founders and one of the governors,
and when she told Jean what had happened, Jean arranged for me to remain at St
Margaret’s for a further term. But my mother then set about looking around for a
school she regarded as being more suitable, and again, because she had, well they had,
done a certain amount of research, and had become friendly with a Dr Margery
Wilson (who was then the senior HMI [Her Majesty’s Inspector] in charge of special
schools), she was able to tell Dr Wilson what the problem was, and as it happened, Dr
Wilson said, ‘Oh’, she’d seen a suitable school the week before, and she suggested to
my parents that they go and see a school in North Yorkshire, which was a school for
physically-handicapped; the whole range. But it had one particular small class where
they linked the curriculum to that of the local grammar school, and Dr Wilson thought
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I might be suitable for that class, and it wasn’t simply that she was doing me a favour
(though she was), she was also quite interested in furthering the work of this particular
headmaster, who had set this little group up, so it was a two-way gain. I did… anyway,
I went to that school in January of, I think, ’54, when I was fourteen.

‘HMI’, we should say, is Her Majesty’s Inspector of Schools. And what was the name
of the school, Valerie?

The name was Welburn Hall. It was a boarding school. It was in North Yorkshire. It
was, again, some distance from my home, which was still in Cheshire, but on the
other hand, it was probably half the distance that Croydon had been.

Again, was the school then independently funded, or...

It was actually a County school. It was run by the North Riding of Yorkshire, and I
would not normally have been eligible, being, quote, ‘out-County’. But Dr Wilson’s
influence helped, but again, as I say, she was doing it for two reasons. It was not
simply pushing me, although it was a huge help.

And how did you feel about leaving St Margaret’s?

Well, I don’t think I was... [pause] I forget how much I’d been aware of the
unpleasantness: I don’t particularly remember. I think I was sad to leave my friends,
in the way that I think you are sad to leave one thing and go on to something unknown.
On the other hand, while I wouldn’t say I was deeply unhappy at St Margaret’s, I
wouldn’t say I was particularly enamoured of the place, but, as I explained to you
before, my memories of childhood are not that detailed and I can’t remember being
terribly upset by leaving.

And the new school? What kind of numbers and ages [inaudible]?
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Well it again was an all-age school. The youngest they ever took, poor little soul, was
two and a half: presumably her parents just couldn’t cope, but the normal range was
five to sixteen. The normal school leaving age at that point was fifteen, and children at
special school had a leaving age, one year above statutory leaving age. I’m aware of
this because, again, dispensation was made for me later, and I stayed there until I was
seventeen, but I went there at fourteen. I think the grammar school group called S1...
no sorry, they had two senior classes: S1 was the general education, and S2 was the
small grammar school group. And I think there were about eight of us, which actually
is a pretty average size for a special school.

And so you were following, were you, the same studies that were being followed in a
grammar school?

At the nearby Kirby Moorside Grammar School, and the grammar school marked our
end-of-term exams, and our-end-of year exams. I know one year I got heavily marked
down for my writing, but someone can’t have known the circumstances, or maybe
wasn’t prepared to make allowances, but on the whole I did well. I found, when I got
there that I needed to catch up, so I set myself to catch up fast. I didn’t find it very
easy to make friends there. The friendship groups had already developed, and to be
frank, I got on better with the teaching staff than my contemporaries, which is never a
clever thing to do at school, so I wasn’t hugely liked. And I… it was an era when it
was fashionable to be interested in film stars, and I didn’t know enough about them to
be interested. I probably didn’t particularly go about things very well, but for one
reason or another I decided the best thing was to do as much school work as I could
find to do, so that I went in January, and by the end of the summer’s term I managed
to come top in all our exams, except for mathematics. We had a boy called Caleb in
the class, who could regularly get a hundred per cent in mathematics, so he was
unbeatable, and anyway, I wasn’t quite that good, [laughs] but I fear my mother had
enormous enjoyment, that summer holiday, in taking me back to St Margaret’s and
flashing the examination results: because it justified her in what she’d done.
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And at the school then, did you feel... how did you feel about getting those tremendous
results?

I was pleased with myself, of course I was, but I think there was another factor in that,
that I haven’t mentioned. I... it was for me a very large move in that St Margaret’s had
been entirely for children with cerebral palsy, and over the years the school had
admitted children with increasingly severe disabilities, so that by the time I was
twelve, thirteen, coming up to fourteen (well I was fourteen when I left) I was
physically one of the most able at St Margaret’s. And I had the impression, therefore,
that my disability was very little, and then I went to Welburn Hall, where they had
children with polio, severe polio, spina bifida, hydrocephalus, but they also had quite
a number of children with asthma and weak chests, and with weak hearts, but children
who would... these never go away to special schools, and certainly not to a special
boarding school. [Creaking noise.] Are we nearly?

No, sorry, you’re OK. Thank you.

So these children, to all outward appearances, were physically able, and it was for me
a huge contrast to go from being one of the most able, to one of the, well not the least,
but much more severely disabled than perhaps the majority of the older children. And
I had psychologically to re-orientate myself, and this is another reason why I probably
didn’t make friends particularly easily. You can cast a side-light on that, in that two
years ago (maybe three, I forget), recently Welburn Hall had it’s fiftieth anniversary,
and it invited back, for a day, as many of its old pupils as it could reach. And it really
was quite funny going back and seeing quite a few of these contemporaries, and I
found myself saying, not, ‘How are you?’ but, ‘Who are you?’ ’cause it’s really
difficult to recognise someone after forty years. Anyway, it was very obvious to me
that those of us who came back were the physically-disabled. The people with weak
chests and weak hearts were not in evidence at all, though cynically you could say,
maybe they hadn’t survived. I think, much more likely, they had put this part of their
lives well behind them and I can understand they didn’t want to be associated with
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those of us who have visible problems, and I think to a lesser extent that was part of
me not making a lot of friends; but I kept myself occupied.

And did you, at the reunion then, come across any of the teachers that were there in
your time?

Very few: one or two, but one or two had died. I actually travelled back with one
couple that I had maintained contact with over the years. He taught us Geography and
French, and Music, and she had been the school physiotherapist, and some years after
I left Welburn, they moved to the south of England. And over the years I had
maintained con…, not every week or every month, but we still occasionally see each
other, and when… I expect I asked them if they were going, and we travelled up
together. No we didn’t: no, I tell a lie, I went by train to York, and they met me at
York and we stayed overnight in the same B&B: that’s what it was, and then the next
night, the next day, they kindly put me back on the train.

And the pupils at Welburn Hall then, were they drawn... where did they come from?

They were all from Yorkshire, so the catchment area was much smaller.

So was there much... what kind of opportunity was there then for you to see your
parents, during term time?

Oh, roughly the same, and they came at least once during the term; it might have been
twice, but visiting was far less rigid. I don’t think there was a designated parents’
weekend. I don’t think that Welburn had a designated weekend, because some of the
parents never turned up at school. I think there was a degree of poverty around.
Various reasons.

So, at Welburn Hall then, Valerie, were public exams on the agenda then?
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They were at first: and, as I say, I was fourteen when I went. When I was coming up
to sixteen, it was recognised that three of us were not going to be able to stay at the
school for the full grammar school course, because of our ages. I think the other two
were probably a year younger than me. One... there was a young man called Edwin
Scott, and he was one of these with a weak chest and asthma, which was clearly much
less common then than it is now, and Judy Luke, who was a beautiful girl, woman,
she had had polio. It affected her legs, but not her arms, so the three of us were
formed into a little off-shoot of S2, and we were taught exclusively for, I imagine, the
year. I forget how long we were taught by the headmaster, who was called J. Hywell
Williams: a very Welsh name. Mr Williams taught us his subjects, which were
English and History, so I did English Language, English Literature, and History, and
he taught us, for as I say, I think, a year, exclusively in these three subjects, and then
we took O-level in them.

What of other subjects there?

We simply had to drop those in order to concentrate, because we were cramming two
or three years of work of learning into one.

And so this was the S... after you did the S2 group, as you were saying...

Mm.

Just to go back slightly; the S1 then (the non grammar school group), I would guess...
what was the circumstance for them then? Were they…

I think they were doing the equivalent of the secondary mod. [modern]... [Talking
together.]

Sec...
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... education, but I don’t think their curriculum was linked to that of any local school.
I think they were simply taught as people were then taught in special schools, but
special schools then were very different from the special schools of today, because
this was the time before all children were required to go to school. There was a cut-off
at, I think, IQ of… now, would it be fifty, or seventy-five? Possibly fifty. But below
that, children were not required to go to school at all. They were simply looked after,
and the special schools of my day did take a fairly wide range of abilities, but they did
have a reasonable number of, well, a lot of children, who these days would go into
mainstream. So the whole population of special schools today is very different. I
doubt, I could be wrong, but I doubt whether today you would find any…

[End of Tape 3 Side A.]
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Tape 3 Side B [Track 5]

So, this was a fairly... Welburn Hall then, was, as you were saying, [pause] a set-up
then for just this relatively small number of children altogether? [Talking together.
Inaudible.]

Well, it had seventy-five, so it, yes, it was a small school, but it was twice the size of
St Margaret’s.

And came the time then, when you were being taught by the headmaster in these three
subjects; History, English Literature, and English Language, I think.

Yes.

Where then did he teach you?

I think they converted the school, the classroom block was, had been converted out of
the old stable block, and I think they simply found another room that could be pressed
into service.

And there you were then, during the week, being taught by the headmaster: what was
on the agenda? What was to do though in the evenings, and at weekends?

We were allowed to watch television twice a week, so at the beginning of the week,
each class had to decide which channel it wanted to watch on its evening, so twice a
week we had television. On Saturday afternoons we hired in a film, so we had a film
show. Sunday mornings, a small group of us went to church, and I confess my
incentive for going to church was that if we’d been to church, we didn’t have to go to
Sunday School, and I heartily disliked Sunday School. And we walked a mile to
church, so I really was a lot more physically able than I am now. I just couldn’t
contemplate walking a mile now, but in fact we used to go with this physiotherapist,
who I referred to earlier. She was a practising Anglican, and she was happy to take
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however many of us wanted to go. I honestly can’t remember who else came. I don’t
think I was the only pupil who went, but I got into the routine of weekly church, and
that, while I was at Welburn, I was confirmed.

And this was then the nearest, what, village church, was it?

Yes. Well, hardly a village. It was… my memory of it is that it was standing entirely
by itself. Welburn Hall was part of a very tiny hamlet. It had a farm. It had, I think, a
couple of other houses. It was a very small hamlet. It was about two miles from Kirby
Moorside, but how this church came to be as isolated as it seemed to be I never
bothered to find out, but it was a dear little church.

I wonder if it was an estate church, perhaps?

It might have been, originally.

And so, the congregation then, drawn from the community around and about...

Yes.

... and few of you then from the school there, p’raps each Sunday morning... and what
kind of contact did you have with the rest of the members of the congregation?

I can’t remember having any. I just don’t remember. I certainly don’t remember
making friends with anybody. I don’t think in those days it was the thing to do, to
stand round having coffee afterwards. I think that is a later idea. It was in the days
where it was usual to have Morning Service. I … Gosh! I’ve even forgot it… Matins!
Matins, and you had Evensong in the afternoon, but we didn’t go to that, and Holy
Communion would be once a month. During my Anglican life, I’ve seen the Church
change enormously, because Communion is now of course the main service, but it
really wasn’t then, and the idea that people might go to daily Communion just was not
on the agenda, except for religious communities.
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And when you were confirmed, Valerie, what age were you then?

Probably fifteen.

So was that then the beginning for you of religion, and particularly the Anglican
Church then, being important to you?

Yes, it was. It has been a thread which has run through my life ever since. My parents
were not church-goers, so Margaret Booker, in being willing to take me to Matins
each week, really gave me a foundation. I have kept it up ever since, and I’ve been an
increasingly active member of various churches since, but that is why it began. I fear
it may even began really because I didn’t want, like Sunday School.

And in the study group that you were in, did that give you then, opportunity to draw
closer to the other two…

Yes, we did become friends. Later, Judy and I were given a bedroom to share, so we
no longer were in a girls’ dormitory, and I remember quite liking that, and we were
not then bound by so many rules.

And in the approach to the end of that time, the time when you were taking, then, your
exams; your O-levels these would be, I guess.

Yes.

When you were taking your O-levels, what did that feel like?

It was difficult because writing for me really was never easy, and it was physically a
great effort. My writing was not easy to read. It was slow. I needed extra time. Oh
that’s right, I was always given extra time during exams, but for some reason Mr
Williams didn’t ask for any concessions; or maybe he couldn’t get them, maybe I’m
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doing him an injustice, but when we took the O-levels, I was given no extra time for
my papers. I had to take them under entirely normal conditions, and I just couldn’t do
it. Although I was very good at English, and I knew my books backwards (the
literature books), I failed both my English Language and Literature, because I only
completed the first two out of the required six questions. I physically couldn’t fit any
more into the time. When it came to History, which I think was the third paper, I
decided this was not working, so I wrote my History answers in note form, and I
passed that one.

And in the run-up to that, and previous to those actual exams then, in the other exams,
you’d been given extra time, had you?

Yes, yes. Usually about double, I think, with time off to take rests.

And when you were writing, what kind of pen would you be using?

Oh, a ball-point. Fortunately, ball-points had been invented. I think it was a wartime
invention. I’m not sure, but they were around. I think I used ball-point rather than
pencil: one or the other. I know I never used, attempted, seriously, to use a nib, ’cause
I press too hard.

And how did you feel then, and what were the consequences of, you know, not quite
getting the English Literature and English Language?

I imagine they were fairly gutted, but again, that’s a memory that’s disappeared. I
simply know that I did it. I imagine I was pretty annoyed, because it would have
seemed, and I still think it was unjust, but as I talk to you now it occurs to me that
perhaps he did ask for extra time, and wasn’t allowed it. He never told me that I
remember, but I will have felt the whole thing was pretty unjust, but the other two had
perfectly unaffected hands, so they weren’t under this particular pressure. It occurs to
me that I don’t actually remember whether they passed or not: I imagine they did, but
I think… No, wait... We didn’t take it in the summer, we took it… There used to be a
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facility whereby if you failed in the summer, you could re-take in the winter, and
although we didn’t attempt to do the summer, I think we took it in January, and I
know I left the school more or less immediately aft… No, it must have been in the
autumn we took them, because I left the school at Christmas. But I imagine that the
reason why I don’t know what the other two did is, I think we’d left the school before
we got the results.

So Christmas: what year would that be, then, Valerie?

[Pause.] ’56. Yes, I was there from January ’54: all of ’54, all of ’55, all of ’56. Yes.

So how old would you be when you left then?

Seventeen.

And what then was on the horizon then, when you left Welburn Hall?

Well, the headmaster was advising that I would go into full-time care, which is
surprising really, because I thought I’d done fairly well at that school. But again, my
parents declined this advice, and I don’t know where they had heard of the Bobaths, it
might have been yet another Dr Wilson idea, but they’d heard of the Bobaths, who did
have spectacular results with some people, so they brought me up to London, early
in ’57, and the Bobaths were willing to take me on. Although they worked a lot with
very young children, they did have some older people, and [pause] my parents or
somebody recommended that I stayed in a convent, in Swiss Cottage, which actually
was a convent run by some Roman Catholic sisters. And their raison d’être was to run
a house for young, mainly, foreign girls, who were living in London, but it was a form
of sheltered accommodation, and I think they helped me in terms of meals. I can’t
recall that they helped me in any other way, but it was a secure place, and I had a
large, very gloomy bedroom, and my mother bought me all sorts of things like a kettle
and mugs and things, so that I could make myself drinks, and possibly light meals.
And I made friends with a Belgian physiotherapist student, who was also attending
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the Bobath Clinic, and I think she gave me a lot of help, but I would attend the Clinic,
once a day, five days a week, and the rest of the time, I amused myself.

So, at the Bobath Clinic then, was it intensive physiotherapy that was...

Yes, yes. And speech therapy, but it was a bit of a disaster. At one point, she insisted I
recorded my voice, and playing it back, even now, I asked her very firmly not to make
me listen to it, and I really think she precipitated me into my first of many
depressions, ’cause I really did hate listening. My, no, I think it’s jumping ahead, I
think it was not that time. I did over the years go back to the Bobaths for short
intensive courses, and it probably was a later speech physiotherapist who did that, so
I’m sorry, I’ve confused it.

This is Bertie Bobath...

Yes.

And her husband – the Bobaths?

Yes. They really were very good, and what they did for me, at that time, was they
improved my walking so that I didn’t fall over as much after going to them, as I did
before. And I think, living in London more or less on my own for six months, taught
me to do a lot more for myself than I’d done before.

And what kind of journey was it, from Swiss Cottage, then, where you were staying, to
the Bobath Centre?

I think I had a sitting car service that fetched me, but I know that I did go round by
bus a certain amount, by myself. Because the convent was Roman Catholic, I wanted
to make it clear that I had my own established faith, so I found an Anglican church
and at first I used to go to the eight o’clock Communion, but nobody spoke to me
there, so… I’ve entirely forgotten why it was I met a young girl, but I know part-way
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through that six months I met someone who said, ‘Oh, come to our church,’ so after
that I went to St John’s Wood Church for Evensong, and my impression is they were
a bit more out-going.

And this was on a Sunday, that you would go there?

Yes.

Here you were then, and it was 1956, I think, wasn’t it? Or was it ’57?

This would be ’57.
’57. Here you are then, Valerie, in 1957, in London...

Yes.

What, in particular, are your memories of London, in 1957?

Well, my memory is that it was an enormous contrast to the North Riding of
Yorkshire. The first thing I had to learn in London was that you didn’t say, ‘Good
morning,’ to everyone you passed in the street, ’cause in North Yorkshire you did.
You greeted everyone you passed. And the other thing I remember being new is, that,
in Yorkshire you had to know the exact time of the buses, because, you know, they
were due every two or three hours, so you had to know when they came, whereas in
London you just went to a bus stop and waited.

And do you remember, p’raps, you know, when you were in the street and [clears
throat] walking in the street and so on, any reaction by strangers to you, being in the
street?

I don’t, but I do know that at Welburn Hall we used to discuss this in the dormitory,
and we actually taught each other how not to see people staring. And I think because I
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had learnt to focus my attention ahead, and not to see people looking at me, I think I
did that almost without thinking about it, and I don’t remember any great interest.

So what was the technique then, that you developed in the dormitory: or you
discussed in the dormitory?

Well, I learnt to ignore people completely, and as I say, I’m afraid I do this so without
thinking that occasionally friends have accused me of not seeing them. The trick is to
look hard at where you’re going, and just shut off all the side vision, and if that failed
to work, the second trick is to stare back hard at anyone staring at you, and very few
people can cope with this. They would look away quite quickly, if they caught staring,
so these techniques I’m afraid I employ now, without meaning to.

And at The Bobath Centre, then, children in particular and young people as well, but,
what sort of numbers, at any one time, were there, do you suspect?

Well, there was Bertie Bobath [rustling noise] herself, and...

[Talking together. Inaudible.]

Sorry, sorry.

It’s OK.

They were... I think she had two or three physios working with her, so...

[End of Tape 3 Side B]
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Do you want to have much earlier?

Sorry, we’ll start again Valerie, if you like. The Bobath Centre, Valerie. You were at
The Bobath Centre and you were saying then that it was good for you but better...

Yes, they did help the stability of my walking. I didn’t fall over as much after I’d been
to them as I had done before, but because I was seventeen when I went to them, I
think there was a decided limit to what they could achieve. Obviously if I’d gone to
them at the age of one or two, they might have achieved a lot more, but that just
hadn’t been possible. I don’t know when they set up their London clinic, but it
wouldn’t have been that early.

Just tell me a little bit about the Bobaths then.

I got on with Bertie Bobath (Mrs Bobath) very well. I found her to be a warm
personality: a very down to earth woman. I always hoped for her to treat me but she
rarely did. Usually it was one of the assistant physios and I found that I liked one or
two of them better than others, but it was pot luck who would treat you on any
particular day.

So there was a team then of physiotherapists?

A team of about four, so far as I remember, and a speech therapist who I also saw. But
I think speech therapy, again, is a lot easier to accept when you’re a child. I found it
more difficult when I was seventeen and later, in my twenties, when I went back to
them for short courses. I found that I just couldn’t accept speech therapy at all. I just
couldn’t accept young woman, telling me how to say things. It became very
undermining, and somewhat later, probably into my thirties, I think the last time I
ever went to their clinic, I was seen by a young physio speech therapist who insisted
on not only on recording my speech, but playing it back against my urgent request
that
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she didn’t do so. And, in fact, that triggered me into a fairly severe depression, which
went on for quite some months, and I think that was what led to me never going back
to them again. But I rather think, even in physiotherapy, they had by that time, done
all they could. I used to go back for six weeks or so at a time to, when I was feeling
unsteady, and for a number of years they could make me feel a bit steadier, but this
speech therapy episode in my mind was too emotional for me, for me to risk it
happening again.

And Mr Bobath -

Doctor [talking together].

What was his name?

He was Doctor Carl Bobath. He would take part in the assessment, when somebody
first went to be assessed, but he took no part in the physiotherapy.

And in their earlier history; what do you know of their earlier history, when they were
in Austria?

I believe, sorry. I believe the Bobaths actually met over here. I was told that Mrs
Bobath had been married previously, in Austria, in the 1930s and her husband had
been, or had become, a Nazi. She herself was Jewish, and according to what I was
told (and this is second- or third-hand) that the day came when her husband had to
choose between his wife and his party, and he told her she’d better leave the country
that particular evening, because I think the following day, he was going to find it
necessary to say that she was Jewish. So she left at very short notice indeed, and she
came over here and fortunately was accepted into the country, and stayed here for the
rest of her life. I understand that she met Carl Bobath some time later (I don’t know
how much later) and they married and they formulated her theory of physiotherapy,
which, to the best of my knowledge involved treating the patient as a whole body, not
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as various parts. And I think their theory involved putting the patient into such a
position that the required movement came of itself, and I believe you have said that
this was repeated over and over again. I think it was, but my memory is that their
theory was you could persuade somebody to do the required action automatically.
They didn’t require the patient to cooperate with them mentally; they could just
produce whatever movements they wanted, whereas when I had been at school, we
were very much taught to will certain actions and to do things by intention. And I
thought, and my deepest memory of school is of people saying, ‘Concentrate Valerie.
If you only concentrate, you can do it,’ whereas the Bobaths’ theory was entirely
different.

So the Bobath was based on things being almost automatic, as it were?

Yes. Yes. They thought that if they put somebody’s body into a given position, then a
movement would follow automatically.

And what sort of age ranges were people receiving treatment at the Bobath Centre?
What…

Oh. From, anywhere from six months upwards. They did have adults, like me, and
they did have one or two people older than me, but very few. They mainly had
children, and they would prefer to start treating as soon after diagnosis as possible.

And here you were, Valerie, then having left school, and you had initial time at the
Bobath Centre...

Six months.

... and what for you then was on the agenda after that?

Well I had left school with, I think, an O-level to my name, so the first thing on the
agenda was to pass more GCEs. I lived in London, in the Convent by myself from
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about February to… well, I think I was there for six months, and that would take me
to July or August. And then I’d really had enough of London, on my own, so I went
home to my family home which was then still in Cheshire, but while I had been living
in London, my father had moved his work. He worked for the Daily Express in
Manchester, and he moved to the London office: so I used to see him for lunch once a
week, for several months, until I went back to Cheshire.

What - [talking together]

And necessarily, they were then looking for a home in or around London, and I think
we finally moved home that year in November, and they had bought a house in
Beckenham.

What year would this be then, Valerie?

This would be ’57.

And so came the move then to London. That was quite a big move then?

Oh it was, yes: very big for the family. They had trouble selling the bungalow in
Cheshire. I think it must have been one of those blips in the market when prices were
going down rather than up. And they moved, and I remember my mother thinking that
the new house was terribly expensive, and it was in their terms, but I remember that it
cost them 4,995 [pounds], and this was a four-bedroom detached house in Beckenham,
a very nice, brand new house: and that was I think November, ’57. And she then set
about looking for further education for me, and I started, I think, in the January at the
local technical institute, going two days a week to do O-level courses, and I think all I
took that year was English language and literature.

And in the doing of that then, did you have any extra support at all?
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Not really. As I say, it was only two days a week. I’m now confused, because I know
I took language and literature in those daytime courses and I took geography as an
evening class. [Dog barks] No!

Postman might be... or - ?

Sorry. The dog.

Don’t worry.

[Dog barks.] I know ended up with [dog barks] five O-levels. I think one was French,
and I just can’t remember. French must have been done in the same two days at the
Technical Institute. I’m sorry, it’s quite a long time ago and my memory is getting a
bit vague. Presumably, I took three in the daytime and one… Post is coming. [Dog
barks fiercely.] Sorry.

Don’t worry. Don’t worry.

[Dog barks.]

So I went to a Technical Institute for a year and a term, two terms, and I ended up
with four more O-levels, and then I think... No, I don’t think I did all that in two terms,
I think it must have been a year and a half that that took me. But more than, well, as
important for me was in the fact that, also doing the part-time thing was a group of
cadet nurses, and I made real friends with two or three of these cadet nurses. And in
fact I still exchange Christmas letters with two of them, all these years later. So I...
and I didn’t have any physical assistance with the courses except what my friends
gave me, and I think their help was much more in getting round the building and
having lunch and that sort of thing. And so far as I remember, I did all of my own
writing for those courses and I took the exams, but they did arrange for me to have
twice the normal time for writing, plus an hour, extra hour, which I could split up and
take as five or ten minute rests, when I wanted to, so they became five or six-hour
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exams instead of two or two-and-a-half hours. And doing it that way, I passed all four
of them quite successfully; not brilliantly, but adequately.

How did you feel then when you got these four extra ones and had five?

Oh very pleased: very pleased. Fortunately I don’t think I was particularly after
particularly high marks. I think I was just interested in passing the O-levels. Luckily
for me this was long before the day when you had to get A or A stars. I just wanted to
have the O-levels to my name. And having got my five O-levels I then wanted to do
A-levels, and again my mother went to the local authority and she interviewed the
educational officer, and it was decided that the best thing then would be for me to go
to what was then called a ‘College of Advanced Technology’, ‘a tech’ I think they
called it. This was in Dartford, and I went by Greenline coach every day, to Dartford.

That was quite a journey I guess?

It was quite a journey. It was, I think, six or seven miles, but for someone who was
very easily travel sick, as I was, it was quite an undertaking. As it happened, I was
never sick on the bus, on the coach. I think that was largely because, again, I quickly
made friends, because there were other students, two or three others, coming from
Beckenham, going to Dartford, so we travelled together each day. But Dartford was
extremely important for me, socially, because, having been to special schools all those
years, I had been taught to struggle to do everything for myself, whatever the
cost in time or effort. And I noticed, on the first day at Dartford, that people, my
fellow students in the class, were obviously quite willing to help me, but they were
hanging back, and I talked about this to my mother that evening and she told me… it
sounds complicated, it made sense to me that she talked of an aunt of hers who had
said, ‘You ought to treat all men as if they were knights in shining armour,’ and this
sounds very old, but the idea it led me to have, was that if I accepted help from them,
it didn’t mean I would lose the ability to do things, but it would mean that things got
done a hell of a lot quicker, and I could keep up with them. And I forget when I
invented the phrase, but over the years I have invented a phrase for myself, that by
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accepting help gracefully I can oil [dog barks]... Stop it... I can oil the wheels [dog
barks softly] socially, and I could make things easier, both for myself, but also for
other people. If they know what I want and if I’m pleasant about what they’re doing
for me I think it does ‘oil the wheels’, so to speak. But the truly extraordinary thing is
that, from the next day onward, I have found offers of help, coming from all over the
place, and I think that in taking the decision to accept help, I had changed the vibes I
was putting out. I didn’t know, and I don’t know how you put out vibes, but I think
you do, and from that day onwards I largely had much of the help that I need. Quid
pro quo. I believe in that when people offer help in the street, it’s up to me either to
accept it or reject it pleasantly and as gracefully as I can, because I feel if I rebuff
somebody if they’re offering help I don’t need, I think if I rebuff somebody rudely
they’re not likely to offer it again, and the next person might need it more than I do.
You might think that this is a rather prissy way to look at things but I have seen part
of my role in life as offering public education in a small way and in being pleasant to
people when then approach me, so therefore, for me my relationships at Dartford have
set the trend for the rest of my adult li...

[End of Tape 4, Side A]
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Go from here if you like.

Okay. So [inaudible] for me Dartford was a very important turning point, and it set
the trend for the whole of my adult life.

And there you were then at Dartford, the college. What kind of numbers of students
were there then?

The classes I was in were very small. I went to Dartford with the idea of doing Alevels in French, Geography and History, which were subjects I’d got at O-Level, but
the first thing was they only did Economic History, and not the political type History
I’d done at O-level; so that was one new subject. Then I took French, well I was
entered into the French class and the Geography class, and I never knew how it
happened but I found myself also taking British Constitution and Economics, and I’m
convinced I was pushed into those classes because the tutor only had four or five other
students, and I think she was in danger of having her class shut down so I was popped
in. Well, I decided that French at A-level was too difficult so I dropped that fairly fast,
and then I decided I didn’t like the person teaching Geography so I dropped that, so
that meant I was taking three A-levels in subjects that were entirely new to me, but
they were interesting. We did one class of each subject each day, and then the rest of
the day was our own to spend in the library doing our own studies, and I remember
the poor little young, shouldn’t say ‘young’, he was a young man, a slightly fussy
young man, and my only memory of that poor chap was him repeatedly coming to a
group of us, asking us to stop talking. I think we spent an awful lot of our time talking,
but fairly soon, certainly before a half of the first time had passed, I discovered that
each course was completed each year, so that if you took two years over your A-levels,
which was what one usually did in school, one was simply going to have the same
teaching repeated during the second year. So I discovered my classmates were going
to take the A-levels therefore nine months after starting, so I thought if they could, I
could. So that was going to be a one year thing, not a two year, and then I discovered
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at least one member of the group was already sending for university application
papers. This was in the days before UCCA [UCAS; Universities and Colleges
Admissions Service], the central one. You simply applied to any university you chose,
but you had to get their individual forms and fill them in, and again I thought, ‘What
Philip could do, I could do.’ Philip was one of the people in my classes and so my
parents were horrified, to find I was sending for application forms within a very few
weeks of starting to do A-levels. But they didn’t stop me doing anything I wanted to. I
think I only sent to Exeter (I can’t think why I chose Exeter) and to the London
School of Economics, and those were the two I applied to. And in January we took
our mock A-levels and I passed the mock A-levels. To go back a bit, I’d only been at
Dartford about a week, when the more intensive course meant a great deal more
writing for me, note-taking, and I’d only been there about a week when my hand went
into writer’s cramp, and that just was the end of me taking written notes, and people
were very kind. There was a boy in the class called Fred, a large young man he was,
and he was quite prepared to allow me to give him sheets of carbon paper, and he
would give me copies of all his notes, and which my mother typed out for me in the
evening. So I had class notes without taking them. I think we did go up to consult the
Bobath Clinic about my writer’s cramp, but I think the general consensus was nothing
could really be done about this. So that led to us looking for alternative methods, and
the method was Fred’s notes, and me dictating my essays to my mother, who took
them on to the typewriter for me. And poor mum she, I don’t think she bargained for
it, she then ended up with… what was it? Five years… six years of typing out notes
for me which she did with no complaint at all. She really was marvellous. But, when
we were doing essays, I can remember she would stop her typing and say, ‘You can’t
say that,’ when I’d made some comment in an essay. So we would then break off and
have a ten minute discussion about why I wanted to say what I was saying. However,
she did all my notes and all my essays, and… perhaps meanly, but I think I was right,
because she had this tendency to dispute things I was saying, I was quite sure I didn’t
want my mother to type my exams, so the Dartford also ran a secretarial course and I
was introduced to one of the students, the secretarial students, before my mock Alevel exams, and we had a little practice, and then she very kindly typed my A-mocks,
at my dictation. And obviously it worked, because I got through the mock
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examination, but I don’t know what happened to her but she wasn’t around, or wasn’t
on offer, when it came to the actual A-level exams, so a Mrs Mary Wright (who was
the Head of the secretarial course) offered to be my amanuensis for my A-levels, and
again we had a few practice sessions and then we did the papers together, and she was
brilliant. She was such a sweet person and she could keep up with me. We would sit
side by side and I would dictate and she would type, and I could see what she’d typed
and she could maintain the speed, so that she moved... she was always about half a
sentence behind me. Just occasionally, a word would appear that I hadn’t dictated,
but it was almost a better word, so I never did ask whether she was consciously overriding me, or whether she’d simply typed what she’d expected to hear, but…

So when you took your exams then, were you... how what was the arrangement there?
You were…

The arrangement was that I don’t think I had extra time formally granted, but the
paper was always started about ten minutes before schedule, and we would go on for
ten or fifteen minutes over schedule. So in effect I got longer time, but I don’t think it
was ever formally agreed. And it was of the order, not really to require formal
agreement, but it was always slightly longer than the set hours. But, by the time you
get to A-levels, you’re quite often taking two papers a day, so physically I wouldn’t
have been capable of much extra time, and I think this was the difference. The only
difference, of course, was the dictation, and although the dictation sounds easy, I
don’t think it’s the easy option, in that it’s very public. You’re in, okay you’re away
from the other candidates, but you tend to be put into whichever nearest room is
empty. Often it’s a classroom or a lecture room, which tends to echo, and you’re there
with your typist and your invigilator, and it feels terribly public, in that not only the
typist, but the invigilator hears every word you say, every time you lose your train of
thought, every time you change your mind, and I think, while it’s physically easier,
it’s more stressful, the exam you take. Can I have a break?

Mm.
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[Break in recording.]

Anyway, Mary Wright was extremely helpful, and to the ex… and together we passed
all three A-levels: again not, brilliantly. I think I was, I think I got C’s in all of them,
but it did mean I had passed three, or had taken three subjects from scratch, to A-level
in nine months, which wasn’t bad going, and I had applied to Exeter and LSE during
the Autumn term. Exeter didn’t offer me an interview but LSE did in the February, I
think. And my mother and I came up to London by train, and we came along to
Houghton Street, and at the end of Houghton Street I rather meanly said to her. ‘Well,
thank you mummy, I’ll see you when I come out.’ I didn’t want to be seen to be
walking up for my interview holding on to my mother, and although we hadn’t
discussed this at all, she took the hint and she turned away, and I went into LSE, and
the interview really went rather well. I managed to sidetrack them during the
interview, because they asked me what newspaper I read, which even then, a standard
question and I said was, ‘My family took either five or seven a day, because my father,
being a journalist, wanted to look at all the competition.’

The LSE, The London School of Economics, of course. What did it… Just remind me,
Valerie of the A-levels that you got... the subjects?

I was taking Economic History, British Constitution and, oh, come on… Economics;
which was why I ended up applying to do Economics at LSE. It was not because I
was in any way fascinated by Economics, but my A-levels rather pointed in that
direction, and as I say the interview went quite well, and at the end of it I was asked to
wait outside the room. And after not very long, the deputy secretary of the school, a
nice woman called Miss Myat-Price, she came out and she told me that the panel had
decided to offer me a place, conditional on me passing. And I forget whether they
asked me to pass two or all three, but the important thing was they didn’t specify any
particular grade. I was able to go to that interview armed with the fact that I had
passed my mock A’s, and I think they were impressed that I’d got my mock passes,
some four months, five months, after starting the course. So they gave me a
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conditional place there and then: conditional on getting through the rest of the course
(which was marvellous).

And then... and we should remember of course that in those days, A-levels were
entirely dependent upon the exams.

Yes.

And so you had that conditional offer in your pocket as it were?

Yes.

And, how did you feel about that?

Well, I was naturally very thrilled, I really was. [Pause.] I think it’s probably only fair
to say that I, whether I knew at the time or whether I knew later I can’t remember, but
I do now know that my Uncle Walter, who was a professor at... (no he was then a
Reader, in Economics at Queen’s, Cambridge, I think it was), he had unsolicited by
me, anyway, he had written a letter in support of my application but he, it must have
been in the nature of a character reference, because he had not had anything to do with
my teaching. I’m sure that did help, but I think chiefly they gave me the conditional
place mainly on the strength of my mocks. And it was an experiment all round
because I think I was, to date, probably one of the most severely disabled students
they’d offered a place to. And the fact that I could walk, made it a great deal easier,
because LSE is not a very accessible college even now, when they have made real
efforts. It has accessible routes through it, but it’s not a building that lends itself in
any way to wheelchairs. Mainly because it’s not a building, it’s a whole campus of
buildings; some of which are joined, some of which are linked together by bridges,
some of which are quite some distance down the road. When we went for the
Freshers’ Day we were given this speech by the then Director of LSE, who’s name I
can’t put my tongue to immediately, and poor man, the only thing I remember about
his address is his joke which he no doubt trotted out every year: that ‘LSE was the
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empire on which the concrete never set.’ And it’s a memorable joke because it’s true.
LSE is always building something or renovating something, and it’s constantly having
work done.

And so you proceeded through the remainder of the term, and then how did you feel
on the eve of taking you’re A-levels?

All I can remember is that my parents didn’t think I was working really hard enough,
because the children of all their friends who were, so many of their friends had
offspring who were taking A-levels at the time, and they were all saying how late
their children worked into the evening and how stressed they were. And I kept coming
downstairs to watch television and I remember watching quite a lot of the Wimbledon
coverage and my parents were horrified, and I think they were fairly sure I would
couldn’t possibly pass if I didn’t work harder, but they...

[End of Tape 4 Side B]
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Tape 5 Side A [Track 8]

OK. Yep. There we go.

I... have you started?

I, yes. Yes.

I was saying that my parents didn’t think I was working hard enough. But most people
take A-levels at school and I believe the schools make a great mistake in filling up
people’s time-tables with subjects not being taken, whereas all we had was three
classes a day, and some days of the week (only two), and the rest of the time was our
own. So most of my study was done at college ’cause we would stay the full day at
college, and although we were ticked off for talking in the library, I’m sure we did
quite a lot of work, and apart from dictating my essays to my mother in the evening, I
don’t recall feeling the need to slog away late into the evening. And I think that, if I
could take A-levels in nine months; okay I took fairly easy subjects, in that they were
not like the pure sciences, where you have a lot of facts to learn. I think mine were
fairly, quote, ‘soft subjects.’ Okay, you had to learn facts, but ideas were more
important, and so long as you understood the ideas, and you had a reasonable number
of dates to the Economic History, I think doing those is very different to doing, say,
Physics, or Chemistry, or Biology.

And…

But I wanted to say I think that if I could do them in nine months, it can’t be that
difficult to do them, because I do have extra problems, and okay, I didn’t get A or A
star, but I got fairly respectable A-levels.

And here you were, describing times when you were talking in the library and people
were offering you help and so on. How would you describe the atmosphere of
Dartford College then, socially?
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I really only remember a fairly small group of friends. I don’t think I made friends
really, outside my classes. There was one man I had a minor crush on, but at
something of a distance, but my real friends were the five or six in my groups. There
was one girl called Clare and I can’t remember if she was in our subjects or not. I
became very friendly with her and later went to her wedding, but, you know, I think
probably my friendship group was certainly no more than a dozen, but they were very
good friends, and I think there were several strata in the college. There were those of
us taking A-levels, there were others doing O-levels, there were some doing the
secretarial course. I think there were others doing more apprentice-type things,
[rustling noise] and, I’m sorry, people do group themselves more or less by the type
of course they’re taking, but to that said, even though my friendship group was not
huge, it was very meaningful, and it was at Dartford. I took, for me, this, if you like,
revolutionary decision to accept help, and that really, I’m quite certain, that changed
my life.

Yep. Just bear with me a moment.

Sorry.

I’ll just, sorry, your microphone’s just turned round a… Whoops, sorry. Your
microphone’s just turned round very slightly so I’ll just... Sorry. Yep. Sorry. Okay.
Thanks very much. Mm, yes, I know what you mean. Now, backwards... backwards...
There you go.

Do you need me to say any of it again?

No, no. You’re okay thank you. Yep. So there you were on the beginning of the sixties.

Yes.
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What are your memories of the wider situation? Were you aware, for instance, of the
beginning of society changes at all?

Very vaguely. I was aware that a lot of my friends were going to all-night parties. I
don’t think I was invited to any. I don’t remember feeling deprived. I think one or two
of them might have been on the edge of a fairly mild drug scene. Again, I was not
invited into that. I don’t think I would have wanted to go. I suppose, socially, you
could say that I was missing out, but I think, looking back, that I was fairly immature.
I was not very… I didn’t feel the lack of going to parties, or having a boyfriend. I
know at one point, I think [at] the most a day or two, when I was around eighteen, I
did suddenly think, ‘Why am I not having boyfriends? Why am I missing this?’ But I
think that was just a stray thought, I don’t think on the whole I felt the lack of it. I
think, emotionally, I was immature and I think I only grew up emotionally, around the
age twenty-four, twenty-five, even later, and I think I said for many years that by the
time I was really interested in having a boyfriend, or more than that, most of the men I
knew or found interesting, had either got married already or were gay. So, I feel I had
largely missed out on that part of life. I’ve had a number of very close male friends
that I thought could develop into anything, but I think it’s largely because I matured
too late, and you know, it’s the facts of life.

And there you were then. You took your A-levels and you were ready then to take up
your place were you at the

Yes.

the LSE?

Yes.

The London School of Economics.

And I had my twenty-first birthday that summer.
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A very special time for you then?

Well it was, because in those days twenty-one was the coming of age. The great thing,
and it is pure chance, the great thing of going to the LSE and not to somewhere else
was, I was afraid of finding myself much older than all the other students ’cause I was
starting at the age of twenty-one. Whereas when I got there, I found that because LSE
specialised in Social Sciences and Social Diplomas as well as degrees, it very much
gave places to people who had done things before going to university, so that I was in
no way unusual. There were lots, well a number of students, older than me, which was
very satisfying.

And how would you describe the atmosphere of the London School of Economics?

I never… well… I remember my first lecture, and because I sat next to somebody
called Christine Whitehead, and it was pure chance that we sat together and we talked
enough to find out who we each were. I still have lunch with her, nearly every week.
She is now a professor at the LSE and she is one of my greatest friends, and it’s just
curious we met at the first lecture on the first day. I remember that when I came out of
that lecture, or it might have been two run together, the crowd in the front hall was so
large and so dense, I took fright, and I went straight home. I really was frightened by
the number of people; I was frightened of being pushed over. I must have gained
confidence, or got used to numbers. I don’t remember taking fright like that on
subsequent occasions.

And what was the situation then? Where were you living at the time?

I was living at home in Beckenham, coming up to college each day.

So they were different students, different ages. Mostly then lectures as being one of
the main strands of -
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Yes, lectures and reading in the library, but my mother continued typing my essays. I
was allowed to have tape recorders and some of the lecturers let me record their
lectures. Some of the students took copies of notes for me; so I used a variety of
methods. LSE was not used to disabled students beyond the odd, no not odd, a very
few blind students, and there was one young woman, later on, in a wheelchair but I
think she was doing a post-graduate course. But there were very few of us, and there
were certainly nothing like a tutor for disabled student. While I was there they
appointed, for the first time, a tutor for women students, but these were the early days
really. And the first day, in 1960, when I went up for the first lectures, the head porter
whose name was Leonard, Len Keary, he was standing on the front steps and looking
out for me, and he welcomed me with open arms and he said, ‘I’ve got a daughter
with cerebral palsy,’ and he had. She was, is extremely disabled and I think I became
a surrogate daughter for him. I think I did what he would have liked Linda to do, and
whatever help I needed for the whole of my time there, I only had to talk to Len, and
it appeared. I’ve always said to people going to university, ‘Make sure you make
friends with the head porter.’ I think most of them think I’m being funny: I’m not.
The head porter is the person who can produce almost anything if he wants to.

So what kind of ways was he able to help you?

When I needed a room to play back my tapes, he found a small, tiny, unused room. I
can’t remember other things, but all sorts of practical things Len could just, he could
either produce or he could talk to people, I’m not joking. I really think head porters
are key people to get to know.

And in taping some of your lectures what kind of tape recorders were you using?

Oh in those days, they were huge. They got smaller over the years, but they really
were colossal, reel-to-reel tapes… and I fear to say that my parents did ask the
then Spastic Society if they would help pay for these, and they turned us down.
Whether they did it on means-tested grounds, or whether they did it because it was too
new an idea, I don’t know.
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There were, you were saying, a very few other students with disabilities, or apparent
disabilities, there at the time in 1960. How did you feel, though, having got to
university?

[Pause.] That’s difficult. I just, I think in many ways I just accepted it. I’d passed the
same exams. I think I’d turn it round and say, ‘Because we’d all got there by the same
route, I felt totally accepted by the others.’ LSE is, it’s a single college, but it is huge.
It, I think in those days, it had round about four thousand students. It also had a lot of
night, evening students. It’s a very big community, but in those days it only had one
hall of residence, for men, so it didn’t, it wasn’t a campus college in the way that
York or Durham or… although I think it had probably similar numbers of students in
those days. So it didn’t have much in the way of corporate feeling, because we were
all coming in and going out, and one tended to get to know and to recognise little
groups. You knew your own, you knew the people who were taking particular classes
with you. You tended not to know people, everyone taking the same lectures because
the old lecture theatre was the main lecture theatre in the main building. That would
hold two hundred plus, so you got to know people in the classes. You got to know
people in the various clubs you might join, but your friends belonged to one or other
little group and you would see these people as you went around, and you would form
a little group you had coffee with. But on the whole the main body of students you
never got to know, and I always found if I was introduced to someone, I would go on
meeting them afterwards, even though I’d never been aware of seeing them before.
But one thing I’ve entirely omitted to mention was that I was not the only one from
Dartford to get a place that year in LSE. Philip, from my Economics and Economic
History (I think he took all three subjects), he was the one that had originally been
sending for application papers, and I had thought that if he could, I could. He also got
a place and he was very sweet to me; virtually every day during the first term, we
would meet up and have lunch together, and that really gave me a great deal of
security. I think Philip was very important that term. As time went on, because we
were doing entirely different degrees, we saw less of each other, but he really was
extremely kind that first term.
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And the other name you mentioned particularly, from your days in Dartford: Fred.
What, what became of him do you know?

I’ve no idea. I never saw Fred after the end of the summer term.

And besides lectures, what were the other ways that you took your degree?

I read a lot. I could make notes from books. As time went on, I spent more time in the
library and less in lectures. That may not have been a good choice, but it’s what I did,
but nothing was, well lectures were not compulsory. You could choose to go or not.
Classes were groups of up to twenty, where you would sit round a table and one
student would give a prepared paper, and then you would have a discussion. It was
expected that you’d go to those.

And how did you feel when you gave your first paper?

[Pause.] I can’t remember. I really can’t remember. I think I must have got other
people to read it. I frankly have no memory of those.

And you - [Telephone rings, dog barks.]

[End of Tape 5 Side A]
[Side B blank]
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Tape 6 Side A [Track 9]
With the title of the degree... There we are, so it’s 2nd March today, Valerie, and we
were talking last time about your time at the LSE [The London School of
Economics]…

Yes. I went there, to do a BSc Econ, or Economics, and my specialised subject was
government, which meant that, in Part II, most of my papers were various things to do
with government. And most people, I think, often call it ‘Politics’ but it was much
more the history, and the techniques, if you like, or the forms of government, which
had no practical use. You can’t take it on unless you want to teach: or, I suppose if
you wanted to become a politician it might have marginal use, but the use to me was
that it didn’t involve mathematics or statistics, neither of which I was strong in, and it
was a subject I could understand. And what I really wanted was a degree to offset my
disability really, to prove that I had a brain, and that it did. It did very well, because
people can’t assume you are incapable of thinking, if you’ve got an Honours Degree
from London University, so it did exactly what I wanted from it.

The degree, then, followed on from you’re A-levels, which were in a similar area.
What were your thoughts about, in particular, the material you were studying? How
did you feel when you got there?

I enjoyed being there. I found the work quite possible. I didn’t find it vastly
stimulating, because I would have liked to be a scientist. My interest was much more
in the science field, but my hands were not up to doing scientific experiments. I
wasn’t even capable of looking down a microscope. So, particularly at that time, one
had to tailor one’s academic interests to the subjects one could manage. It might be
different now, with video cameras and that sort of thing, but in the 1960s one was
distinctly limited by one’s physical capabilities, and Economics and Government
were subjects that I could manage, basically, but as important to me as the degree I
got was the friends I made. LSE, I think at the time, had several thousand – three or
four thousand students in total – so I found I only made circles of friends. Some of
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these would be to do with either the subjects I was taking or the societies I belonged
to, or later on, when I went into a hall of residence, I developed a circle of friends
there, but they were fairly distinct circles of friends. But I... some of them I’ve kept
throughout my life. I…

Is that the heating, Valerie?

No, I’m sorry. [Talking together] My...

That’s all right.

HomeSharer having a shower.

Oh, not to worry. Oh well, we’ll probably... [talking together] we’ll just pause briefly,
if that’s...

[Inaudible. Break in recording.]

So there you were, Valerie, at university, taking part in university life. You mentioned
that you belonged to several societies and clubs.

Yes. I tried the chess club, and I’m afraid I only played one set of games ’cause I got
so roundly beaten. And I also… I think I joined something to do with political science,
but what turned out to be the club, the society, that meant most to me was the
Anglican Society, and that was in a sense, by accident, because a family friend had
instructed a student, Sarah, who was already there, who she knew, to make herself
known to me. And Sarah and I did meet, and we became very firm friends. I still have
contact with her, but she said to me, ‘Would you join the Anglican Society?’ and I,
thinking it was a sort of Christian Union, said, ‘Yes of course,’ so I went along with
her and discovered the Anglican Church was much more high church than I had been
accustomed to. But I settled down in it quite happily, and I made other friends there.
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So what did you do as a group then?

Well we attended the Chaplaincy church on a Sunday, and that was... [Break in
recording.]

We were talking, Valerie... [Mobile phone ringing.] Oops, I’m sorry, the phone, yep…
of your time in the Anglican group.

Yes.

At the LSE: what kind of things did you do, as I group, I wonder?

Well, we had the standard books together, and we, as I say, had church services. But
apart from formal meetings, we would meet to have coffee and that’s what I
remember most with all of my friends; going up to one another in the library, and
saying, ‘Do you fancy a coffee?’ so we would break off and go up to the coffee bar
for half an hour, or so.

And you met then… You went to Church on a Sunday and met, did you, during the
week as well?

Yes.

And this would still be in your first year, would it, or -

Yes, yes.

And you mentioned the chess club, and -

Well, as I say, that came to nothing. I was so roundly beaten, I couldn’t see any point
in persevering. I suppose, had I persevered, I might have got better, but I hadn’t got
the technique of planning moves far enough ahead, so I gave that one up very quickly.
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And you mentioned earlier that you felt a sense of achievement, having got to the
LSE…

Yes.

When you think back now, particularly to the first year, what are your emotions about
thinking about that time now?

Well, I’m very pleased that I went, because that was quite a turning-point. It was,
frankly, where I met a lot of people who later were willing to help me, and it took me
some years to realise that the old school tie really did exist, and that a lot of people
had jobs because friends were willing to put in a word, but certainly, in the jobs I later
had, the friends I made at LSE did help me. I... That’s not in any way to say that there
was anything underhand, but people give you references, and that can help.

And you were having lectures, and reading in the library,

Yes.

and what else, academically, went on?

Well one wrote papers, and my mother typed those at my dictation. I felt that I was
not reading enough, and whereas a lot of my contemporaries took jobs in the
vacations, I spent a lot of each vacation continuing to go up and work in the library.
And I did find that a bit lonely, because in vacation LSE would become rather quiet,
and in a sense, I don’t know how good it was for me to keep going up, but I felt I
needed to in order to keep up with the work.

And so, towards the end of the first year, then, what happened then?
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Well we didn’t take major exams till the end of the second year, and the BSc Econ
degree, as it was then set up, was that you took eight papers at the end of your second
year, and then for the third year you specialised in your chosen special subject, and
you took five papers at the end of the third year. I got through Part I adequately, not
brilliantly, but I passed all the papers, and I went on to Part II. But I decided I was
missing out on some of the social life, by going home every evening, so for the third
year, I decided to move into a hall of residence, away from my home; and I think I
had possibly not fully taken into account how much my mother was helping me at
home. I know that one day I was standing, having her fasten my shoe laces, and I
suddenly felt rather ashamed, that she was still having to crouch down and tie my
shoe laces when I was twenty-two, twenty-three. Maybe, I forget, whether it was then
that I decided that I better find shoes that didn’t need fastening. I think I did that. I
think I started organising my clothing at that point, so that very little needed fastening.
I went onto elasticated waists, and tee shirts and jumpers, so I more or less did away
with buttons at that point, and I got slip-on shoes, and I could manage tights.

And what was the situation then, with the typing of the essays?

Well, I would take my notes and my tapes home, at the weekend. When I had lived at
home, I travelled up each day by train, and I still went home by train each weekend,
and my dear mother would take delivery of that week’s tapes and notes, and hand me
what I’d left the week before. I imagined, I can’t remember frankly, whether I did my
essays regularly at the weekend, or whether I had recorded them. I probably recorded
them, but I’m afraid I can’t be certain, but I know she typed them, in one form or the
other. I imagine that I preferred to tape, dictate them, straight to her because it’s
useful to refer back while you’re doing it, and I didn’t particularly enjoy playing back
my own voice.

And we mentioned last time I think, that, you know, you were recording lectures on
big reel-to-reel tape recorders.
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Yes, I would. I actually used to record them; [it] wasn’t to play the lectures, more to
make my own notes on, ’cause I certainly didn’t take entire lectures home to my
mother: all I took were recordings of my own notes. She wasn’t typing out complete
lectures.

So when you were in a lecture, then... [Background noise.] I’ll just -

Sorry.

When you were in a lecture, you would make some brief notes yourself, plus using the
recording as well?

Not at the time; later.

Yeah. Right, I see, so that [was] afterwards. So how did you feel that here you were
then, p’raps there wasn’t a… well, did, in terms of the support that you got from the
university, and the techniques that you devised… there weren’t many previous
examples to follow, one suspects.

No, I was making it up as I went along. I didn’t record many lectures at LSE. I did
much more of that at UCL [University College of London] later. I recorded a few
lectures at LSE I think, but very few. Mostly, at LSE, I relied on borrowing other
students’ notes or just working from books, but it was trial and error, right the way
through. I think possibly, if I was doing it now, I would go to more lectures than I did,
but really (because, as you say, there was virtually no precedent), I had to find my
own method of working. The staff at LSE, I don’t think, ever suggested ways in
which they could help, but they usually fell in with anything I asked them to do. But I
imagine today’s tutors to disabled students have learnt a lot in the meantime. When I
went, it was new to everyone and we were literally feeling our way.

And looking back in that way, then, do you feel that you have been a pioneer?
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Oh I think I have, but I think I’ve been a pioneer in most of what I’ve done. The
schools I went to were frankly experimenting. LSE gave me a place, I think very
much in the spirit of seeing whether I could cope. Most of, or all of my jobs, really
you could say, have been experiments.

And this, we should remember, is in the days before things like photocopiers.
Certainly in the days before, any form of computer.

Yes.

And you must, in studying for your degree, you must have had to commit more than
the average student, things to memory.

I think I did. I’ve just remembered, and it’s silly not to have remembered this before,
but when I went to the halls of residence, which was called Canterbury Hall of
Residence, somebody gave me an electric typewriter. I have an idea that this might
have been Jean Garwood, but my memory is vague as to where it came from. I had
been taught to type on an office manual typewriter, at school. I didn’t use it for
schoolwork but I had been taught to type, and in the intervening years somebody had
given me an electric typewriter (which again was a huge office machine), and I took
that to Canterbury Hall, I think, so possibly that is how I did my essays.

And this was the third year; this would be then, what, 1963?

This was the third year, yes, and it took me longer than anticipated to get used to
coping with the new situation, and by the end of the first term of my third year, I was
seriously worried about being able to cope adequately with all the work. So I went to
my tutor and said, ‘I really needed to have a fourth year,’ and I don’t think he was
keen. On the other hand, he was very anxious too; he [said] that I should become a
librarian. He had decided in his own mind that that would be a suitable career for me,
and I wasn’t at all keen on that idea. And somewhere along the negotiation, for the
extra year’s studying, I agreed that I would aim to become a librarian, so we had a sort
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of stalemate. I got the extra year, and he won over the librarianship, and that’s how it
turned out. I did do a fourth year. Whether it... [phone rings.] Can - ?

Shall I just - ? [Break in recording.] OK. So what was causing you the major concern,
in terms of... as you felt being able to keep up, really? What...

The concern was that learning to cope with living away from home had cost me more,
in terms of time and energy than I had allowed for. I made friends at the Hall, I made
very good friends, and they were willing to help me with the things I couldn’t manage.
I went to meals with friends. They would do up the odd button that I still had. I
remember, I used to go to the girl next door, to help me, no, to get help, to set my
alarm clock. It was silly little things, and I had [dog barks] found… Sugar!

[End of Tape 6 Side A.]
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Do close that. So...

I have found, throughout my adult life, that I am often tripped up by inability to do
small things, that I don’t foresee before they happen, like I hadn’t foreseen that
winding up an alarm clock would be difficult. I might have trouble, no when I went
into a flat years later, I found one of the things I wanted to do was to break eggs for
scrambled eggs, or eggs cooked in very, various ways: I couldn’t break eggs. It’s silly
little things that trip me up, because I don’t think I’m prepared to look at all the
difficulties. I prefer to barge, a hope, barge ahead in the hope that things would turn
out. Does that make any sort of sense?

Should, so, I mean... And in the hall of residence, then, in Canterbury Hall, around
your fellow students, what years where... were they? [Talking together. Inaudible.]

There was a great mix of years: anything from first year, to third. I don’t... We even
had a few post-graduates, and it was an extremely civilized hall in that virtually all the
rooms were single rooms, and there was a bathroom between each pair of bedrooms.
So you only shared with one other person, and you tended to get to know that person
well ’cause you negotiated times, and that. I often went to that person when I needed
something doing, though I did, quite deliberately, try not to ask all my help from one
person. I would wander along the corridor, and distribute my requests, so that I wasn’t
making myself too much of a nuisance to any one person. But the hall was not tied to
one college, it was for any woman student in the university, so we had medics, and we
had from the Royal Free, and we had people from Bedford, and people like me from
LSE, and one friend was at UC [UCL – University College of London]. A great mix,
and I met a whole different range of people, but there was always someone to eat with,
which was important to me, ’cause the refectory was self-service, so I did need help
there. Again, somebody who was more insightful than I was, might well have gone to
the hall, before I moved in, and sussed it out and decided whether or not I could cope.
I honestly don’t remember going to Canterbury at all before I moved in. I think I’ve
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had a rather optimistic, probably over-optimistic, view all the time of what I can do,
and I just make assumptions. And most of the time I get away with it; sometimes I
don’t, but because I was having to ask help from a different set of people, rather than
from my mother, I became much more aware of the amount of assistance I did need.
On the other hand, mostly, I was independent for most part: I dressed myself and
bathed myself, and got to bed by myself, and I coped with the work. It was just the
finishing-off bit that I’ve never been able to do.

And what was your reaction to this melting-pot, if you like, of different people,
different ages, different backgrounds people have come from? What was your
reaction to all that?

I enjoyed it. I made very good friends. When I later went back to Canterbury Hall, I
first did a post-graduate and later stayed in as a supernumerary member of staff. I was
always paired up with a foreign post-graduate, because they also stayed over during
the vacations, so I met a Canadian, who I still take holidays with. I’ve only just come
back from staying with her in Barbados, and she comes and still stays here whenever
she’s London, in spite of being allergic to my animals. And I met an American, who I
have gone and stayed with in America, three or four times. The first girl I shared with
was a Welsh girl, and I stayed with her numerous times over the years, in Wales, so I
really made very good friends there,

And -

and they can’t have objected too much to my requests, because, as I say, we’ve
become good friends.

And often… I suppose this was the first time, as well, that your fellow students, your
fellow friends, had encountered disability?

Yes, I think it was. But I would talk about it, whatever they wanted to do, I would tell
them, but the whole thing about meeting fellow-students in a hall of residence, if you
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are a fellow student, you have got there on the same terms, and I think, because of that,
I, well certainly, I felt totally accepted.

And in that circumstance, and in introducing yourself and explaining things, what
were the sort of questions that people were asking?

I can’t remember. I just can’t remember. I know, from time to time, I explained things,
but I can’t remember questions.

And how, typically, do you suspect you would have explained things in terms of,
perhaps, the use of language, if you like, I’m thinking?

[Pause] Well I think I would talk about the brain injury, in terms of messages, and
telephone exchanges: that sort of language.

And what was people’s reaction?

Interest, but not undue. That, possibly we were all learning new things. I don’t
remember ever being made to feel particularly different. They were exceedingly
accepting and I have found, most of the time, in my career, people have largely
accepted me. But I have come across jealousy from time to time, but it has always
been from people who… it’s very difficult to talk about this without sounding elitist,
but it has been from people of lower grades than I have achieved. I find, just
occasionally, people have thought it was not fair that I should have got the level of job
that I did achieve because of my disability, but it always has been at a rather low level.
I have had a little bit of very low-level bullying over the years, but it has been in
terms of refusing to help me. It’s been nothing overt and nothing physical, and it’s
been jealousy, and although I’ve never ever said it, I’ve been sometimes been tempted
to say, ‘Swap! You have my disability and I’ll take your position.’ But I think what
people fail to understand about disability is that it is for all day, every day. You don’t
get days off, and that’s the really wearing bit about disability.
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And for the exams, during your university time; what was the situation there?

My marvellous Mary Wright, who had typed my A-levels, agreed to type my
university exams, and she would come up, and she typed every one for me, and she
was quite phenomenal. She fell into the subject language, and she kept up with me,
and I think, without her, my exams would have been very much more different. But
having the same person throughout really did make a phenomenal difference, and I
was very fortunate.

And in the taking of the exams, then, there she was, typing your answers. Was there
any provision for time or location?

No, we would be allocated, quite often, a lecture room, just wherever they could find
a room that was going to be vacant for the whole time, and where we could have a
desk and two, well, three chairs (because there would be an invigilator sitting in with
us the whole time). Often the room was a bit echoing, which is a trifle off-putting, but
we had, of course, to be separate to all the other people taking exams. We had to be
far enough away that I wouldn’t interfere with anybody else, but basically all we
needed was a vacant room, and room for a typewriter and enough chairs. I was always
started off a few minutes early, and allowed to go on a little bit over, but we were
often taking two papers in a day, so that the extra time allowed, or given, was fairly
minimal, because we needed an adequate break in the middle.

And did you feel, when you were taking exams in this way then, that it allowed you
full opportunity to say what you wanted to say?

Yes, it did. I think I may have described the technique before, and I’m sorry if I’m
going over it twice, but I think, well to me, it was important, because it’s very difficult
to insert things into a typescript. I had to be quite methodical about my answer, so
when we first had the exam paper, I would read through it, and mark off the questions
I thought I could tackle, and so far as I remember I would start with the easiest and
work up. And, having selected a question, I would dictate to Mary on scrap paper any
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headings that came to mind that seemed to be relevant, and having exhausted my
ideas on what might go into the answer, I would then read through that and create a
plan, an outline, by numbering these headings. And having established my outline in
that way, I would then dictate my way through the plan that I’d established, and that
method of working seemed to work.

And so, in a typical exam, how long would that last?

Well, it would be a three-hour paper, and I would probably take three hours fifteen, or
three hours twenty.

And, involving what sort of numbers of essays?

Usually about six.

And with the structure of the degree, then, how did that work? Was it all dependent on
the exams, then, or was it…?

Yes. Yes, we didn’t have any course work element.

I think anyone who’s taken exams can readily recall the atmosphere of taking exams,
but how did you feel about taking exams?

I was nervous, I got very nervous before, and I would lose my appetite for weeks or
months ahead of exams. My stomach always exhibits the first signs of nerves, and I
would live largely on yoghourts and salads, and really easy things to eat, but I was
nervous, but for the actual exam we would cope. I think it helped a lot to have Mary
there, because she was very much a steadying influence. As I may have said before, it
feels very public, having two people hearing all your stops and starts and hesitations,
and changes of mind, so I don’t think the typing is the easy way to take exams, but it
worked, and Mary was certainly a marvellous person to have there.
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And so how would... if you were writing something, and Mary had typed it, and then
you wanted to change something, how would you facilitate that?

Well, quite often I would lose my train of thought, and I’d stop and say, ‘Can you
read back the last para[graph], or the last couple of paragraphs?’ Occasionally, I
wanted to insert things, but it was so difficult, I didn’t. I tended to work on the
assumption that you couldn’t go back and alter things, really. The typescript is not
conducive to adding things, and this was long before the age of computers. You can’t
cut and paste in the same way.

And so what were the seating arrangements? Where, were you in relation to Mary?

Next to her. We’d sit side by side at the desk, and although I said I sometimes got her
to read things back, I could in fact see what she was typing, and I was always
impressed by the fact that she was always about three or four words behind me, never
much more than that.

And, yes, gosh.

She said, when we were rushing for time, we could hit eighty words a minute. We
didn’t often do that.

Oh, gosh. And you talked about having the arrangement for the fourth year. So how
did that trickle back in the arrangement for the third year, then?

Well, it took the pressure off the final term in the third year. It did, of course, mean
that I lost a lot of my friends, who left at the end of the third year; but I made a friend,
Nina Downey, who was not taking the degree I was doing. She was doing, I think, BA
Sociology, or maybe BSc. I know it was, well, it might have been Social Admin. It
wasn’t the degree I was taking. And I think she’d started a year later than I had, so she
was still around in my fourth year. And I’d also made friends with one or two staff,
particularly in the vacation, ’cause there was one called Ann who I saw a lot of in the
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vacation, because we used to have lunch together when I went up in vacation time, so
there were one or two people, there…

So in the third year then, you continued, as you had, in the first and second,

Yes.

to follow the course,

Yes.

as you would have otherwise followed it.

Oh yes, yes.

And then came the time when your peers were taking their finals; how were you going
to use the fourth year?

More reading, more essays, more classes, more lectures. Really just taking more time,
to do… I managed to get a fourth year’s grant from Kent County Council and
therefore I could have a second year in the hall, and… No, I suppose, in many ways,
the fourth year was just more of a third year. It just gave me more time to get work
done.

And so you there were then, in the fourth year, taking your finals. Describe to me the
time between taking an exams and then hearing the final result.

I honestly don’t have much memory of what I did in between. I know that on the day
of the Finals, I came up to LSE to look at the list, and one of my friends, who was
nearly blind, had also taken a fourth year, and I found my name, and I got a Lower
Second.
[End of Tape 6 Side B]
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Yes, but I found that I’d got a Lower Second degree, which counts as a good honest
degree, but since a lot of my friends had got Upper Seconds, I was frankly
disappointed. And my disappointment was increased by discovering that a visuallyimpaired friend, who had also taken an extra year, had achieved a First Class degree,
and I heard his results five or 10 minutes after I saw mine, and I hope he didn’t realise
that I was frankly very jealous. It could be that he was… no, I happened to know that,
IQ for IQ, he was not brighter than me. We were in a range, but at the time that we’d
each been tested I happened to know that I had chalked up a few points more than he
had, so it’s not that he was brighter than I was, it was simply that he had clearly
organised his work better than I had. He may well have had a better memory than I
had. As it happens, he went on to have a career in lecturing, so a First was jolly good
for him, and I... [Break in recording.]

If you’re happy to sort of start again, Valerie,

Yes.

we’ll start again, shall we?

Mm.

So, when you got your degree then, Valerie, you were a little disappointed then?

Yes.

What... take me back, though, to the graduation ceremony: what was that like?

Oh, the graduation ceremony didn’t happen for a whole year, cos in those days, the
whole of London University graduated together in two days in May, the following
year from when you’d passed your degree. And it was a very grand affair, held in the
Albert Hall, and with room for proud parents, and you climbed all the way up to the
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balcony in order to don your hired robe (unless you’d bought one, but I knew that I’d
have no further use for an academic robe so I just hired one). But it was enormous fun,
dressing in the robe and hood, and in those days I don’t remember that climbing up to
the balcony was that much of an effort. I certainly managed it, and then I came down,
and sat in my place, and one... People were presented to the Queen Mother, in degree
order, so that the Dean of each Faculty would get up and formally present his… I
think you were called ‘Graduans’, until you’d made your bow, and become a graduate.
But before… in, sorry, on the morning of the graduation ceremony, I’d been
interviewed by a writer from The Daily Express, because my father worked on The
Daily Express and he must have been mentioning, not to say boasting, about the
current ceremony, and it had been organised that a piece would be done on me by The
Daily Express. So a nice young woman came to the house that morning and
interviewed me, and the following day, in fact I think I had a two-page spread, but in
order to get the necessary photograph, permission had to be sought from the Queen
Mother’s Private Secretary, cos normally they only allow the first five people to be
photographed, and then photographers are expected to withdraw. I mention the Queen
Mother because she, at the time, was the Chancellor of the London University, and we
all made our bow or curtsey to her. So permission was given for a photograph to be
taken and, instead of joining, instead of being part of a very long queue waiting to
mount the steps, cos the Queen Mother sat on the stage of the Albert Hall, with all the
Deans ranged behind her, and one mounted the steps and walked across the platform
and bowed and curtseyed, and went on, and I was fed into the queue at the appropriate
point, just as it began to cross the stage. My memory is of a yawning gap ahead of me,
opening up, and I was so nervous that I walked down, across the platform, and bowed
in what I thought was the right place, and got off again. And I was so nervous; I have
absolutely no memory of having seen the Queen Mother at all. In fact, the photograph
that was taken shows us smiling beautifully at each other. I just didn’t see her at all.

It must have been a very proud moment for you.

It was. I was extremely proud. I loved wearing my academic costume. I don’t think I
ever attempted to wear the mortar board – I don’t think I would have kept it on. But I
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loved the gown and the hood, and it was made an even more special day, because
after the ceremony we went out to Hyde Park and had more photographs, and you’ll
see later, there’s a photograph of me holding a huge bouquet of flowers, which The
Daily Express had sent to the Albert Hall, so it was made a very special day.

And having had, as well, the article in The Daily Express; how did you then feel at
that time, having got the degree? What choices were then ahead of you?

Well in fact, I’d got the degree the year before. This was simply the ceremonious bit
of it, which as I say occurred in the May afterwards. I passed my degree in ’64, and
the degree ceremony took place in ’65, so from about September ’64 up to
September ’65 I was working as a student assistant in the British Library of Political
and Economic Science (which is the official name of the library belonging to the LSE
[The London School of Economics]), and I was there, being taught the basics of
librarianship. It was not my chosen career. It was not even a very happy year, because
it was decided that I couldn’t go on the desk to try to answer questions cos my speech
was thought throughout my career in librarianship to be too big an impediment to face
the public (even the restricted public of the student population). So, librarianship for
me meant cataloguing and, to my mind, the intellectual interest in cataloguing is
severely limited. There are people who find it fascinating. I didn’t. I was shown what
to do and given piles and piles of books to catalogue. I had an electronic typewriter to
do them on but I made countless mistakes. I’d only got Tipp-Ex to undo them and it
was weeks at least, if not a couple of months, before my mentor got round to looking
at what I was doing, and by that time I’d got piles of catalogued books stacked right
round the edge of my desk. And so far as I can remember, when she did get round to
looking at them, I’d got them all wrong, so it was not a happy experience. I think, at
bottom, she resented being given a learner to have in the catalogue department,
because student assistants don’t normally catalogue. They do the running round and
the shelving, and I couldn’t do that. We later became friends, but not until I’d
qualified. Once I’d qualified, her attitude changed. But I think that earlier, she found
me a considerable nuisance, and all I did that year was inadequately catalogue and file
catalogue cards, because it was in the days when catalogue entries were still on
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separate cards, filed in draws. The days of computer catalogues hadn’t arrived, and
they didn’t arrive for a year or two after that. So I was not happy in that job, but I had
been persuaded by my tutor that this was really the only job I could do. I had the odd
interview for other jobs. I know I tried to get into politics, not as a politician, but I
thought it might be interesting to work for a political party, since I’d studied
government and I know a friend of mine got me an interview with NOP (National
Opinion Polls). But none of those went anywhere, and I found then (as I found in
subsequent years) I was attempting to get jobs at a level where people in those days
were not used to meeting someone with my level of disability, and it was a hell of a
lot harder than to get work, than to get an education. It’s one thing to offer a disabled
person a place in a university, it’s quite another, I think, or it was in those days, quite
another to look at them from the point of view of giving them a salaried position, and
I found attitudes changed. I got my student assistantship in the LSE library, simply
because the librarian was then willing to take me on for one year. I suspect my tutor
had had a hand in it: and it was good of them. I’m sounding very mealy-mouthed
about it. They did give me a job. I think my salary that year was five hundred and
twenty pounds for the year, and I was told that was what on offer at more or less, and
I should be pleased to get it.

Because, the arrangement had been, then, that when you finished, what was a
condition of doing the fourth year, that you would then work in librarianship [talking
together] after that?

Yes, this really was the agreement I made with my tutor. He was reluctant for me to
do a fourth year, but he thought librarianship was what I was cut out for. I didn’t
fancy librarianship, but I wanted the fourth year, so, in the end, we struck a deal.

And the cataloguing cards, Valerie, how were they produced?

They were typed, individually.

And here you were then, still at the library of the LSE...
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Yes, and I did have one friend there, who had been in the library – most certainly
most if not all the time I’d been a student – and she made me welcome, and in fact I
still see her occasionally, but I think the others were friendly enough. I don’t
remember being unhappy in the staff room, I just didn’t much enjoy the work.

So what did you decide, then, to do?

Well, [pause] I think my options seemed pretty reduced, so I applied to University
College, London, which had a school of librarianship, and the entry requirements for
that were a degree, and a year’s experience, and I think two languages. Well, I had
French at O-level and during that year, working in the library, I took classes in
German, in the lunch hour. I didn’t pass anything in German, and I didn’t make a
great success of it, but I think it was enough that I was studying German. And I met a
very handsome young man in the German class, and occasionally we had coffee
together and I enjoyed his company. And I remember being very thrilled one day
when he approached me in the library and said, ‘Would I like to go out to supper?’
and I said, ‘Oh yes please,’ and he said, ‘Well, my fiancée will pick you up at suchand-such a time.’ So my heart somewhat fell at that point, but, in fact, it was a lovely
evening and I liked his fiancée. And that was another friendship that went on for a
year or two, but I’ve always been amused that my hopes were raised and dashed
within a couple of minutes. But they were lovely people.

And where are we? So where were you living at that time?

I’d gone back home. I was living in Beckenham with my parents for that year, and I
travelled up to the library each day, as a commuter, on the British Rail.

And how did you find that experience?

Well the trains were frequently delayed, and the trains were very crowded. I quite
often had to stand. It was difficult, but it was manageable, but certainly those were
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before the days when there were any notices, saying, ‘Please give up your place to a
disabled person.’

So you applied then, to the University College, London,

Yes.

and to their library. What was the outcome of that, Valerie?

I was offered a place; so I started in late September, early October, 1965, at UCL
[University College of London] and I was awarded a full grant for that course because
I’d had a year working, so I was assessed as an independent student. I think the full
grant that year was something like £400, or it might have been £450. I was given a
place again in Canterbury Hall of Residence, and I went back to my old room, which
was number 109. And since I was a graduate, I was not going to have quite the long
vacations... although I did have the vacations of a student. So, who was… I forget
whether that year I [rustling noise] was paired up with a grad. Oh yes, I remember!
My bathroom partner was a graduate student from America, and she was very sweet
and we became firm friends.

I’ll just check the power there. The tape’s still... [inaud] Oh no, we’re just...

[End of Tape 7 Side A.]
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Tape 7 Side B [Track 12]

And so what was the [something inaudible] proposal? What were you due then to do?

I was studying a one-year graduate diploma in librarianship, and the end of it was to
be a qualification in librarianship. I think we took about nine papers at the end of the
academic year.

And so here you were, back in the same hall of residence that you’d been in when you
were a student, and you were studying again.

Yes.

How did you feel about all of this?

Oh I think I was very pleased to have got onto the course. It was an entirely different
group of people. It was a much smaller group. I can’t remember exactly, I think the
total was, perhaps 25: certainly I don’t think there were more than 30 of us. We were
all graduates. I remember, on the first day, the overall time-table was pinned up on the
notice board and you had blank time-table sheets, and you were expected to copy
down your own set of options. And there was a young woman standing there doing
hers, and I asked her if she’d copy mine down for me, when she’d finished hers, and
she did that, with a bright smile, as… In fact, we subsequently had lunch together
most days, and it was several weeks before I discovered that I was asking all this help
from somebody who was a practising Christian Scientist, who don’t believe in ill
health or disability, and I never quite knew how she rationalised my condition with
her beliefs, but, again, we’ve remained friends. We don’t see a lot of each other, but
she’s now working in Somerset House, and I go and have lunch with her, perhaps
once or twice a year.

So how is it that they don’t believe in illness or disability, or...?
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It is part of their doctrine that faith alone will overcome, and illness is, if you like, a
lack of faith, though she has never for a second suggested that I should pull myself
together. I just feel... I regret having posed her such a problem. I don’t know how
she’s got over it. I’ve never liked to ask her, because it seems unkind somehow to
make her faith the issue, but somehow she has. I remember going to her wedding, and
feeling that her family were distinctly uncomfortable, but she and her husband have
shown me nothing but friendship.

And the University College, London: how far was that from your hall of residence?

It was in Gordon Square. I suppose it was certainly within walking distance. It was a
tidy walk for me. I suppose it could have been half a mile. It was in that order, and
that was where I met Austen, and he really made a great difference. I noticed him on
the first evening, when we were invited to a sherry party, to get to know each other. I
know I didn’t speak to him on that occasion, I just noticed him, and thought he looked
rather… well, he attracted my attention. And then he disappeared for a few days and I
found out, subsequently, that his father had died, and he’d gone home for a week or so.
When he came back he made it fairly clear, I forget how, but it became evident that if
I asked for help he would give it, but he certainly wasn’t going to push it on me. So I
began to ask for help. And since he shared a flat which was further away from the
School of Librarianship but in the same direction as my hall of residence, he fairly
quickly adopted the practice of cycling to the hall. And then he and I would walk
together, he wheeling his cycle on the other side, so by giving me an arm he reduced
the number of falls I had, but I think I fell over a fair number of times that year, and I
used to feel he’d check my knees before he looked at my face when we met.

And falling over; was that, do you think, particularly because of the conditions of the
path, or - ?

No, my falling rate would go up with increasing tiredness, and I did find that course
quite draining, just keeping up. He had had a career in Africa, and he’d come back to
do a second career, and he always said it was a very easy course, and all you had to do
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was get to the end. He kept telling me that nobody ever failed that course; you just
had to keep going. I found the greater number of lectures, and I think a greater
number of courses to do for it, I found it quite tiring just to keep up, and it was
certainly largely due to his encouragement that I didn’t drop out half-way through.
But I did fall over quite a lot, and certainly I must have been wearing skirts still. Later
on, I adopted the practice of wearing trousers all the time, partly because I found
knees didn’t heal at all well if I was wearing tights, but partly it couldn’t be seen,
whether I had Elastoplast or grazed knees, but I forget when I made that change, it
certainly wasn’t that year. I know my mother disliked the wearing of trousers, she
didn’t think it was quite the thing, but over the years I’ve got to the point where I only
wear skirts on very rare occasions now. But certainly I know Austen knew whenever I
had grazed knees; certainly, that was before the time of trousers.

And, in pursuing the course then, what were the main methods of study?

Well, for that year I know we bought a portable type tape recorder to go with the two
that I had; one in hall and one with my mother at home. And often, or indeed…
Amber, who was in the next room to me at hall, one or other would carry this recorder
to UCL [University College of London] for me every day, and carry it back at the end
of lectures, and the staff of the School of Librarianship agreed to practically all the
lectures being recorded. One or two didn’t, but that was mainly because they were
using a lot of audio-visual stuff, but practically all the lectures recorded. I don’t think
I attended all the lectures. I think, quite often, the recorder went without me, but each
evening I would sit in my room with two tape recorders, listening to the lecture on
one, and making notes on the other, and at the weekend I would go home and hand the
week’s tape over to my mother for her to transcribe the following week. So that is
how I did my lecture notes, and I was going to say ‘essays’, but I know I also had a
typewriter in that room, so I think, by that time, I was typing out my own essays.

These were then, reel-to-reel tape recorders,

Yes.
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one presumes. And not (even if they were meant to be portable) the lightest of [talking
together] machines.

No, it was quite a heavy little object. It was almost as big as a briefcase: not quite, but
it had a rechargeable battery, which would be about six by four inches, something of
that order, and the battery itself was quite heavy. And when I say that my two friends
carried it for me, they really were being extremely kind. I couldn’t have carried that
thing, [talking together] and

And -

later I adopted the practice of pushing a shopping trolley, but that was years later. It
would have helped at hall, but it didn’t enter my head at the time.

So in many ways you were reapplying, re-using, the same methods you’d used

Yes.

as an undergraduate: and did you, come across then any other students with similar
disabilities?

Certainly not at The School of Librarianship. It was in the tall, narrow building called
The Henry Morley Building, which was tucked away in a corner of the University
College campus, and, apart from going over to the refectory for some lunches, we
really didn’t come into contact with the other UCL students. And I remember now, we
had our lunches most often at the, it was called ULU [The University of London
Union Building]. That had a very good student refectory, and we walked over there
most days for lunch, so the rest of UCL we hardly had any dealings with.

And what did you think of the work, the study?
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It was a much more practical course. It was teaching you the history of librarianship,
and the skills of cataloguing and classification. We, Austen and I, did a course in
book-binding, not that we ever did book-binding, but we learnt the history which was
intriguing. We also went out on visits to see the various printing processes and
publishing, but it really was a fairly intensive one-year, or in fact, probably eight or
nine, eight-month course, teaching you the professional skills you needed to be a
librarian. Can I stop you there?

Sure. Shall we stop there, do you say? Yeah, OK Valerie, we’ve reached a sort of
conclusion now, haven’t we? OK. Get myself twisted with the wire. [inaud] Oops!
Yeah. Sorry.

[End of Tape 7 Side B]
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Tape 8 Side A [Track 13]

So, Valerie, you were at the University College, London then, doing the librarianship
course. What year would this be then?

That was ’65 to ’66, and as I say, I found it physically quite demanding. There were a
lot of lectures too, even though I didn’t attend them all, they were all recorded for me
so that each night I sat in my room in hall, listening to them and making notes. And I
remember, to keep my hands occupied and to stop me gazing round the room, I did
some needle weaving, and I wove a little cot blanket, for the godson. I forget whether
he’d actually been born, or whether at that point he was just expected, but my friend
Sarah had invited me to be a godmother, virtually as soon as she knew she was
expecting. So that I waited for the baby, almost as long as she did, and I wove him a
little cot blanket while I was listening to the lectures. But it was quite a stressful year,
even though Austen kept assuring me that all you had to do was to get to the end of it
and complete it, and he turned out to be quite right in that, because he helped me keep
going through all the forms. I had through the three terms, when we came to the end
of it, I took the exams, again, with the help of Mary Wright, and I did pass the exams.

This with Mary again, typing your answers as you dictated them?

Yes. Yes. She really was a mainstay of all my academic exams. I think, at the end of
those exams, I said, ‘Never, ever again,’ but in fact I did later take one more set, but
that’s in the future. At the end of term, Austen took a group of us up to celebrate the
end of the course. He gave us a very grand meal in the restaurant, at the top of the
Post Office Tower, so we had a gorgeous evening, watching the city whirl past our
windows.

Because, those that don’t know, the Post Office Tower used to revolve, I understand.

Yes. I forget. It revolved either once every half hour, or slightly longer. It was a slow
movement and it was spectacular, and we had, well I had, a whale of an evening. I
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forget how many. I think he took up eight or 10, or even a dozen of us, but that was to
mark the end of the term, and I thought I would lose touch with him after that, and I
was very sad because I thought I had fallen for him quite hard, but in fact we did
maintain contact, and have been friends ever since. However, that was probably June,
and the results of the exams, I can’t remember when they came, it was probably
around August, and we trouped up to the top of the Henry Morley Building, to get our
results, and I was handed out two envelopes. The first contained a sheet telling me
that I had passed the exam, and the second envelope contained a letter from the LSE
[The London School of Economics] library, telling me that, unfortunately, they could
no longer offer me the job that I thought was being held open for me, so that really
was a great blow. I think the fact of the matter was that in the year that I had been
studying at UCL [The University College London], the librarian of the LSE library
had retired, and he had been the one who, together with my tutor, had thought that a
job in librarianship would be suitable. And he had been replaced by a man who
simply didn’t want to risk carrying a passenger, so he had cancelled whatever
gentleman’s agreement I thought there had been. So suddenly I was in the position of
having to start from scratch, to look for a job. And I think the truth I have found is
that it was one thing to be accepted onto academic courses, where one was one of
quite a number of students, even in the School of Librarianship, one of, well, there
were thirty or forty I suppose, they could afford one experiment in that number, but
it’s an entirely different thing when you’re having to pay someone a salary. And there
I was, [coughs] much better qualified than people with my disability at that time...
[coughs] Can… [Break in recording.] There I was in 1965, with a good Honours
Degree, and a year’s experience [coughs] in a library, and [coughs]... Sorry. Anyway,
I was qualified to do an assistant librarian’s job, which, frankly, meant that I was
expecting to earn rather more than a lot of disabled people were. It’s very odd; I
honestly can’t remember how many applications for jobs that I made that summer,
after I knew that I wasn’t going to go back to LSE. It’s a bit of a haze, but then it’s
quite a long time ago. But I know that after probably a couple of months, a job
appeared at the Senate House Library. Now the Senate House was where the
administrative centre of the University of London was, and it had a large library open
to the whole university, and it’s in a rather grand building in Russell Square, in
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London, and the library is housed in a tower of that building. Anyhow, I think this job
must have come about by negotiations between UCL and Senate House, but all I
know is, I was offered a six-month post, cataloguing a library that had been donated to
the University of London, I think in the will of Harry Price. Harry Price had been
quite famous as a hunter of ghosts, and he started off as being someone who liked to
debunk mediums, and he ended up, poor man, in believing in them. But he had
collected together quite a large library, all about conjuring and magic, and ghosts, and
mediumship, and he’d left this to the university library, somewhat, I expect, to their
embarrassment. Anyway, they decided they wanted this collection catalogued, and I
was given the job, and that was quite interesting, and I loved working at Senate House
because it was a very friendly staff and it was a comfortable building. And I shared a
small office with a young woman, who was… I forget, whether she was installing
computers or whether she was just doing preliminary work on installing computers in
the library, but I’m not… she was a very pleasant soul. I’ve never forgotten her
definition of a computer as; ‘being an expensive piece of machinery, that can make
more mistakes quicker than you would ever believe possible.’

Because this was [clears throat] especially the very early days of computers, and
meantime, most of your work, was that then… how was that done?

I was still working on a typewriter. I can’t quite remember, but I think after my course,
every library that I worked in did provide me with an electric typewriter, which did
make life easier, but I still had to take out all the mistakes, manually, with Tipp-Ex,
which was quite hard work.

And, if I remember as well; electric typewriters, although lighter to use than manual
typewriters, how did you find the fact that it was a lightness of touch?

Oh, much easier. They were still massive machines that sat squarely on the desk and
couldn’t really be moved, but they were a great deal easier than a manual typewriter,
so it was a big step forward. But this was long before the days of computers where
you could just take out any mistake and go on as if it had never been. And how the
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cards survived, with all these erased and typings-over, how they lasted, subsequently,
I’ve no idea, because each catalogue entry was still being made on a separate card,
and then filed in a drawer.

So a catalogue entry: what kind of detail would that have then?

Well, it had the author’s full name, and you had to look up in reference books to
check his full name, and then you needed the date of publication, and surprisingly
quite a lot of books don’t carry a date of publication. So you had to check through the
book, to look to see whether it had got a date in Foreword, or, failing that, you had to
look through the text to see if a date was mentioned, so it… and then you put down
the publisher, and the country of origin, and, of course, the full title. I think that was
all. A lot of the Harry Price books, I could check through the printed volumes of The
British Museum Library, as that was then called (it’s now The British Library), but in
the open part of The Senate House Library there were volumes of The British
Museum Catalogue, so I would carry down whatever books I was working on and
look through the BM catalogue, and then I’d write down the details, and go back to
my room, and I often thought people must find it amusing, if they noticed these rather
strange books that I was carrying around, but that was a good job, and that lasted six
months.

[Clearing throat] ‘BM’, of course, standing for British Museum. [Clears throat.]

Yes.

And... [sound of turning pages/} here you were then, in work, beginning your career
in library work. How did you feel about the prospect of a career then, in this sort of
work?

I’d accepted my fate. By going on the course, I had accepted that librarianship would
be for me, and that’s what I was looking at. I’ve just seen from notes that the job I was
doing for the Harry Price Collection was called ‘A Rapid Cataloguing’, so that I think
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I possibly missed out some of the details, like the number of pages, and various other
details that full cataloguing involves. [Clears throat.] That was my first rapid
cataloguing job: I had one or two subsequent jobs, to re-classify libraries rapidly, and
it always amused me that anyone would ask me to do anything rapidly. However, that
was just an irony that I don’t think other people saw, but I did.

[Clearing throat] And so, when you came to the end of your six months, what lay in
prospect then?

[Clears throat.] Well, I imagine I was applying for various jobs, but what came up
after the Senate House job was one at the London Graduate School of Business
Studies. And again, this was something where my name had been passed on by word
of mouth, and I was offered an interview with the librarian who, I thought was a
marvellous man. I got on very well with indeed him: Ken Vernon. Sadly, he’s now
dead, but I had an interview with him, and he offered me the job of being his research
assistant, and for three years. What he wanted to do was to create a brand new
classification for business studies, and we did this very much as a team. I would work
on a little section of the classification during the day, and then late each afternoon I
would take my day’s work into his office, and he would go through it with me, and
quite often, he would pull it apart quite effectively, but the other girls in the library
used to regard him as rather a staid man, and they couldn’t understand how it was that
in the afternoon, they would hear gales of laughter when we were working together.
But we just had the same sense of humour, and quite often when you... [Dog barking.]

Ooh! Tell you what, Valerie, we’ll just… [Stops recording.]

[End of Tape 8 Side A]
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Tape 8 Side B [Track 14]

[Clears throat.] So this coincided, did it, with the development, then, was it that
Business Studies were becoming a new, defined area...?

It was a new academic subject. The London Graduate School was, when I went, it had
been going a very few years, and Ken Vernon was its librarian. And I think they were
using the new decimal system, and he didn’t think that was adequate for this new
growth area, and he wanted to construct what was called a ‘faceted classification’,
which was a new idea in librarianship, where [sound of motor horn in background]
you could add together different areas of the classification. So a book which covered
both... no, which might be about marketing personnel, would carry a classification
that indicated both marketing and personnel, which was quite a new idea, in those
days.

What was it called again, Valerie, that system?

Faceted…

Faceted.

Classification.

So what was the idea then behind the numbers that would then be ascribed?

Well, the idea was to be able to delineate much more closely what any one book was
about, so that they could be grouped together appropriately on the shelves, and in the
catalogue, you could find them under each bit of the assigned classification. So it was
designed to be much more a method of classifying a book more closely than had been
possible under the old scheme. But when you’re working closely on lists of words,
and lists of ideas, it’s amazing how often you find ridiculous juxtapositions, and I
remember Ken could never get past the subject of branding policy without laughing,
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because although branding is a big subject in marketing, I knew he had visions of
cowboys knocking down cattle, whenever branding came up, so it always amused him,
and I was extremely lucky to have this happy working relationship. I’m not saying
that we never disagreed: we often did, but overall, it was a very good relationship. It
was quite tricky, in that because I couldn’t take notes, he would take notes of
whatever we decided, and it’s actually quite difficult to dictate things to your boss in a
way that does not sound dictatorial. And I found this something I’ve had to learn and
learn how to manage, and it says a lot for the way we could get on that we could
overcome this potentially tricky situation. But as I say, he was a lovely man with a
lovely sense of humour, and it was very many years [tearing sound: pages turning]
before I had another working relationship as happy as that one.

And the fact that you were on a three-year contract as well: how did you perceive all
of that, and the fact that you were working there, as I say, on a three-year contract, in
a good environment: looking back, how do now feel about that?

I was very happy there. I got on well with the other girls, young women, in the library,
I got on well with Ken. I was doing work that was apart from the main work of the
library, so there was no competition, and I think that probably helped the working
relationship. I did have hopes, I allowed myself to hope that after my three-year
contract ran out, I might get a permanent job in the library, but Ken wouldn’t entertain
that, and quite probably because there wasn’t a suitable position. It just wasn’t on, so
that I (at or towards the end of the contract) had to begin looking again, and once
more, I was handed on, if you like. He heard about another fairly similar job that was
starting at what was then the… it was the, sorry, I have to look it up... it was the
Polytechnic of North London, and I became a research assistant to one of the readers
there. And that was working on a much bigger classification. It was not making it up
from scratch, it was to do a wholesale revision of an existing classification, and that
was a much less happy job. In fact, I became really very unhappy there, because the
man I was working for now was accustomed to teaching, so that again I would do all...
I would receive instructions, and I would go away, this time for several days at a time,
and then come back, and we would discuss my efforts, and I felt humiliated, if you
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like, in that he marked all my work in red ink. It shouldn’t matter, but it did suggest
school work, and, rightly or wrongly, I felt that time and time again he would ask me
to do something and by the time I had gone back, he would have had further thoughts,
and it seemed to me that he would then tear my work apart because I hadn’t done
what he had subsequently thought of. I could be maligning him, but that is how it
seemed to me, that he would criticise my output for not having been something he
hadn’t actually asked for, so I found him a very difficult man to work for. I was
staggered, at the end of that contract, which again was a three-year project, that when
I left he made a speech, a very flattering speech, saying how wonderful I had been,
and but it took me completely by surprise, because if he really had seen that, me in
those lights, I hadn’t been aware of it. So that was not for me, a happy time.

Again, were you using mainly things like electric typewriters?

Yes, he acquired for me a second-hand electric typewriter and this was still years
before computers were common.

And, just to return to the aspect of getting to work. Where were you living then,
during this sort of early [talking together] work period?

Well, if we could go back a pace... While I was at The London Business School, I was
still living in Canterbury Hall of Residence. I moved into my first flat in August, 1969,
which was, I think, a month or two after I started work at the Polytechnic, and I
decided, when I was coming up to my 30th birthday, that I’d had enough of living
with a group of women in a hall of residence. I found they were all very pleasant
women, and I liked them, but I found it quite distressing that in a group of seven, we
managed to divide ourselves into three and four. The group, the three women who
worked in the hall of residence seemed to be a group apart from the four of us who
had jobs in the university but not in the hall, and it could get quite bitchy at times. I
don’t think I took part in any of these discussions, but I was very aware of the tension,
and I often used to wonder whether the men in the men’s halls next door, could
possibly be as bitchy as we were, or whether this was a female phenomenon. But I felt
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that I didn’t want to live the rest of my life in this institutional setting, and I decided
that the older one got, the more one would become institutionalised, and whether the
ages I thought of were arbitrary, or whether it was people I knew, but I took it into my
head, around that time, that if I wanted to live on my own and cope for myself, one
really ought to do it before one was 30, because by the time one got to 40 one would
be too set in one’s ways. As I say, I can’t remember why I landed on these ages, but it
became really a very fixed idea, so I set about looking for a flat. Austen was not at all
happy. I was still seeing quite a lot of him, because while I was living in Canterbury
Hall, I had changed my church allegiance from going to the university church, to
walking up the hill to attend the church he went to, which was St Mark’s, Myddleton
Square. It was quite a steep hill, but it was well within my walking range at the time,
and some of the congregation were very welcoming, and I enjoyed being part of a
church community. So I saw him Sundays and probably other times too, but he felt
that my energy was strictly limited, and his view was that I really didn’t have spare
energy to cope with living on my own, and his suggestion was that I should find a
private hotel to live in. I thought that was a ghastly idea. I had visions of old ladies in
[?]and frankly I don’t think I could have afforded it anyway, because at The Senate
House Library I think I’d been getting fourteen pounds a week, and The London
Business School gave me what seemed the princely salary of £1,000 a year, but I
really don’t think private hotels would have come within that sort of range. Anyway, I
so disliked the idea, I never even found out where such places might be or what they
would have cost. I wanted to have my own flat. My parents were not frightfully keen
on the idea, but true to form, they made no effort to dissuade me, so I think I
approached the lodging people at the university, and I think I got one or two addresses
from them. But, however, I found a ground-floor, half-self-contained flat in Drayton
Park, which was a long road very near the Arsenal Football Ground, and every time
Arsenal played at home, Drayton Park would be closed to traffic, and used as a car
park, so I was fully aware of when Arsenal were playing at home.

And [clears throat] were there, you know, local shops and things that you...
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There were shops within walking distance. At the end of the road was Holloway Road,
and Holloway at that time and still does have quite a lot of fairly small shops. Some
were small, the early small supermarkets, some were more ethnic shops. I remember I
could... I gave myself five pounds for food each week, and I could live fairly
adequately on that, so prices really have changed. But I could walk to the shops, and I
could... Drayton Park also had its own tube station, and at that time I was quite happy
to ride up and down escalators, so I used to take the tube from Drayton Park to Essex
Road (which was almost next-door to where the Polytechnic was), so it was quite an
easy journey.

And to have your own place, quite a first...

Yes.

... your first own place – quite a step. How did you feel about that?

[Pause.] The night before I moved in to it, had anyone offered me the chance of
drawing back, I would have taken it. I really had cold feet just before I moved in, but
having moved in and set up, it gave me a large bed-sitting room, and a very small
dining room, and a minute kitchen (which I later found had been made out of a coal
cellar), and the loo was across the corridor, and shared with the landlord and his
family, and the bath was upstairs, so mainly I just washed. But having my own bedsitting room, and learning to cook, really was very satisfying. I was delighted once I’d
moved in. I really was happy with it.

And then these were in the days really before there was the range of, you know,
ready-cook meals and so on, so did you develop particular cooking skills, you know,
in those early days?

Well, I was, yes I did. My friend, Christine, who I had originally met at LSE, and with
whom I had been going out to supper more or less once a week ever since, she was
extremely kind. She used to write simple recipes out on cards for me, and I bought
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books like Cooking for One, and an early Delia Smith book, I remember, called How
to Cheat at Cooking. And I could scramble eggs if somebody had previously broken
the egg into a cup, so whenever people came to see me, I would get them to break a
couple of eggs into mugs, and I would keep them in the kitchen, and I ate scrambled
egg with onions and mushrooms and tomatoes, and I ate scrambled eggs till I couldn’t
bear the thought of them any more. But I also learnt to make casseroles, and
casseroles are very handy because you can make them ahead of time, and...

[End of Tape 8 Side B]
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Shall I say that, I can’t remember buying very many meals, partly because the shops
in Holloway Road were probably too small, but partly (I don’t think it occurred to me
for some reason), before I moved into the flat I went to the Occupational Therapy
department of The London Hospital, and had a very useful afternoon there discussing
how to do things, and they had perhaps obvious ideas, very sensible, like you don’t
carry a pan of water across the room. You put the pan on the unlit stove, and then you
carry a closed container of water, and pour it into the pan there. And they showed me
various possible implements, and I can’t remember in detail, but they did start with
the basic ideas of how to cope, and I think one of the most sensible was not to carry
about more than you had… oh yes, now another idea was to use a trolley, so I bought
a trolley so that I could push things around, and that really was a great help. And
Austen got into the habit, once a month, of taking me to Sainsbury’s to do a big shop
of the heavy things. [Pause.] I can’t remember what now, but probably soup and tea,
and coffee, and that sort of thing, and we would go at eight o’clock in the morning,
and we could be finished and putting the things away at home by nine, and still be at
work not noticeably late. And this taught me how to buy in bulk and think ahead,
which I think was extremely useful training. I didn’t cook potatoes, I relied on rice as
my main vegetable, because that was easy to cook, and casseroles I talked about
earlier. I could get the butcher to chop the meat up when I bought it, and I found I
could fry it fairly easily, and then dump it in the casserole, with tomatoes or
mushrooms, and I used a lot of sauces, as… no, I used a lot of soups as the casserole
sauce, and I remember Christine was in the flat one evening, talking while I was
cooking. Why I didn’t let her cook I don’t know, I think I was still being very
independent, but I do remember suddenly see her go completely white, and she’d been
watching me pick up a frying pan, full of boiling soup, and tip it into the casserole.
And poor soul, she had been terrified that I would drop this boiling soup, and I knew
that I’d done this loads of times before, and I’d got the frying pan and the pan next to
each other so I wasn’t worried about it, and she’d stood there, not daring to say
anything, but as I say, she went completely white.
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And what about [clears throat] kitchen adaptations? Equipment adaptations?

When I left the hall of residence, the senior staff gave me a whole set of Mellaware
crockery. Mellaware is plastic cups and saucers, and plates, and fruit bowls. My first
reaction was that I was hurt that they were giving me something I associated with
dolls cups and saucers but after I’d used it for a very short time, I realised what a
brilliant idea it had been, and I’ve been using plastic tableware ever since. It really
had been a very clever idea, and they’d found a set which was really quite goodlooking. It was nicely shaped and designed, and it was, as I say, a very clever idea. It
has set the way I’ve gone on ever since.

And what’s the principle advantage of it?

The principle advantage is you can pile it up. I have once done it, piled the whole lot
of plates up and dropped the lot, without breaking anything. Now, you can’t do that
with china or pottery. You can, if you manage to drop a mug on its handle, then the
handle will break, but I could have a mug for four or five years longer, before I break
it. It makes me feel secure. I don’t have to worry about dropping things.

And just to go back to the days when you were in the bed-sit, and so on, [clears throat]
outside of work, or indeed at work as well. What... how would you describe your
social circle then?

[Pause.] At that time, it mainly revolved around Christine and Austen, and the church.
Not a great deal around the Polytechnic. I still attended St Mark’s, and I suppose I
remember I went home… I think I went home Friday evenings, and I probably came
back Saturday evenings because I did go to church most Sundays. I know that one
summer, while I was still at the Poly, I decided I was not feeling very steady, and I
went back to the Bobath Clinic to have a course of therapy, maybe once a week,
maybe twice a week, for about six weeks. And I think that was the last time I ever did
that, because they insisted I had speech therapy. Have I gone into this before?
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A little bit, but …

Well, the young speech therapist insisted on - [dog barks.]

Ooh! Sorry.

Sorry.

No, it’s all right.

The postman.

Yeah.

Sugar. Stop it. She recorded my voice and played it back, and I went home feeling so
miserable. I hated hearing my voice because it never is as clear as I like to think it is,
and from that I went on, I suppose, in a classic tunnel of depression, thinking my
voice was awful, and my walking was awful, and I really wasn’t doing this very well,
and that very well, and I know I ended up that evening wondering whether I had
enough aspirins in the flat to commit suicide, or whether I should go to the local
chemist, and buy another bottle. And in the middle of this trough of sheer despair, a
little thought occurred to me, that my parents would feel that they’d wasted an awful
lot of time and a great deal of effort, getting me to where I was then. And that thought
was enough to stop me in my tracks, and I didn’t take any aspirin at all. But, after that
evening, Austen and I made a pact that if I ever felt that despairing again, I would ring
him up before doing anything, and his part of the pact was to make sure I didn’t
commit suicide while my parents were still alive. I’d simply given myself a second
level of conscience, if you like.

[Clears throat] And after you came to this resolution, how did you then feel about
yourself, after that?
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I was pretty down. I stopped going to the clinic. I never went again. I never told them
why I’d stopped going. I think I thought they wouldn’t have much sympathy with me.
I now think it’s actually quite important. I think you do, or certainly I reached an age
where I could no longer cope with somebody criticising my way of speaking. And
many years later I heard a singer on the radio, saying that she found that voice
coaching was extremely personal, and criticising the voice felt like criticising the
personality, and certainly that rang bells. I think my speech therapy helped me a great
deal when I was a child, but I think you get beyond the stage in life where you could
take criticism in the same way. I... that episode probably led... triggered my first
serious depression. When I say ‘serious’, I don’t mean I was clinically depressed. I
didn’t seek help beyond talking to Austen, but I was very... I was miserable at work, I
was miserable about my disability, and it lasted, I don’t know how long. It was
enough to be aware of, but the odd thing about my depressions, which did come and
go for another 15 years or so; they would suddenly go. I felt at one point that they
were partly hormonal, because they could lift so suddenly, but I think they were
triggered by things that happened. But, you know, the lifting could be quite sudden,
and I would suddenly feel, ‘Oh good, I’m back again.’ It was, I don’t think in any way
that I am schizophrenic, but I do feel like almost two personalities – one that can be
very miserable, and one that enjoys life, and for about 15 years this was a problem,
and that was a problem that Austen, well, without him things would have got very
much worse. He was willing to cope with me, giving me time and help me through it.

And [clears throat] in the lifting of a period of feeling low, were there any seasonal
factors, or other factors that you could point to, that would...?

It seemed to be worse in the summer, but I think that was a left-over from being at the
LSE [The London School of Economics]. When I say ‘15’, I’m counting from that
first big one, but in fact I had my let down periods, I think, starting at LSE when I was
lonely in the summer and I felt everyone had gone away, and I was the only one still
bashing on. It wasn’t quite true, there were other people around, but not my particular
friends, and it might have been that first big one. I remember one quite significant
down-period being lifted because I’d gone back to the LSE library for some reason,
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and the woman who found me a bit of a pain when I was a student assistant, made me
extremely welcome, and I felt this was because now that I was a qualified librarian,
she was seeing me in a different light, and I remember that afternoon made me feel
entirely differently.

So it could be small gestures, or [talking together] actions -

Very small. Sometimes so small I wouldn’t be aware of what I’d done. In the same
way, I don’t think I was often aware of triggers the other way, but I think there were
triggers in both directions.

And when you had a period of feeling low, as I say, what was the intensity of that
unchanging? How was that?

Oh I think it got worse. I know there was a time when I used to make an effort to go
out and see people, because I was aware that sitting in my room by myself was not a
good thing to do. Years later, and I think they did become worse, years later I
invented a simile, or a way of seeing it, where, when I was by myself I would feel as
if I was sitting in a mirrored stockade, where all I could see and all I could think about
was myself. But I was always capable of pulling myself out of this, and going out and
putting on what I thought of as ‘my party face’, so that I could go to work or I could
go to meetings, and I think very few people were aware that I was having a bad period.
There was one person who said he could see a change in my eyes, and many years
later, when I had had help and I had got over it completely, somebody then said to me,
‘Oh Valerie, you have changed,’ so I think one or two people did see differences in
me. How many of them knew what was at the root of these changes, I don’t know,
because I didn’t tell many people. One feels ashamed of depression.

I think there is a statistic that says, at any one time, one in four of us will be in that
sort of circumstance.

Really?
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And in the early days, of course, p’raps these were in times before there were the
support groups that there now are.

Yes.

What advice really would you say to somebody, if you could meet yourself [talking
together] then now?

Well, if I could leap ahead out of the chronology, I can take you through this quickly,
because Austen for a year or two, he would encourage me to talk, and that helped.
And then he felt he’d run out of what he could do, so he introduced me to a local
priest who became my spiritual director. And I saw him intermittently, and he said
some very useful things, and for a time he was a great help. And then there were a
couple of people at the then Spastics Society, and each of them helped me for a time.
And then the time came: really the last chapter in this was triggered one afternoon,
when I was sitting in Austen’s garden, and I can’t remember what we’d been talking
about, but I suddenly said to him, ‘I can’t forgive myself for being handicapped,’ and
I don’t know which of us was more shocked. This came out of somewhere very deep.
I know he was shocked, but I’d actually shocked myself by hearing it, but also, by
hearing myself say it. I knew it was true, and I decided that what it meant was... where
it came from was all the years at school, where people had said, ‘Valerie, concentrate.
If you only concentrate, you could do this or that, properly,’ and this had, over the
years, turned into a feeling that, if I had worked a bit harder I could have completely
overcome the cerebral palsy, and…

[End of Tape 9 Side A]
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Yeah.

I knew it was foolish when I looked at it, but I also came to realise this was such a
deep-seated feeling that simply knowing it was foolish was not enough to dispel it. So
I went to the GP, who referred me to the Tavistock Clinic, and it took what felt like a
hell of a long time between filling in a very long form for the Tavistock, and being
summonsed to an interview, but some months later, I went and I was interviewed by
someone who gave me the impression of being very unsympathetic. But it was her
method of working. She virtually asked no questions, she just expected me to talk. I
sat there in my coat, I remember, because she didn’t invite me to take it off, and it all
felt… [Dog barks.] Sugar, no!

[Something under breath.]

She felt very much like hard work, but [dog barks]. Oh, someone’s coming. [Dog
barks fiercely.] Sugar, come here. Come. Anyway, at the end of two sessions, she said
she thought that I could be helped and the choice offered was a three-way choice. I
could wait six months and have group therapy at the Tavistock, or I could wait about
a year and have individual therapy, or, if I wanted to pay for therapy, she could find
me someone privately quite quickly. And having geared myself up, after all these
years, to seek professional help, it felt very bitter to be asked to wait for another year.
I didn’t feel in any way that I wanted group therapy, because rightly or wrongly I felt
my problems were around disability, and I didn’t feel that group therapy would be
much help. So, once again, I talked to Austen, and incredibly he offered to pay. So I
asked that somebody be found and I was introduced to Miss Pat Hinton who worked
in Isleworth, and once a week (for five years it turned out to be) I would go along to
see Pat. And Pat had many gifts, but one that was important to me was she was almost
blind. And I felt that what I said about this being disabled, I could feel it resonating
with her, and that to me was very reassuring, and I hate to say it, it did take five years,
but I have had no depression for the last 11 years, and she did her work so well that I
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coped with losing my mother and my father, and Pat, all within the space of two years
without going into depression. So I think she did an excellent job. But it really was a
matter of looking very deeply into aspects of disability, and we found, or she helped
me to come to the view that what had been causing all of my depression was, I had
been pretending all my life that my disability was really very minor and it shouldn’t
matter and I shouldn’t mind, and I think that keeping this up had been a huge strain.
After seeing Pat, I can now say that, ‘I hate being disabled. It’s a damned bloody
nuisance', and the fact that I can now say it has given me enormous freedom.

So, then, [clears throat] it’s a matter, is it then, of... do you feel, of coming to an
accommodation, to a -

Yes. I do believe that talk about accepting one’s disability, and I always assumed that
meant coming either to like it or not to mind about it. I accept now that I have got it,
and that my disability is quite a significant disability. I’m open about the fact that I
hate it. I, for some reason, identify myself more with the, or I have identified myself
with the non-disabled world. I now see that that has produced a dissonance. I think the
dissonance is getting narrower as my disability has grown more severe with age, and
I’m now finding myself thinking more as a disabled person than I used to, but yes, I
have accommodated it, and I no longer think that that means I’ve got to like it. I
suppose it means I’ve learnt to lump it really.

And -

Does [that] make sense?

Yeah. And do you find it useful to perhaps separate impairment, and put that to one
side as it were, from the person?

Yes, I do. I see… again I’m going to sound schizophrenic (I really don’t think I am),
but I feel, in a sense, that my personality is moving in parallel with my disability. I am,
if you like, encased by my disability. I don’t think I’ve been entirely shaped by it. I
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think my personality is almost separate from it, but I don’t believe that I think entirely
as a disabled person, and I’ve come to see that perhaps I’ve made life a bit more
complicated for myself, but that’s how it has turned out. But now that I’ve analysed it,
and I’ve seen to this extent what influenced [it?], but I’m living much more
comfortably, and I’m more able to make accommodations and find ways of coping. I
think that’s the big difference – I’m more willing to find ways of coping with it.

And the coping, how does that function? What kind of levels does that work on?

Well, as I said a moment ago, my disability is increasing with age. I feel I’m coping
with problems in my 60s that my parents would have coped with in their 80s. I now
can’t live alone because I can’t put my own shoes and socks on, and I became very
bored with the range of food that I could cook. I cooked for twenty years, but after 20
years, everything that I could do was tasting very much the same, so I now have livein help, live-in care. I have what is called a ‘home-sharer’, who lives in the house
rent-free, who cooks, who helps with the bit of dressing that I can’t manage, and does
various other things that I can’t do. She goes off to work (he or she, goes off to work)
in the day-time, but they’re here at night. They’re giving me security as well as
assistance, and this arrangement enables me to go on living in my own house, with
my animals and things around me. Where did... how did we get here?

[Clears throat] Well I’m [clears throat] not sure really, but from [?] of route wasn’t
there? But I mean, did you feel, in going about life as it were, that have you had to
explain to people, and if you have, how have you felt about disability?

Oh yes I have, but that never worries me. This distraction... Oh, we were talking about
accommodations that I’ve made. The biggest accommodation is no longer living alone,
but secondly, I now use a wheelchair on holiday, and for longer distances. I can walk
much less far than I used to. I have a pavement scooter, I drive a car – these are all
different ways of coping. I have a stair-lift, which again, Austen and I had a battle
over, when I moved into a house. He said I needed a stair-lift, I said I didn’t want one.
Yet he insisted, and I have to agree it has been useful. I now use it most of the time. I
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try to walk upstairs several times a day for exercise, but I couldn’t do it all the time,
and there was a time three years ago, when I broke my ankle, when the stair lift was
supremely important. Anyway, that... all this was explaining, or trying to explain that
depression, and overcoming it, was quite a big thing in my life. But I really think the
fact that I can say, ‘I’ve now had over 11 years without,’ is a major thing.

Absolutely [clears throat], yes, and you know well done for sharing that with us as
well, Valerie. Thank you. [Talking together] Shall we?

Can we finish there?

Yeah. Yes, let’s do that shall we?

[End of Tape 9 Side B]
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So Valerie, if we can go back then to the time when you were a postgraduate: you
were studying for librarianship and you met on that course, did you, one particular
person?

No, actually I’d met him at LSE [The London School of Economics], and when we
finished our degrees at LSE, he went off to a teachers’ training college in Kent and I
was at home for the year that I was working as a student assistant, so this is the year
before UCL [University College of London]. But Matthew got in touch with me at
home, and suggested we had an evening out, so we met one evening in Bromley. And,
having walked round the town for a bit, we went to the cinema and we saw Dr No
(which is the first of the long sequence of Bond films), and subsequently, he invited
me out fairly frequently, every few weeks: and in fact we went on meeting quite
frequently, having meals and going to the cinema together for years and years;
certainly 10 or 15 years. We saw all the Bond films together, until I decided they’d
become gratuitously violent. In the early films, the violence was amusing. In the later
films, I felt it got rather nastier, and I lost interest. But he once said I was the only
friend he had, stupid enough to go on going to James Bond, but we enjoyed them and
we saw a lot of other things. I think we also went to concerts together, and in the years
when I was quite often depressed, it meant a great deal to have a friend who was such
a constant companion. And he taught… first of all, he taught juniors, and then he went
on to teach secondary school, and he was a fascinating raconteur. He always had
interesting anecdotes to tell, and I took him home a number of times. And my parents
were very fond of him even though their politics were poles apart because my father
was really very right wing, whereas Matthew was a member of the Communist party).
But they enjoyed each others’ company to the extent that many years later, when my
mother had died and my father was very unhappy, I realised one weekend that he
really was extremely distressed, and when I got home I rang Matthew up and said,
‘Please did he think he could find an evening to come out, to see my father?’ because
I thought he could cheer him up. And he agreed to come the following Friday evening,
and I drove him out to Beckenham after work, and that evening he was in such good
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form, he had my father laughing with his stories, and in fact that was the last time I
ever saw Dad: and it’s lovely that, on that final evening, I felt he’d enjoyed the
company.

It says a lot for the power of the human spirit in the sense that Matthew was able, you
know, by character and by tale, to have this affect on your dad.

Yes, yes.

Was it then that your dad died soon after?

My dad died about three or four days later. He had emphysema and he’d been heartbroken, absolutely heart-broken, when my mother had died of cancer two years
previously. And in those two years he had written what he called ‘a story of their
marriage’, but it really was their joint life stories, which, to us, is a very valuable book,
because it’s the chronology of our family. And that took him a year, and after that, my
sister managed to interest him in going through the family photographs, which he did
meticulously, re-photographing those that he thought were worth keeping, and he
constructed two sets of photographs, one for each of us, all beautifully
chronologically arranged and annotated. So we’ve now got photographs starting with
my father’s grandparents and ending up with my sister’s first child, and these to us
again are very valuable. And my sister had just, well, recently, had her second child,
so Dad revised his book to take account of Ebba [a family shortening of the name
Elizabeth] being born. And one night he handed over the revised pages to Margaret,
and the next morning, she went round to take him to visit the crematorium (because it
was the anniversary of my mother’s death), and they were going to look at the Book
[of Remembrance], and he’d died in the night, so they in fact died on the same date,
two years apart. And I think he was ready to go. He’d finished what he wanted. The
various anniversaries all distressed him severely. This is what killed him.

And during his lifetime, how significant had photography been to your father?
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Oh very significant. He’d been a keen amateur photographer, particularly in the early
years, but throughout his life. Then he’d been in newspaper journalism, first for the...
well the first that I’m aware of is the Manchester Evening News, and then he went on
to the Daily Express, and in the Express he was working, not as a reporter but as a
picture editor, and he was first night picture editor in Manchester, and then he came to
the Express office in London as night picture editor. So while he’d never been a
professional photographer, he’d been professionally working with photographs. And
he had a fabulous memory, because, you know how one often sees people in the street
that one thinks looks like someone familiar; he always knew exactly who these faces
were.

Where do you think that kind of memory for faces stemmed from really?

I think it probably was his early interest in photography. He had colour, his
photograph album includes at least one or two colour photographs, taken of me when
I was two or three years old. That must have been very early for an amateur
photographer to be using colour films.

Was that then as a result of his work – the fact that he was able to take early colour,
do you feel?

I don’t know. I don’t think he became involved with the picture desk till after the war,
but I’m not sure.

So what sort of year would this be when he was first using colour?

Well, there’s one of me, which must have been taken 1941 or ’2.

Gosh

Shall I move her? [Talking about the dog]
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[Laughing] Don’t worry, Valerie. In his writings, the chronology and the photographs
and so on, and perhaps in thoughts that he’d expressed to you – how do you feel your
father felt then about his life?

I wish he’d written that book while my mother was still alive. He was clearly deeply
in love with her, but they were both rather shy people, and I often have wondered if
she really knew quite how deeply he felt. I think they had a good marriage. It certainly
wasn’t a blissful one, but everyone has ups and downs. And I think the early years
when, particularly my mother was scouring the country looking for the right therapy
for me; I think those years must have been quite difficult.

Given the fact that the war was on as well and all of that...

Yes. Yes. Near the end of his life, I remarked to him that I thought that had my birth
occurred in the way that it did, in these days, there would have been a court case and
there would have been a large settlement, and his reply was, ‘If we’d had a large
settlement, you would not have achieved half of what you have achieved,’ and I felt
that was a fascinating insight. It could well be right.

In what way do you feel that not having a settlement may have influenced your...

I think he thought that if they could have paid for someone to help look after me, it is
possible that my mother would have been less active in teaching me to walk and to
talk. I think, financially, life was pretty tight in those days but, probably because my
father went off to the war, to the RAF, she was entirely alone with me, and I think I
was given her whole attention.

Before she was married, your mother was a secretary then, I think...

Yes.
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we’ve covered. But after that then, what was the main focus of your mother’s work,
apart from home making?

She never went back to work after getting married. In those days, it was more usual
for young women to stop work when they got married. Some occupations didn’t want
married women. Possibly, if she hadn’t had me, she might well have gone back to
some occupation during the war, but by that time she had me and I don’t think there
was any question in their mind that being a mother was not a full-time occupation. I
think for her it was a very full-time occupation.

And can we cover a little bit about your sister, Valerie? When was she born?

She was born nearly 10 years after me. I had gone away to boarding school. I think
after I did go, my parents probably found the house a bit quiet, but my mother didn’t
want to have another baby until she was reassured that, if necessary, she could have a
caesarean. The first birth had gone very wrong, and I think she’d been frightened that
the second one could go wrong too, so…

And what was your sister’s, or what is indeed your sister’s name?

My sister is Margaret and she and I grew up in many ways as two only children,
because in our childhood we only met during the holidays. We’ve subsequently
developed a very close relationship. I can’t say we were all that close as children.

And how did you feel at the time, when your sister was born?

I was very carefully coached, when she was on the way, that the baby would need a
lot of attention when it came, and I mustn’t be jealous. But they forgot to tell the baby
that in the school holidays I would also need a lot of attention. And also my mother
left Margaret with her family for parents’ weekends when she came to visit me at
school, so it’s not surprising that, in the very early days, the baby was somewhat
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jealous of me, which reverses the usual trend. But as I say, when we grew up we
became much closer.

And towards the end of her life, what reflections did your mother have, if she was able
to have those about her life?

My mother had cancer for most of a year, and during that year I was sad to find that
her memory seemed to be dwelling much more on the things that had been difficult,
rather the success she’d had. But I suspect this is what happens in later life, and
certainly in illness – one tends to get fixed on one aspect. And I fear with her,
certainly with me, it was the bits that had been difficult. Interestingly enough,
Margaret’s not aware of this, so I think my mother was remembering different things,
according to who she was with; but, so, the year before she died I was awarded an
MBE [Member of the Order of the British Empire] and she was still willing...
[telephone rings.]

[End of Tape 10 Side A]
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Tape 10 Side B [Track 18]

So Valerie, when were you awarded then the MBE?

In 1990. It came as a great surprise to me, and I got the usual letter asking me whether
I’d accept it, and warning me to tell no-one at all, on pain of losing it if I did, but,
since there was a form to fill in I did in fact tell my boss, who very kindly filled in the
form for me. And then I did keep quiet about it for some time, but my parents were
going to go on holiday for a couple of weeks before the honours list was due to come
out, and I suddenly thought how awful it would be if they had an accident or
something went wrong, and they’d never known. So I remember taking my mother
down to the end of the garden and telling her that I’d had a letter from Number 10
[Downing Street] and she asked, ‘What was it?’ and I said, ‘An MBE’, and my
mother was not going to be unduly impressed because what she said was, ‘And about
time too!’ However, she and my father had enormous pleasure, and they gave me a
party on the day of the announcement and we all... my mother and father came with
me to Buckingham Palace, and you’ve seen a photograph of us all, taken in the
grounds of Buckingham Palace afterwards, and then we drove out and went to lunch
with Austin. He gave us a lunch in a marvellous restaurant in Islington, and he invited
my sister and her new husband. They’d got married about a week before, very quietly,
so this was celebrating my MBE and their wedding breakfast, and it really was a
splendid lunch and a lovely day. And the day before the ceremony, my mother had
been told she’d got lung cancer, but she managed to put that aside for the day, and she
really enjoyed that day, and every time I drive down the Mall for one reason or
another, I really do give thanks that the MBE came in 1990, and not any later, because
it would not have meant nearly as much, if they couldn’t have come too.

What was the citation? Why were you awarded the MBE?

For services to transport for the disabled, and it’s a mark of the Queen’s diligence to
her preparation that when I was fed into the line at the appropriate place, and I made
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my bow to her, the citation was read out as ‘services to transport’, and as she pinned it
on to my lapel she said, ‘I believe it’s services to transport for the disabled.’

So...

And I thought it was amazing, that she could detect that sort of small error, when I
was one of one hundred and eighty.

And how did you feel about being given this honour?

I was very thrilled, and what was so warming was how much pleasure it gave to
people around about. I got letters from all sort of people and phone calls, so it has a
great ripple effect. It’s not just the person receiving it; it’s all sorts of other people
who take pleasure in it too. And [clears throat] it’s rather fashionable to be a bit
snooty about the honours system but there are things wrong with it, and I think it’s a
bit sad that it is so tightly geared to one’s station in life. But, having said all that, it
means a lot to have recognition and I am proud of it, and I very much enjoyed the day.

And when you were in and around the palace and before you received the award, how
did you feel?

I was extremely impressed with how much the Palace is geared up to making it go
smoothly. When I arranged for my parents and I to be able to go up by lift, because
neither of them were really up to managing a lot of stairs by that time and I don’t find
stairs particularly easy, so I wrote to the Palace, saying we couldn’t cope with stairs.
So they directed me to park near to an entrance that gave onto a lift, and we were met
by a footman and conducted up to where we separately had to go, and I was taken to a
long gallery. And because I was fairly early I saw that there were still some seats
available so I sat down and waited, and all the recipients were rehearsed in what was
expected of them, and the form is, about 20 or 30 people are conducted into a side
room and as you go in line and make your individual bows and curtsies, and my
footman appeared at the right time and conducted me to this side room, when he gave
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me a seat, and then he disappeared, and then when my particular queue of people
arrived, he reappeared and put me into the queue at the right spot, and I was very
touched. He asked me whether I would like him to give me his arm, or whether I was
prepared to do it alone, and I thought it was so good to be given the option, and I
decided discretion was the better part, so I took his arm, and we made our bows
together, because I didn’t want to risk falling flat on my face, or even stumbling. And
I thought it was all beautifully managed, and interestingly enough, a hook has been
attached to one’s clothing before the ceremony begins, so that the Queen only has to
hook the insignia on to it and then you’re guided out of the ballroom again. And your
insignia is immediately removed from your jacket and put into a box, and then you’re
given the box. But you’re not left wearing it for more than about 20 seconds, but it
was all made as smooth and as easy as possible.

And in the presence of the Queen; that must have been a special -

It was. It was.

How did you, you know... what sort of thoughts were running through your head at
that time?

Oh simply to do the right thing and not to stumble, frankly. She bestows a hundred
and eighty awards in the space of, I think, something under an hour, an hour and a
half, so you’re not engaging in long conversations. It’s all very slickly managed, but it
is still special, and after your particular award you then go round and into the back of
the ballroom so that you can see the rest of the proceedings.

Well, fascinating. Well congratulations on that Valerie. Shall we go back to the work
pattern?

Yes.
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I think when we were talking about that last you were proceeding through various
posts, and just remind us as to what point we got up to...

Well I think I was talking about being at the Polytechnic of North London.

Shall I... Okay. You were working then, Valerie, for the Polytechnic of North London.

Yes.

And...

I worked there from 1969 to 1972, but during that time I moved twice. My first flat, I
think I’ve mentioned, was in Drayton Park, but after I’d been there for a year, the
vicar’s wife at my church (which I was then attending St Marks, Middleton Square),
became slightly anxious that I was not particularly close to the church or to the people
who went there. So she managed to arrange that I was offered a little flatlet in an
Alexandra Club which was a part of the YWCA [Young Women's Christian
Association]. They ran various clubs for young women, and the Alexandra Club, most
of its accommodation was in so-called ‘clusters’ where the girls had single bedrooms,
and six or eight would share a communal kitchen, sitting room, that sort of place. But
I was offered a bed-sitting room with its own bathroom and kitchen, all behind a
single front door, so it was very convenient and I moved to the Alexandra Club in
1970.

Was that then nearer your work as well?

It was, yes. No, actually it wasn’t nearer the work but it was quite an easy journey. It
was a bus journey, rather than a tube journey but it was quite an easy trip, and it was
certainly nearer to church, and it was nearer to Austin. And the club had a director, so
that there was always a member of staff, and it had lots of young women living there,
some of whom I became very friendly with, so I had lots of people to help if I needed
help.
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And in 1970 then, what sort of age would you be?

I was 31.

And you know the wider support framework of living there as well, which must have
been an advantage?

Well it was. It was excellent. I didn’t particularly like the bedsitting room itself
because it had windows with no views at all, it just looked out on to walls, and it had
been decorated in colours that, obviously, somebody thought would last. It had grey
walls, and a dark brown carpet and brown curtains, and although a friend made me
some yellow curtains, I’m afraid I always found the room a bit gloomy. But apart
from that, it had everything I could wish for, really.

And in 1970, compared even with 1960, the social changes in society continued apace.
What are your recollections of the atmosphere of, let’s say, 1970 or that time?

Well I remember making friends in the club and being involved with St Mark’s
Church and, as I say, going out quite frequently with Matthew, so I had quite an
active social life. I think I wasn’t particularly happy in my job and as I said, I didn’t
particularly like the room, so in those ways I made it worse in that I chose to work at
home fairly frequently, to avoid travelling. I don’t think it was terribly sensible,
looking back, to do quite so much at home, because it did keep me in this rather
gloomy room, but I was avoiding going into the Polytechnic every day, because I
found that the situation with the Reader I was working for not terribly congenial. So
they weren’t my happiest years. On the other hand, I did very much enjoy having my
own space and I was cooking for myself and looking after myself really quite
successfully.

And your work, what did that by this time mainly consist of?
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Well, I was still working on the revision of the Bliss Classification, [a general
classification for the arrangement of books, devised by Henry Evelyn Bliss] which
turned out to be a much bigger task than the Reader had originally anticipated, so that
by the end of my three-year contract we certainly were nowhere near finished. But the
contract came to an end in 1972 so I had to find other work. So I, for the next two
years had a series of extremely short-term posts. I worked twice for six-month stints
as a temporary librarian, grade four, at the Department of Employment. I did a very
temporary job at the… oh, the IPC (International Publishing Corporation) classifying
one of their small libraries. It was a bit alarming, going from six-month post to sixmonth post, and never being sure where the next would come from.

And in this time, applying for different posts and being interviewed – what are your
memories of that?

Not great. I was getting older, and most temporary posts are taken by people just out
of university or library school. I was partly passed on from one library to another, or
people that had heard of the London Business Classification. That was what IPC, the
International Publishing Corporation, they wanted me to do their newspaper clippings
library, I think it was, under that scheme. And I also had a short post, classifying the
Institute of Personnel Management library under that scheme. My work for the
Department of Employment was more a usual cataloguing post, but you know it felt,
and was, very hand to mouth. And it was an uncomfortable time... because I was
filling in a great many application papers and most of them came to nothing. I never
knew whether to disclose my disability at the time of filling in the papers or waiting
till I was offered an interview and then disclosing it. It didn’t seem to go down well,
whichever way I did it, so it was difficult. The librarians just were not accustomed to
looking at my level of disability for that sort of work, and most of the time I only got
work if somebody recommended me, and even then I would only get an offer of six
months, because people felt safe enough giving six months.
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What were some of the sorts of comments, then, that were expressed to you?

Oh the favourite one at the end of nearly every interview was, ‘We do hope you find
your niche in life,’ whenever people said that, it was a certain thing that they didn’t
think my niche was with them. I got very bored with hearing that. I think...

[End of Tape 10 Side B]
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Tape 11 Side A [Track 19]

So, how do you think the attitudes that you were encountering then, reflected wider
attitudes, to a certain extent?

I think less was known about disability then, than is perhaps known now. I think
organisations like Scope have done a lot in education and making known what the
problems are, [clears throat] but I felt at the time that I was looking for work, potential
employers didn’t understand that there was a difference between long-term disability
and long-term ill health. And I think they were reluctant to offer me a job because
they thought I would take sick leave, or retire very early, or perhaps they were
worried that they couldn’t get rid of me if I didn’t do the work. I don’t know. I found,
in several of the interviews that I did get, that I had to conduct the interview,
otherwise there were going to be exceedingly long silences. People just didn’t seem to
know hope to cope.

Does that lead you to believe then, do you suspect, that often in a situation you were
the first person with a disability who had applied, or that they’d come across?

Certainly at the sort of salary level that I wanted to have. Yes. I think those were the
days when most significantly disabled people had reserved jobs like lift attendant or
that order of things. I was looking for salary of over a thousand pounds a year, which
in those days was quite a respectable salary, and I think people were just not used to
that idea. I, on the other hand, I’d got a degree and a qualification, and I wanted work
commensurate with the qualification. I applied to the Civil Service four times as an
assistant librarian, and each time I was turned down because I could not do the whole
range of the librarian’s work. I still think that was ridiculous, because the Civil
Service employed a great many librarians, and I don’t see why they should not have
been willing to allow me to specialise, but it just wasn’t in their mindset at the time.

And this was pre-computers by and large?
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Yes.

Imagine a Valerie of today, in a similar situation: how do you think the today’s
Valerie would... what kind of situation would they face do you think?

I hope today’s Valerie would not choose librarianship, because I really do not think
that was a suitable career. But, having said that, I hope that whatever career she did
choose, she would find the technology went further than it did in my early days, to
compensate for the disability. Certainly when computers came on the scene, a few
years later, they made a very big difference to what I could do.

And in what ways, [background noise]… sorry we’ve got the drilling again, but not to
worry.

Do you want to go ahead?

[Break in recording.]

In what ways, Valerie, do you feel that the librarianship then, wasn’t a suitable career
for you?

I’m fairly certain my tutor, in pressing me to opt for librarianship, thought that it was
a nice safe job with books. In fact, [coughs] the thrust of the librarian’s job is dealing
with people, in finding out what their problems are, and finding the right book to
supply their need. But it’s very much a people-orientated profession, and as somebody
with a speech defect, no chief librarian was going to allow me to sit on the readers’
enquiry desk. I couldn’t shelve books, so that immediately ruled me out both in the
lower end of the work, and up at the more interesting end, so I was confined to the
middle, which is why the Civil Service wouldn’t take me. I could only really classify
or catalogue. Those are both important jobs and they’re both full-time jobs, or they
were then. They might not be now because both are now done centrally, and all you
now have to do is look up the entries in an index, so there would be less of a job now,
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but in those days they were full-time jobs. But, on the other hand, I found them... less
than stimulating, shall I say? It was very interesting, constructing a classification. It
was far less interesting applying it to book after book after book.

Somebody, you know, today then, faced with that same task: would they still be asked
to draw up a classification system?

It is possible. I don’t know how often libraries now choose to go their own way, and
whether or not modern classifications are more flexible. If they are, then I think most
libraries would prefer to adopt a published scheme,

And, and -

and use the central classification.

And, in approaching different organisations in applying for different jobs, were you
given any advice by anybody at all?

[Pause.] No, I can’t remember that anyone did. [Noise of drilling in background.] I
know that I applied to the Bank of England for an assistant librarian’s job, and I was
very impressed with the librarian there. [Drilling again.]

Stop...

[End of Tape 11 Side A]
[Side B blank]
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Tape 12 Side A [Track 20]

So Valerie we find you, I think, living then at the YWCA [Young Women's Christian
Association]. What was the name of the YWCA?

It was called an ‘Alexandra Club’. I think that is their generic name for this type of
living (within a group, with individual rooms). Most of them had individual rooms
with shared cooking facilities. I had a self-contained flat within it, but there were only
two or three self-contained flats. It was a very good halfway house. My only two
complaints was the décor of my, well I think the décor of the whole building was
somewhat unimaginative. It was done in colours which were made to last, but were
gloomy, not to put too fine a point: dark browns and light greys are not, to my mind,
good colours to live with. And my other criticism was of the director of the particular
club I lived in. Whether she didn’t trust me to live competently, or whether she had
some sort of problem of her own, but although I worked most of the time in my room,
I took my work home and so I was there for most of the day, she still opted to walk
into my room on those few occasions when I’d gone out. [Background noise.] She
would always tell me she had done it, and she would always have a reason prepared,
but I found it very unsettling that somebody was unlocking my front door and going
in, almost whenever I went out. Perhaps she thought I’d leave a tap running or a gas
on, I don’t know but she had a need to go in, whenever I was out.

Because you’d lived in your own rented flat prior to this...

Yes.

... and then moved to the YWCA,

Yes.

because it offered you more support?
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It offered me a bit more, well yes, more support, but more importantly it was closer to
my church and to my friends, and people at church in particular had felt they would be
happier if I was nearby.

And where were you working at this time then Valerie?

I, at that time, was still at the Polytechnic of North London, and I left there… I
seemed to have been in the flat for about two years when I left the Polytechnic of
North London, and then for several years after that I had a very disjointed career. I
was extremely lucky in that I was never out of work, but for at least two years, I could
only manage to obtain six-month contracts. Sorry, I’m looking at the dates. It was, it
was two years. [Papers rustling.] I had consultancies first at the Institute of Personnel
Management and then at the London Business School and at… oh, at the IPC
[International Publishing Corporation] I was at their little [press cuttings] library. At
the London Business School I was working with the librarian and with another
consultant to do a second edition of the original classification of business studies. At
the other two libraries I was asked, quote ‘rapidly’ unquote, to re-catalogue, no,
reclassify their collections, mostly of pamphlets, to the London Business School
classification. I always found it extraordinary that I was given any jobs to do anything
‘rapidly’, but I suppose what was meant was that I was not doing a full cataloguing
process, I was just re-ordering.

And the IPC; what was that?

Oh dear. I’d... Could you turn the thing off?

Sure.

[Break in recording.]

And we should say as well that IPC is the international publisher of journals. So in
this period of different work, when you were short-term contracts of various
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organisations and acting as a consultant and other work, how were you then feeling
about your career at this time?

Well I was getting somewhat anxious. I was… oh, I had entered my 30s, and most
employers, when they’re looking for people to do short-term contracts, expect to find
people just out of college, so I was getting a bit old for these short-type jobs. But, on
the other hand, although I was applying over and over for permanent positions, I
couldn’t find any librarian who would risk taking me on permanently. I’d tried telling
them on the initial application form that I had a disability, and that usually meant that
I didn’t get short-listed for interview. I tried forgetting the disability until I got called
for interview and then saying, ‘By the way...’ and that made people angry because
they felt they’d been deceived. I found, when I did go to interview, almost the whole
interview centred on my disability. There was one dreadful occasion when the
interviewers became absolutely tongue-tied when I walked in, and I felt that I had to
keep that interview going. Naturally, I didn’t get the job. I became very tired of
hearing people say, ‘Well Miss Lang, we hope you find your niche in life,’ because
when they said that, it was clear that my niche was not going to be in their library. I
had two important interviews; one in the library at the House of Commons, and one in
the library at the Bank of England, and the Librarian of The Bank of England
managed to conduct the interview in such a way that I didn’t feel let down, even
though he didn’t offer me a job. It was a very difficult part of my life. During those
two years I also had two six-month stints in the library of the then Department of
Employment, but these came about because I had applied two, if not three times, to
the Civil Service. I felt they had such a spread of jobs, they should have been able to
accommodate me, but they were quite adamant that they could not take me on as a
librarian, grade four, because [dog barks in background] I could not do the whole
range of work expected at the librarian’s entry grade. I still think that was a dreadful
attitude. [Dog barks.] Sugar.

It’s the postman probably.
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So anyway, I never did get into the civil service, but I think I met the librarian of the
Department of the Employment on one of those boards, and he offered me temporary
posts.

So how at the time was your disability then impacting on the perceived effect on the
work? I mean what work

[Talking together.] Could I -

were they believing that you couldn’t do?

Well they believed, probably correctly, that I could not shelve books, and that was at
the manual end of the work. But all the entry-level librarians would do about an
hour’s shelving at the beginning or end of the day, to get the books back into their
right places, and I would have found that impossible, probably. The other big thing
was, no librarian was prepared to let me do enquiry work because they felt that I
would frighten, alarm, worry readers who had queries so... And, as I think I’ve said
before, I think readers’ enquiry work is probably the most interesting and the most
important part of a librarian’s job, and that was closed to me because of my speech, or
by the senior librarians’ perception of my speech. They all understood me perfectly
well, but they felt that people coming across me for the first time, wouldn’t.

And how did you feel about that?

[Pause.] I think I felt angry that I had been persuaded into a career that I hadn’t
particularly wanted, by a tutor who had had a misapprehension of what librarianship
was about. He clearly thought it was a nice, safe career, concerned with books,
whereas librarianship then and probably even more now, is more about dealing with
people than it is with books. There are librarians who feel that libraries would run a
lot more easily if it wasn’t for the readers, and in the days when I went into it, one
could have a whole career in cataloguing. I thought cataloguing was deadly dull, but I
suppose if you became involved in all the nuances, it had its own interest. I just
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wasn’t interested sufficiently in the detail to want to be limited to that area, but I
could have done that perfectly well. You could hardly have a whole career in
cataloguing now because it’s done at source, and all you’ve got to do is look it up on
the internet.

So it’s done centrally somewhere and

Yes.

with a publisher or -

So you just have to print it out and I don’t... it would have to be a very big library now,
to employ someone to do that full-time.

And you had the whole question of, as you say, as to whether or not, on the
application forms, to declare a disability, and how indeed to describe that

Yes

disability. What was your reaction to the various reactions that you then got from
people?

[Pause.] I found it very dispiriting. This was in the days before computers, or before
they were common, and in everybody’s home, and on everybody’s desk. That didn’t
come for another 10 or 15 years, so that every... since I couldn’t fill in application
forms by hand, I had to type them all out on an electric typewriter, which was a very
time-consuming, tedious operation. And I remember suddenly finding myself one
evening, kneeling in the kitchen, scrubbing the floor and I suddenly thought, ‘What on
earth am I doing this for?’ and I realised there was an application form in my
typewriter, and I was finding anything to do, rather than go and type out yet another
application form, so it was dispiriting. You could say I showed lack of initiative, in
that I was continuing to apply for librarianship jobs, but that was what I was qualified
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for. I had had two research assistant posts, one of which had been most enjoyable and
the other hadn’t, but again, age is a factor in that I couldn’t really continue to get those
posts when I got into my thirties.

So these research posts were information-based were they? Looking for information?

Well, they were both working on new classifications.

So, there you were then, into your thirties and applying for various librarianship
posts. Were you keen to, you know, seek out other related work at all?

I can’t remember that I did. I just don’t remember. I know I went for dozens and
dozens of jobs. I, as I say, tried for the Civil Service. Oh yes, I did try for general
Civil Service-type jobs; executive officer level and in fact I think eventually I was
offered a post, I think again, in the Department of Employment. How I would have
got on in that, I really don’t know, because exactly at the same time I was called for
an informal interview at the library of the Civil Aviation Authority. Now, this came
about because I had applied formally to the Civil Aviation Authority (or CAA) library,
and in fact hadn’t heard a word back from them, because in those days quite often if
you weren’t selected for interview you heard nothing whatsoever. But it so happened
that a friend, a very good friend, that I’d made at the LSE [The London School of
Economics], had married someone who was himself in aviation and he had a friend
who had a very senior post at the CAA. So my friend’s husband got very upset, you
could say, that I was going from job to job to job, and he thought it was unfair, and he
had a word with his friend in the CAA who asked the librarian if he would please
interview me. And it was years and years before I discovered that what he’d actually
said to the librarian was, ‘Would you kindly see this woman and make sure that she’s
no good,’ because all he wanted to do was to pacify my friend’s husband. But the
librarian of CAA called me in for an informal chat, and it just happened that we got
on extremely well, and that chat extended over about two hours, because we just
talked and talked. I think the secret of success was that we did have things in common
and we did like each other, but more important was that he had deaf friends, and that
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meant that my speech didn’t worry him at all. And I was then called by the CAA to a
formal interview, where not only the librarian but his [pause] bosses... I’m sorry the
word escapes me... but his seniors were also on the board. I remember that interview
as being really quite sticky, but I was offered a job, and there I was suddenly with two
offers – one from the library of the CAA and one from the Department of
Employment. I took the one that I thought I knew best. I think it was probably the
right choice because, oddly enough, the Department of Employment did...

[End of Tape 12 Side A]
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… job centres and I don’t think I would have lasted at all well. How they would have
coped, having appointed me I don’t know, except they do have a preliminary year
when they can get, or they could then, get rid of people, reasonably easily. So, at last,
I had a permanent post in the CAA library. Again, this was indexing and cataloguing
research papers. It was extremely difficult in the early couple of years I think;
cataloguing and indexing technical reports in the aviation field. I remember being
asked in one of the interviews, whether I knew anything about aviation, and I
carefully said I didn’t know a very great deal, and I think both the librarian and I
knew that what I meant was, ‘Nothing whatsoever.’ But it is the skill of a librarian to
be able to pick up any subject, and it is generally possible, if you scan a report
carefully enough, to pick up some idea of what it’s about. But it was very difficult in
the early days.

So you were becoming aware by, you know, repeated reading of different reports,
were you, the significance of various aspects of aviation?

Yes.

And whereabouts was the Civil Aviation Authority library then, in relation to where
you were living?

Really not far. It was in Kingsway: that’s central London. And I could walk down the
hill from the YWCA club, and get on a bus, and go virtually to the door of CAA. I
could, at that time, get on to the old Routemasters with reasonable safety. As I got
older and a little less steady, I did fall off the back of buses three or four times. I
managed, miraculously, never to be severely damaged by this, but it didn’t happen
very frequently, but I began to realise that I couldn’t go on this way forever.

Routemaster buses then – was it because it had an open back as it were, the way you
got on?
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Well, I was okay if I took a good hold of the pole and if I got my feet firmly onto the
platform, and then I could then climb inside, and I liked to sit on the seats nearest the
door, and if people were helpful they would make room for me. If I had to walk down
the bus it was okay if the conductor kept the bus stationary long enough for me to get
to a seat. The advantage of Routemasters is that they had conductors, but the
conductor might be upstairs or might be impatient, so there was a certain risk. I think,
when I fell off, it was usually that I hadn’t got a firm enough grip. Once it was that I’d
got too good a grip and I couldn’t let go when the bus moved off, so on that occasion I
was dragged behind it for some yards, only for a few yards because there was a huge
outcry from people who’d seen it, so the bus didn’t go very far, and once it stopped I
was then able to let go.

So were you left with injuries?

Oddly, no. My knees were probably scraped. I certainly didn’t break anything. I can’t
remember whether I then got onto the bus. I must have done because I was going
somewhere and I don’t remember just standing about wondering what to do, so
when it stopped, presumably I got onto it. But it was shaking, when that sort of thing
happened, and if I speed the thing up again… I decided... Oh, the other big problem
was, I found that after some of my falls, a lot of falls, I was going into shock, and that
could last for a day or half a day. Shock is really rather unpleasant, and one of my
friends suggested I took several tablespoonfuls of sugar in a drink and that did combat
it, and then I found that arnica seemed to combat shock, so there were ways of
overcoming it. But falling was becoming to be quite a hazard, so The Spastics Society
had a consultant physician who specialised in disability called Dr Agerholm and they
made me an appointment to see Dr Agerholm. I think I must have been about forty,
and I went to her to see whether she had any idea of how I could stop going into shock,
and she said, ‘Well the way to achieve that was to stop falling over,’ which would
have sounded like a rather circular argument, except she then went on to advise me to
learn to drive, because driving a car, she thought, would be safer than going on buses.
I don’t remember that I’d ever considered driving before, and she also came out with
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a [background noise] memorable sentence of, ‘Well my dear, you must realise that
from here on it’s downhill all the way,’ and I felt that was a bit off-putting when you
were just 40, but I’ve remembered ‘downhill all the way’ ever since. But, you know,
she did point me in the direction of learning to drive, and although learning to drive
itself proved to be quite difficult I did do it and my life certainly changed gear, once I
had my own car.

And so was the proposal then to drive a car which would be in some way adapted?

Yes. Yes. [Pause] I don’t know whether the Department of Transport, as it then was in
those days, had the number of mobility centres that it now has; it could be that I just
didn’t do sufficient research, but I didn’t know about them. I did discover that the
British School of Motoring, BSM, had its own centre, where it assessed disabled
people. It was quite straightforwardly looking at them, to see whether it would be
prepared to teach them to drive, or able to teach them to drive, and I was assessed
there, and I was told I could learn to drive a hand-controlled car. So I was directed to
the nearest school that had a hand-controlled car, which happened to be located in the
Charing Cross Road, and starting your driving lessons from a school in the Charing
Cross Road was something of a baptism of fire. But the first instructor I had suddenly
disappeared, and I was told later, though I hadn’t realised, that he’d been too fond of
the bottle, and I was then put on to a young man called Paul who really was
exceedingly helpful. It took a whole year, and I found that very difficult because I
could see youngsters learning to drive on six or eight or 10 lessons, while I was
struggling on, week after week, two or three lessons a week. The trouble was, because
I was on hand-control, I was using an automatic car, but I had to steer with my left
hand, and brake and accelerate with my right, and do odd things like indicate and all
the rest of it all with my right hand. But steering with my left, which is not my
dominant hand, on a car without power steering, was difficult, and I was finding it
difficult to turn corners as tidily as you must, so that is what took the time. And halfway through the year, I said to Paul I didn’t see any point throwing good money after
bad. I wasn’t getting anywhere and he said, ‘You are not going to defeat me,’ and he
took me back to the assessment centre, and they adjusted my seat height and they
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gave me a different shaped steering thing to hold. And those two things did help, and
after a year I passed my test and I passed it the first time that I actually took the test.
But I had waited a long time, and on the day of the test Paul had discovered that my
steering improved when the back of the car was weighted down, so he carefully filled
the tank on the way to the test, and then he sought permission to sit in the back of the
car while I took the test, largely because he was a large young man, and having him in
the back made a difference, and very much so, I thought. Near the beginning of the
test I’d made a fairly major error, so having decided I’d failed, I treated the rest of the
test as a practice run, and I think that’s how I got through it really.

And so what year would this be, Valerie?

I think I was 43 when I passed the test. [Rustling of papers.] Sorry; I need to look it
up.

Not to worry.

It was about ’78, I think [1983].

And so what car was it that you took the test in, in the event?

Well, the BSM was using Austin Metros so I decided when I bought my first... no...
when I got my first car, I decided to stick with the car I’d used. My parents had not
been at all keen on me learning to drive, but true to their form they didn’t actually try
to dissuade me. But I knew they were not happy about this so when I was really
beginning to make progress, one Saturday afternoon, Paul enabled me to drive from
central London to my parents’ home in Beckenham, and once they’d met him, and
seen me driving they were happier, and my father said that if I passed my test he
would give me my first car.

So how did you – having passed your test first time – feel about that?
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Oh it was great. I then had quite a long wait for the car because shortly after passing
my test, I knew there was the first, Mobility Roadshow due to be held in Crowthorne,
and the thing about this show was it had a road circuit where you could actually take
cars out and test drive them. So I thought I would wait for this before I selected a car,
and that was where I first met small cars with power steering. That made all the
difference, and there was I think then quite a new company showing its wares at the
show, called ‘Steering Development’ where they could measure your hand strength
and put in tailor-made power steering, so that was what I ordered. And I had to wait
for, I think I passed the test in about April, and I didn’t get my new Metro till August.
But when it came, it had the tailor-made power steering. And I remember the first
time I went out without a driving instructor, my sister kindly came up to sit with me,
and we went, I can’t remember where we went, we must, I think, have gone to
Beckenham to show off the car to Dad: after all he bought it for me. And the second
time I went out I was on my own, and I started to realise that, for the first time in my
life, I was physically on a par with every other driver, and that was an incredible
thought. It really was. So driving was a huge step forward, and in the same year I
learnt word-processing, and I began to use computers; and to do both things in the one
year, my life really did change gear.

[Quietly] I’ll just see, sorry. Yeah we’ve got a little bit left. [Clears throat] So in
terms of... just to turn to the computers then [coughs], what kind of computer were
you then using?

Well to begin with, and you’re probably too young to remember them, but there was a
very popular home computer called ‘the BBC Computer’. But to go back a bit, I think
it was listening to various programmes on the radio, I suddenly took it into my head
that if one didn’t learn to use computers, one was going to be left behind completely.
I don’t think they were then very common at CAA, I think people might have begun
to get them but only a selected few, but as I say I took it into my head quite suddenly
that one must become computer-literate. And I found a course for beginners being run
for disabled people in Southampton. I think they were running it at Southampton
University in the summer vacation, and I found a friend to come with me, because I
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was nervous of going somewhere. It was self-catering, and I wasn’t keen to cope for
myself in a strange place, so someone came with me, and we had a week in
Southampton. And during that week, we were shown more about computer
programming than about word-processing, and it was word-processing I was chiefly
keen to do. But I came away from that week feeling that I could use a computer, and I
must have been talking to someone at The Spastics Society who said, ‘Oh well we
could lend you one,’ [rustling noise] so they leant me a BBC Computer and on it, it
had a programme called ‘Edword’ and ‘Edword’ was a word-processing package
designed for schoolchildren, and it was a teach-yourself word-processing package.
And I worked away on this at home in the evenings for about a week, and I think it
did take me a week to work all the whole way through it. And after that I was word...

[End of Tape 12 Side B]
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So, here you were then, with your first encounter with the BBC Micro computer, with
the facility then to type things onto the screen and to save what you [talking together]
just typed in...

Yes. Yes and the real joy for me was that you could take out errors, and I could
produce clean typescript that looked just like any other typescript, and there’s... I
know the original package I used was just a schools’ package but I still think it was a
very good introduction. It was non-threatening, it was easy, it had a Help key that you
could press and it would tell you what was wrong. And if you pressed ‘Help’ when
you didn’t need to, it would throw up the message, ‘There is no problem; just carry
on,’ and I found that very endearing somehow. So, having learnt to word process by
myself at home I then got a computer at work and that made an unbelievable
difference.

What kind of computer was that?

[Pause.] I think it might have been an ICL [International Computers Ltd]. I really
can’t remember. It was a computer that, I think, had a mainframe and all the desktops
worked off a central system. My memory’s a bit vague. I know that it was a
completely different system but the fact that I’d had the early experience at home did
help. I think what I didn’t say was that CAA [Civil Aviation Authority] kindly paid
for the course I took at Southampton, so they thought it was worthwhile.

And so what was the immediate effect of being able to use a computer at work then?
What kind of difference did it make?

Well it speeded up my work. It made me a great deal more efficient, and the quality of
my output was very much more acceptable. But I am jumping ahead, because that is
after my time in the library. During my time in the library we were still using
typewriters, and I was in the library for eight years. But, as I think has become clear, I
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wasn’t that much enamoured of cataloguing and indexing. I found the man I worked
for, who was not the librarian who had appointed me but the person in between, the
head of cataloguing, was a character who didn’t like me to show any initiative, and I
found this stultifying to a degree, so after a time I began to apply for promotion. Now
there was no promotion available in the library because my manager was younger
than I was, so there was no hope of getting his job. So I began to apply for higher
executive posts, and the way you did that, in those days, was to apply for a Higher
Executive Officer (HEO) Board and if you passed the Board, when an HEO post came
up, you were offered it. But you weren’t applying for any particular job, and I think I
applied for two or three, or even more of these boards and either didn’t get interview
or didn’t pass the interview, sometimes it was one and sometimes it was another. But,
at some... I think it was round about... Sorry let’s get this straight [paper rustles]. I
went to the Civil Aviation Authority on 13 May 1974, and so I suppose I began to
apply for promotion probably around about ’78 I should think, and, as I say, I didn’t
succeed for some time but I kept having a go and I [coughs] also started doing a oneyear Open University course. I can you give you the date later, but I haven’t got it. It
was probably late seven… no, it would be early eighties. I decided… sorry... I had
become involved with The Spastics Society, in its committee structure, and I’ll come
back to that later, but I decided that I couldn’t participate seriously in those
committees, working simply from my own solo experience, so there was a course
being run by the Open University called, ‘The Handicapped Person in the
Community’. And I decided that if I did that course, it would give me an overview of
disability, and I felt that would be a useful grounding, so, the Open University, as you
will know, runs part-time courses. This one was a half-credit course, a so-called ‘postexperience course’, so you didn’t have to be taking a degree, you could take this
course in isolation. So, in the early eighties, I think... late seventies, early eighties...
[actually 1976] I applied to the Open University, and got on this course. And I’d been
taking it, I think, for most of the… I must have been near the end of the course, when
I met... it was the library’s Christmas party, and I found myself talking to the man
above the Chief Librarian. And I was chatting to him at the party about the Open
University course and he said, ‘Oh my wife is a deputy head of a special needs
school.’ It was, in those days, called ‘educational severely subnormal’; these were
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very severely disabled children. Anyway, he said, ‘She would be delighted to show
you round.’ So, poor man, after Christmas I reminded him of this conversation and he
set up a day with his wife, and I went round her school and I learnt a lot on that day.
I’m sorry, Philip, I’ve completely forgotten where I started this.

Well you were applying for the higher executive officer posts and -

Oh yes! Thank you. It was because I’d developed this relationship with a senior
manager and met his wife, and when I next applied for a Higher Executive Officer
Board, he is said to have challenged the board by saying that if they failed to promote
me that time, they had to be able to prove that it was not on grounds of disability. And
since, I think, this was a very difficult thing to prove, I got through that Board and I
became a Higher Executive Officer in the Economics Division of the Civil Aviation
Authority. I’m sorry, that was a long-winded way round it. It almost fits together. It
was a case of meeting the right people, and, I suppose, proving my own worth even in
a rather different way I think. Because of that course and because I had met his wife,
he then took more of an interest in my career, and I’m not… [Coughs]. The fact is his
challenge was a help to me. I don’t think it was a question of not passing the board on
the level, but it did help, that they were told they couldn’t use disability as a factor for
failing me.

Do you feel then, prior to that, in your previous interviews for the higher executive
officer posts that disability then had then been a factor?

I think it had. I don’t know whether it was an enormous factor but I think at all levels
of employment there is an almost automatic reaction of, ‘when in doubt, don’t.’ And
I think people possibly were not convinced that I had the capability of doing a
different form of work.

And so achieving this status of the higher executive officer status, what difference,
potential or actual difference, did it make then in your day-to-day work?
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Well, a huge difference, in that it got me out of the library, away from indexing. It did,
I have to admit, take CAA and several managers some time to find work that I could
efficiently do. I moved, I had various managers who gave me various types of work to
do. The first one, he gave me rather mathematical work to do, which I found difficult
because I don’t have a lot of confidence with mathematics, but the colleague I shared
my room with, at that point, was extremely helpful in showing me how to do it.
[Pause.] I’m just thinking; I had several managers. I think I moved from manager to
manager, more because they changed their jobs rather than because I wasn’t
succeeding. I know one of the men I particularly enjoyed working for sadly died, very
suddenly, of cancer. Another one, I think, changed his own position, so he left his
staff behind when he changed. One of the managers, the one I was working for when I
was learning to drive – I fear I’d never forgiven him for what he did, which is a very
un-Christian thing to say, but I still hold it against him – he, frankly, couldn’t be
bothered to sort out a function for me, so that for a whole year he gave me absolutely
nothing to do, and that is a very soul-destroying position to be in; to be getting a good
salary for doing nothing. So, for that year, I wandered round the Economics Division,
saying to various managers, ‘Have you got work for me to do? Is there anything you’d
like to have done?’ And I worked my way slowly up the structure, until I found
myself accosting the deputy-head of the division (who was a very nice man) and he
gave me several research projects to do, so I did keep myself occupied, but it was
undermining.

So generally how would you describe the work that you were doing? What was the
work?

It was a series of short research projects into aspects of the economics of aviation. I
can’t remember what any particular one was, but it was the Economics Division.
CAA’s function is to regulate the civil aviation industry. At that point it was
regulating fares (it no longer does), so one of my tasks at one stage was to monitor the
fares that various airlines were applying for. And it was the time of Freddie Laker’s
Skytrain, so I was able to plot graphs, showing how the big airlines were matching or
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beating his fares, quite deliberately to push him out of business. So I was monitoring
fare changes for one of the managers and that was quite interesting.

Freddie Laker, with the Skytrain, the first to offer

Cheap -

really cheap fares?

Across the Atlantic.

And here you were then, involved in information work and using your skills...

What my real function was, was to produce information to help my colleagues in their
regulatory work, so my work was always background work to enable them to have as
many facts as possible.

And so how did you overcome... with this particular manager, who wasn’t keen to
offer you a function: how did you then override that?

Well, I think the deputy-director, at the end of the year, took a hand in ensuring that I
was allocated to a different manager. The man who gave me no work rather spiked
my guns by giving me a very good annual report [laughs] at the end of the year, but
because I had made my position fairly obvious, I think that’s how I came to change
managers after about a year and I ended up working for a very pleasant man, called
Trevor. And he was prepared to tailor the job for me, and I, under him, monitored first
the American deregulation of aviation, which was fascinating. I watched the...
America brought in the deregulation of civil aviation, with the idea that this would
allow a whole lot of new, small airlines to be founded, who could offer cheap fares on
selected routes and would induce competition, and this would force the established
airlines to reduce their fares. I believe that the deregulation did not work out quite
according to how the theoreticians said that it would, because there were a great many
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new airlines founded. But, over time, they took each other over, and the successful
ones became quite big. Some of the established airlines did go out of business, but
others survived, and they produced things like frequent flyer programmes and Hub
and Spoke systems, and they overcame the results of the new competition, and
America has ended up with far fewer airlines than it expected to.

[Coughing.] Sorry.

But it was fascinating to watch. I got to the point when I could bore anyone -

[Coughing.] Excuse me, Valerie.

[End of Tape 13 Side A]
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So, Valerie, I think last time we spoke you were a few years into your time with the
Civil Aviation Authority, having secured a position as a Higher Executive Officer,
and you were beginning your research work there. How were you feeling about the
work that you were doing?

Well, once I had established my position, and Trevor had become my manager, he
went to considerable lengths to tailor the work that he wanted done, to suit me, and it
became obvious to both of us quite quickly that I didn’t have a very strong
mathematical bent as he did. He could look at a page of numbers and see immediately
that something was wrong. I don’t have that skill. But, once, he found me a suitable
role in keeping a watching brief on the de-regulation of American Aviation, and this
was followed a year or two later by a similar watching brief on the European scene, as
Europe went for deregulation. And it was fascinating to see much of the history being
repeated.

So the data that you were dealing with then, and the information you were
researching, where did that come from?

It came entirely from published media: aviation periodicals, travel periodicals, and
there were two aviation sources, published for the industry. One was published by
IATA, which is the International Air Transport Association, I think (I’m going back a
year or two now), and one was Aviation Daily, which covered the American scene.
These both came out daily and gave very detailed information, and part of my job was
to go through these, and pull out and summarise the most interesting aspects. And
other periodicals were less… I keep wanting to say less academic, but less industryoriented. But I had a whole range of these things to go through, so although I had
signed the Secrets Act, and theoretically I was not meant to tell anyone outside what I
was doing, in fact none of my work was secret because it was all gleaned from
published information (which made life a lot simpler for me). But my work was really
gleaning and condensing information, and putting it into themed papers so that my
colleagues, who were working on different aspects of aviation regulation, did not need
to go through the periodicals in the same detail.
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And so, just to turn to the [clears throat] tools that you were using – you were
reading through the different material, and then what were you then doing? How
were you writing the material?

I was using a word processor or computer; a desk-top computer that was linked into
the Civil Aviation… well, in the early days it was called the main-frame. Later they
stopped using that terminology, but there was a central hard disk that we all logged
into, and we had to be extremely virus-conscious. I believe that the introduction of a
virus, even by accident, was a sackable offence, so it was taken very seriously.

This was initially then in the days before the internet was really as widespread as it
now is, but obviously the beginning though of the facility to be able to exchange
information between people via computers.

Yes, yes. In the beginning we did it internally. As the internet came on stream we also
used that, but in the years since I’ve retired, the internet will have become a larger
force. I used it in my latter years, but taking things off it could take a long time.

And, [clears throat] in the sense of your background in librarianship, did that
training help in the execution of your new role?

Oh I think it did. It really did. Analysing, and knowing where to look for things, and
the general skill in setting things out for other people; I think my training in
librarianship and the much earlier training in economics, all had their uses.

And you referred earlier to the particular manager you were working with at this time:
Trevor. How, generally, did you get on with all of your colleagues?

I got on extremely well with all my colleagues who were of a similar level, and above.
I remember the Civil Service, when I was a temporary librarian, was very grade
conscious, and people would say, ‘I’m a Grade X: that’s not my job,’ and it always
amazed me. I was less conscious of that in the Civil Aviation Authority though twice
in my career at CAA I did come across jealousy, and it took me by surprise each time
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that I found that people were jealous of me. But I think, although I didn’t question the
particular people, I think what it was they felt firstly that it was not fair that somebody
with my level of disability was getting more money than they were. And, what
affected me was that in most cases these people were at least one grade below me, and
they took out their resentment by refusing to help me: specifically, they would not
make my coffee. They said that if I could do it at home, I could do it at work, and they
either couldn’t or didn’t want to recognise there was a significant difference, because
at home I had my kitchen set up to suit me. And in those days, because I couldn’t
carry around cups of liquid, I could make my coffee in the kitchen, and leave it where
it was made, and go back to the kitchen whenever I wanted to take a swig, and I
would simply leave the cup sitting there... the mug... because I used to use large mugs,
and I would make it, leave it where it had been made, and go back when it had gone
cooler, and drink from it two or three times. Now you can’t do that when you’re using
a communal kitchen. If I had been able to use the machines, which I wouldn’t have
liked to do because they poured boiling water all over the place, if I had been able to
use it, I couldn’t then leave a mug sitting in place because it would have got in
everyone else’s way. I couldn’t pick up a full mug – I certainly couldn’t walk with it
through several heavy doors – but I find that quite a few people can’t imagine the
detailed effects of a disability like cerebral palsy, and although it sounds odd, I don’t
think they conceive of the fact that it goes on all day, every day. You don’t get days
off, and most people do get days off from whatever they’re doing, and this to me is, in
many ways, the worst aspect of cerebral palsy: it’s there to trip you up, all the time.
And coffee, it’s ridiculous but coffee really was a bone of contention, both in the
library and then when I became an HEO [Higher Executive Officer], and certainly in
the latter incidence, Trevor solved it by getting into the routine of offering me a cup
of coffee whenever he made one for himself.

And were you ever able to, as it were, challenge the behaviour of the particular two
people who were being...?

It sounds very weak but no, I never did challenge it. I tried to understand it; I decided
they were both unhappy people who were not content with where they’d got to.
Certainly one of them was… no, I forget where she was from, I think the Far East,
and I think before she had come she’d been a deputy headmistress, or something of
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that order, and having come over here she had become a Clerical Officer; so that was
enough to make anybody feel hard-done by. I think I was simply somebody that she
could heap her discontent onto. I never did challenge her. I don’t think I thought that
it would do any good; I just found that very odd that people could be jealous of a
disability, but as I say, I don’t think they think through the continuous nature of it. All
they see is the compensating privileges that we do have in some respects. I think that
is why so many able-bodied people – motorists – park in disabled spaces. They see it
as a privilege. They don’t see the disability that the parking privilege is meant to
compensate for. I very often am tempted to say to people, ‘Swap you. You take the
disability and you’re welcome to everything that goes with it.’ I never have, because I
don’t think people would understand.

And the reaction in particular of those two people, the feeling you had that they were
resentful and the way that that was directed towards your disability; was that ever
voiced to you, that resentment, in terms of describing the impact of disability?

No, I think the nearest that anybody ever got to it was the young girl who said, ‘I’m
not making your coffee here. You make it at home, you can make it here.’ I should
have argued with her. I just... I think I didn’t try because I didn’t think she’d be
willing to stand around long enough to listen to what I was saying. I have had a
tendency to avoid that sort of argument because people can speak over the top of my
slow speech and drown me out, and I find that so frustrating. I have had a tendency to
avoid that sort of confrontation, so I tend to go away and grumble to someone who
will see my point of view. But, as I say, Trevor got over the problem by making the
coffee for me, thereby cutting across all the aspects of gender and [dog barks and
growls]… Post, I’m afraid… He cut across the lines of gender and role and grade. He
didn’t give me the impression that he minded; he was just a generous soul, and it
solved the problem. In later years, I would get him to make two mugs at a time,
because I have to drink through a straw, which... or in fact, not a straw but a plastic
tube and that saves me picking the vessel up, but if you use a plastic tube you get
large mouthfuls rather than delicate sips, and that means you’ve got to let all the drink
go pretty cold, or at least tepid, before it’s safe to drink, so I was quite happy to have
two mugs of cold tea or coffee on my desk, but it did mean that I always had
something available.
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And have you found, in particular work circumstances especially, but other
circumstances as well, that if you’re meeting a new group of people, that this will be
possibly the first time they’ve actually met somebody either with a disability,
generally, or with cerebral palsy in particular?

Yes, very often people have told me that I’m the first disabled person they’ve known,
which cannot be true actually, but I think they have simply discounted elderly
relatives, who have become less and less mobile. Certainly, when I was working, and
definitely when I was an HEO at CAA, I was functioning at a level where people did
not then expect to meet somebody with a significant disability; and I learnt over the
course of my lifetime, and certainly over the course of dealing with depression, I
learnt to recognise that my disability is quite a significant one.

In the sense of people’s curiosity; how curious did you find people were to know more
about disability?

I have spent quite a lot of time explaining it to people. I think, I hope I wait for an
initial question, but whenever I meet someone who is curious then I’m happy to give
explanations. I’m always upset, internally, when I hear a mother saying, ‘Don’t look,
don’t ask questions.’ I would love to have the clarity of speech that I could talk to
young children, because I think young children’s curiosity is understandable, and I
think it should be tackled when they show curiosity before it becomes either fear or
derision, and I think you could stop both with adequate or suitable explanation. I
know when I moved to a flat down the road, where I’m living now is where I was
then (it’s part of a private estate, which is a mix of flats and houses)... Although I
have a house now, when I first came to this road I lived in a flat, and quite early on I
was conscious of a couple of young boys giggling when they saw me, and one day I
managed to engage them in conversation, and they asked me what I did, so I said that
I helped the air traffic controllers who controlled the aircraft in the sky, and there was
never any more giggling after that, because I acquired a huge amount of kudos,
through it. OK, it was a slight over-simplification, but CAA did employ the air traffic
controllers, so it was only a simplification, and I thought they would have heard of
air...
[End of Tape 14 Side A ]
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I was saying I had simplified what I was telling the young boy, and in that case, I was
not explaining disability but it is related, in that I managed to turn myself, in their
eyes, into a human being with an important sort of a job.

And when you were working (as you are now working) for the Civil Aviation
Authority [CAA], and were enjoying the work; how did you then look back your years
as a librarian?

I had always thought that, essentially, librarianship was not a good thing to have gone
into. The people who directed me towards that saw it as being concerned with books.
I think then, and even more now, librarianship is much more about dealing with
people, and therefore it happened to be a stepping stone that led me on to the Civil
Aviation Authority, where I was able to find work that I could do. I think, effectively,
that I would never suggest to anyone with a disability that involves speech, that
librarianship was a suitable occupation. It certainly wasn’t wasted; I had some years
of interesting work in it, but it was not the right choice in my view.

And for the Civil Aviation Authority, how many years did you, in the event, work for
them?

I think it was 22; might have been 25. I think I was [rustling of papers]… I could look
it up. Sorry. [More rustling] I started with, then… oh! [Pause.] I’m sorry.

That’s alright. No need [Clears throat]. It doesn’t really matter now. Not to worry
now really, but -

Oh, it’s later than I thought. Civil Aviation Authority I went in 1974, and I finally
retired in 1997, so yes, that’s 28 years, I think.

[Talking together] And what -

No, 24 years.
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And during those 24 years then, with the Civil Aviation Authority, what kind of
different trends became apparent there within the aviation industry, that you observed?

Well, the main trends were that it became a less heavily-regulated industry: the
regulations used to be both safety-oriented and economically-oriented. The economic
regulation was lightened over the years so that now, I think, it looks at viability. But it,
so far as I know, takes no interest in fare levels at all.

And were you working then with your opposite organisations in other countries?

I wasn’t, because my work was entirely in feeding information to my colleagues, but I
know my colleagues had very active relationships with their opposite numbers in
other countries.

And at the establishment where you were at, what sort of numbers of people were
working there?

Well, in the days when Civil Aviation employed all the air traffic control staff, I think
the staff was in the order of over 8,000 people. Now it’s been divided into two
organisations: National Air Traffic Control Services and CAA (CAA is a very much
smaller, body). It still looks after the economic regulations, and the safety regulations.

And so you were providing these information reports to people and through working
as well with your manager. One manager you mentioned was named Trevor; was he
then your long-term manager?

Yes, I worked for him until I retired. So, yes that was for quite a number of years. In
my fifties, certainly my later fifties, I began to find working five days a week and
doing my various committee roles, was becoming quite tiring, and I made various
tentative enquiries about early retirement. Finally I was offered early retirement, to
take place on my 58th birthday instead of my 60th, so I took that very happily.
[Tape now almost inaudible.] What memories do you have? [Inaudible to end of side.]
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OK, I’ll ask the question, if you like, again, Valerie. In terms of, when you… Hold on
[rustling noise] just in case everything ends up in the drink. I’ll put that temporarily
here, shall I?

Yes.

There we go. Looking back on your 24 years, then, Valerie, with the Civil Aviation
Authority; what year was it (1997 wasn’t it?) that you retired and you held a
retirement party? Take me back to that day then – what are your memories of the day
you retired?

Well, it was a very happy day actually. My then home sharer, who I’ll talk more about
a later time, she had gone to a lot of trouble producing a good spread of food, and we
had wine, and quite a few of my colleagues turned up, as I say, including the librarian
who had appointed me, and one or two other friends. So it was a very good occasion,
and I was sent off with flowers and presents, and I’d spent quite a lot of time in the
preceding few months tidying up all of my work and getting my papers into a shape
that they could be looked at again if anybody ever wanted to. I’ve no idea whether
they were ever used again, but I had the feeling that I’d left things in good order,
which satisfied me, because I think I had about six months’ warning. I was given an
offer of a retirement package which was, I thought, a very decent offer. It assured me
of a very reasonable pension together with a lump sum, and it did mean that I needed
to live entirely on my CAA [Civil Aviation Authority] pension, plus my Disability
Living Allowance, for two years before my old age pension kicked in. But it was a
very reasonable retirement income to have, and my retirement day was happy and
things went well, and I’ve never regretted taking early retirement. I was ready to go.
My retirement papers, the deal, was signed off by the group director who was himself
retiring at a very similar juncture. He was replaced by a New Zealander who, in the
following six or 12 months, wielded an axe with great abandon, so that quite a few of
my ex-colleagues, particular those senior to me, disappeared. I had a strong feeling
that this man would have wanted to push me out had I stayed, and I just, well I’m
quite certain in my own mind that it’s much pleasanter to have chosen to go than to
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have hung on and been asked to go, so I had no regrets whatever. My idea in retiring
early was, as I have said before, partly because I was getting weary, but partly I
wanted to establish my committee life so that everything didn’t suddenly end at 65. I
already had quite a few committees. I wanted to continue in those and maybe add a
few more, and that’s what I’ve done, so that, seven years later, I’m still busy on
committees, which keep me occupied.

These are committees that you serve on in mostly a voluntary capacity?

All. I’ve never been remunerated for my committee work, but I have derived a fair
degree of satisfaction. I’ll go into them in greater detail, but in many ways the CAA
was where I earned my money, but my committee work was where I got a lot of my
satisfaction; that, and my home.

And how do you look back on your time at the CAA?

I think they were remarkably enlightened employers. I know that I had one or two
hiccups, including the manager who really either didn’t want to or couldn’t find
suitable work for me. Why he didn’t get me moved on more quickly, I don’t know,
except I think he would have seen that as reflecting poorly on him. But apart from
him, and some early difficulties in the library, I think CAA did very well by me. I
made progress within the organisation, and achieving the middle management status
was really not bad. I’ve known for many years, I had two entirely different sets of
comparisons: I could look at my contemporaries from LSE and be aware that I had
not kept pace with the sort of jobs they had, but on the other hand, if I look at
contemporaries from the disability world, I’ve done pretty well. I’ve been extremely
fortunate, but I think I’ve managed to make use of the good fortune. I have had
friends who have helped me at various junctures, but, in fact, that is what most people
do in their careers, so I used to feel slightly ashamed of it; I don’t now. I think I’ve
followed the general pattern, but I have been fortunate in my career. CAA possibly
didn’t… I think the general management may have taken me on without fully thinking
out the future. But, on the other hand, whenever I made waves and asked for things to
be changed, or made easier or made more practical, it happened, in the same way as
when I was a student – if I could decide what I needed and asked for it, I got it. So I
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think in my life I’ve had to work things out for myself largely, but people have been
extremely helpful, if I’ve been prepared to work out what was necessary, I’ve got it.

And what sort of changes were made at your request in the work that you did with the
CAA?

Well, I had an electric typewriter when not everybody had electric typewriters. When
I said a computer course would be useful, they paid for me to go on the one that I
selected. When computer terminals began to come in, I had one, I had the necessary
training. When I began to find work tiring, Trevor encouraged me to work part-time
from home. I think they did accommodate me very well. Trevor certainly gave a lot of
thought to the fact that my skills were more verbal than numerical and he found… he
tailored the job to me. I think it was a useful job, I felt I was contributing.

And, in the beginning of the work, as of your time there (as opposed to the end of your
time there), what were some of the main industry trends that... We’ve talked a little bit
about this, but, what were some of the main, you know... How had the airline industry
world wide perhaps changed in your time there?

Well, it changed in that in the early days there were a few large airlines, and air travel
was for the more affluent few. In the years that I worked for CAA, I think the jumbo
jet probably came in while I was there; if not, it was very new when I started. Freddy
Laker started the idea of cheap fares; de-regulation came into the USA, and later to
Europe, whereby the regulatory authorities were encouraging newer airlines to come
in and offer cheaper fares, and therefore encourage a growth in the market. We’ve all
seen a vast growth in the airline market, so much so that people are now worried
about all the fuel that’s being used. I’m sorry; my dog’s leaving the room. So that air
travel is now travel for the masses, which is bringing with it a new set of phenomena
and problems, but over the time that I’ve been watching it, the whole industry has
altered dramatically. There are still large airlines, but some of the old ones have gone,
some of them that we’ve got now may not be with us forever, and some of today’s
large airlines were created in the time I was working in CAA, so it was a very
interesting time to be watching.
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And do you retain an interest in the issues?

Oh, yes. I’ve just been on a short trip to Switzerland, to a conference, and I found
myself looking at the airline names at Heathrow, and thinking, ‘I don’t know that
one,’ and I was enjoying… I don’t read the press, but I do take an interest.

And do you have any contact at all with, you know, former colleagues?

Oh yes, I’m very privileged. I go for frequent lunches to LSE with the friend I met in
the first lecture at LSE [The London School of Economics]. [Dog barks.] [Sugar, no.
Sorry, I have a noisy dog.] I go to lunch with someone I met at the first day at LSE,
and CAA still allow me to use their car park so I park at CAA and walk to LSE,
which is down the road. And occasionally, when I’ve used the car park in this way,
once or twice a year, I pop in to the office, and I’m almost always made extremely
welcome, it is very touching.

And was there, during your time there, the beginnings of any staff representation
which reflected disability?

The beginnings. I know I one day I went to a conference of disabled civil servants.
Have I mentioned it before? I was deeply shocked at the stories they were telling of
the unfairnesses they had suffered, and it seemed to me that a lot of them had been too
scared of losing their jobs to complain about the these unfairnesses. And it struck me
for the first time that in those months that I’d been walking round CAA saying, ‘I
haven’t got any work, have you anything for me to do?’ I might well have been
running a large risk. It had never occurred to me that I was putting my job on the line.
I simply wanted occupation.

This was because, do you feel, that this was making the fact that you didn’t have work
more widely known?

Yes, and it could have been seen as a dangerous thing to do. I suppose, had my CAA
employers been less constructive, I suppose they could have used it as a way of
dismissing me, but at the time I was so angry with what was happening, I saw no
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danger in making waves. I like to think I wouldn’t have done things any differently. I
was shocked at how frightened the other people with disabilities were. None of them
were from CAA. I think I was fairly unusual in CAA. I’m only aware of one other
person, in the early days, who had perhaps a similar level of disability, and his was
caused by having had a brain embolism, poor chap, and I think not many years after I
went there, I think he had another one, and he didn’t survive the second one.

What kind of experiences were related to you by these other people with disabilities at
this conference then?

Being passed over for promotion, or being told by their manager that they were not
going to be allowed to put in for promotion. I know one manager was reported to have
said to his blind member of staff that he didn’t think it fair to pass her on to any other
manager. I think things were said that I think now would be against the Disability
Discrimination Law, but this was possibly 20 years ago, certainly 15 years ago: things
were very different. I don’t know whether my attitude had anything to do with it, I
don’t think anyone would have said that sort of thing to me.

And aside from the incidents that we heard earlier on about the reaction of a couple
of colleagues, did you feel that in the work that you were doing and being there as
‘Valerie at the CAA’, did you feel that you were, in some ways, making it easier
perhaps for others to follow or...?

I would like to think so. I don’t know, I would like, yes, more than that; I was always
conscious that I had to succeed, because I thought any failure on my part would make
it more difficult for anyone to come after me, so that is a more negative way of
looking at the same thing but, yes, I always had felt there was a pressure on me to
make a success of what I did, because I didn’t want to make it more difficult for
anyone else.

And did it seem like 24 years?

[Pause.] Yes, but in those days you aimed at having a permanent position. I think this
is something that makes it harder for today’s generation. Nothing now is permanent.
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In my day, you were looking at somewhere when you achieved an appointment,
provided you kept your nose clean [sound of clock chiming/ice cream van in
background] and you did…

Hold on for a minute, Valerie. That’s OK. Just...

Yes. So long as you did your work to a reasonable standard, you expected to have job
security, and certainly in the eight years when I was looking for a permanent job. So
there were times when I was bored with the CAA. Aviation was not my first choice,
but it was work I could do, it provided me with a very good income, and it put me
among colleagues who made me welcome, and accepted that I had got there on merit.
As I say, the two colleagues who were difficult resented...

[End of Tape 15, Side A.]
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Yeah. OK, good. The two colleagues then, Valerie...

The two colleagues had their own problems. I think I was a useful peg on which to
take out their discontent.

And when you, on your last day, [clears throat] finally closed your office door, or
looking back into your office as it were, how did you then feel?

There’s always a slight regret to leaving something behind, but I was ready to finish.
As I said, I’ve never had any real regrets at retiring two years early. I’ve got friends
who say that retirement is the best job they’ve ever had. I think, for those occupied,
retirement is good fun. I’m enjoying it.

And did you, in the immediate run-up to your retirement, then work with your
successor?

No, I don’t think I was going to have a direct successor. I did pass some of my work
over to someone else, but I don’t think anyone would be doing exactly the job I was
doing.

And, in the next few years, when then did Trevor retire?

I think he’s retired this year.

Well, yeah. Oh well, there we go. Thank you. Well, I think that covers it today, does it?
[Break in recording.] I mean, how do you, having worked for the majority of those 24
years with your manager, Trevor, how do you...

No it wasn’t the majority; I’m not sure how long. I think I might have worked for him
for, say, eight of the 24.

Oh, I see.
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Eight was in the library.

I see, I understand. Oh right, so I shan’t - [Break in recording]. Oh well, there we are.
Yeah, interesting.

But, no, he was a great man to work for.

[End of Tape 15 Side B]
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We’re talking today then about your various homes...

Yes. Well, as I think has been made clear earlier, I lived at home until the age of
seven, and then I went to boarding school till I was 17, and I lived again, mainly at
home then until I was 23. And then I moved into a hall of residence, and I was there,
both as a student and then as a member of staff, until I was nearly 30; and then I
decided it really was time to have a home of my own. I think having one’s own home
is possibly even more important than having a career. Not everybody is lucky enough
to be able to find themselves in paid work, but I do think that the self-determination
that you get from having your own home, in whatever style that is, is important. So a
week before my 30th birthday, I moved into my first rented flat, which was a bed
sitting room, together with a very small dining room, and an even smaller kitchen,
which had originally been a coal cellar actually. And the kitchen and dining room
were extremely damp in winter, but, nevertheless, it gave me a feeling of
independence, and my friend, Christine, taught me to cook, and I lived quite
adequately there. And then, a year later, through the good offices of the vicar’s wife at
church, I moved into a self-contained flat inside a YWCA [Young Women’s Christian
Association], and that gave me a good mix of independence, with people on hand to
turn to if things became too difficult, and that was very satisfactory for a number of
years, except that I didn’t particularly like the actual room, which was a pity. It was
just dark and painted in dark colours, and I think light and airiness and, if not bright
colours then at least light colours, help one’s mood, so that was all I had against that
place. And then, in 1977, my sister Margaret sent me the details of a little flat that had
come to her, via one or other of the estate agents who were mailing her property
details, and I went to see this flat that evening, and I fell in love with it. It was a tiny
little flat: it had a small sitting room, and a smaller bedroom, and a minute kitchen
and bathroom, but it was bright and sunny and private and I loved it, and I moved in a
couple of months later, and I was extremely happy there and that gave me a real
feeling of independence and directing my own life. I’ve since learnt, I’ve said many
times, that having one’s own front door is, to me, the most important part of being
independent.
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Because in that way it contributes to the sense of self, do you find? And, as you say,
the sense of independence. Was this flat you moved into then... would that be... it was
handy as well for work, was it?

Yes, it was a simple bus ride away from my... By that time, I was working for the
Civil Aviation Authority, but the journey was simple. It was actually not very far from
the Alexandra Club, that I’d already been living in. It was still within the parish of my
church. It was quite close to where Austen lived, and it turned out that two doors
away there was a delightful woman, Mary, who remembered seeing me at LSE [The
London School of Economics]. I’m afraid I hadn’t been aware of her because, as I
think I’ve said before, LSE is so big that one tends to have one’s own circles of
friends that one doesn’t memorise people you haven’t had any particular contact with.
But, because I have a somewhat wavering outline, people have tended to remember
me, which is quite embarrassing, but it is a fact of life. So, Mary made herself known
to me, shortly after I moved in to Winyatt Street, and we became very firm friends.

What street was that, Valerie?

It was a street called Winyatt Street. W-I-N-Y-A-T-T. Not the perfect street for
someone with a speech problem, but I used to have it written down, so I could show
taxi drivers if I was using a taxi.

And did you have things like a telephone and...?

Oh yes, it already had a telephone. It had no central heating. It was built in 1960,
which was before central heating was thought of as a basic requirement, but its rooms
were so small that electric heating soon made it quite cosy, and in fact, my pot plants
grew better in that flat than they’ve ever grown since.

And was it that you were you renting then?

No, I bought this flat. I bought it for, I can remember exactly (my parents thought it
was a huge price) it was 11,750 [pounds]. Today, in Islington, I doubt whether you
could buy a garage for that, but those were the days when there had been one large
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price hike in Islington. But Islington was by no means a place of astronomic prices
that it now is, so I feel very lucky to have got it at a time where I could afford to take
out a mortgage, and it was also the time when building societies were no longer
asking women for male guarantors, which they had been only a year or two earlier. It
was when things, economically, really were beginning to change, so I got a mortgage.
I had just enough for the deposit.

And so what year would this be?

This was 1977. Things have changed an awful lot in the last 30 or 40 years, but in
1977 it was still possible to buy property in London at reasonable prices. The cost of
living in Islington has rocketed in the years since, but because I was fortunate and I
got that first flat for an affordable price, it then went up in value in the… how long
was I there? Seven, nearly eight years. In the years that I was there, the price rose so I
sold it for 31 thousand [pounds], and that made it possible for me to get a mortgage on
the second flat, which I remember being 52 thousand [pounds]. But, because I’d made
a substantial profit on Winyatt Street, I was able to just afford the second flat, and
there were two reasons for moving. The first one was that my first flat was on the first
floor, up two, was it one?, flights of stairs, which I could manage and I did manage,
but I quite often stumbled going up them, and I didn’t want to wait until I’d managed
to fall down them, so in the end, the reason was, quite frankly, I accumulated too
much stuff for the very small rooms. I grew out of it. So I decided that the ideal would
be to find myself a two-bedroom flat on the ground floor, but that proved to be
extremely difficult, and I was hunting for it for 18 months before I found what I
wanted. This was mainly because, in Islington, there is not a lot of purpose-built
property in the form of flats. It’s mainly conversions, and the conversions are full of
steps. And I came to the conclusion that able-bodied people do not notice, or do not
remember, a flight of less than six steps because I spent 18 months asking agents for a
level ground floor flat and all the property they sent me to had five, six, seven steps to
the front door. And nearly every flat I went into had several steps inside, usually into
the kitchen, and it seems to me that the one room you do not want to climb steps into
or out of is the kitchen. So, in the end, I ended up in a price range I hadn’t thought I
could manage, but a purpose-built flat, and I remember I took Austin with me to see it.
We went round one Sunday morning and as soon as I got into it, I knew this was what
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I wanted, and I was saying, ‘How lovely,’ and Austin was saying to me, ‘Be quiet.
You don’t say that audibly because the more enthusiastic you are, the less likely are
people to accept a lower offer,’ and in fact the couple who were selling it stuck out for
their asking price, but they were very unusual sellers in that they were extremely cooperative. They didn’t make any difficulties, and they left it beautifully clean and tidy,
and a lot of people don’t take the trouble to do that, and I was very happy in that
second flat.

And, just to return to the looking for flats, when you requested, ‘No steps please,’ do
you believe... what was the reaction of the estate agents and others on realising, ‘Oh
yes, well, there is a step there,’?

I think they were… I don’t recall that I ever went back and complained. If I went
round and saw that it wasn’t what I wanted, which, I don’t suppose you do say to the
agent, ‘No, that won’t do.’ I can’t recall that I kept going back, saying, ‘Look, this is
no good.’ All I remember was each time I went to ask them for new details, I would
say, ‘I need a level access, ground-floor flat, because I can’t climb steps,’ and they
would say, ‘No, of course not; we quite see that,’ and then they would… what they
tend to do is give you lists of properties, and you select the likely ones out of a list of
details, and you then go back for further details, but they don’t then say, ‘But it has
steps up to the front door.’ I think, were you to question it, they just don’t know
because it’s something people don’t notice. I remember Austin and I had a marvellous
holiday in Venice, and I don’t know if you’ve ever been to Venice, but it has bridges
over all the canals, and I remember watching the Venetians, going to and fro, and I’m
quite sure that most of the time they walk up and down those bridges without taking
them in. They’re not part of the consciousness, and I think able-bodied people do not
retain a memory of a flight of steps that is less than about six. I think they just are not
aware of it.

In owning or having a mortgage on a property instead of renting, how different did
you feel when you had mortgages as opposed to when you were renting?

Well you have a lot more control over what you do. I never rented unfurnished
property. I imagine if you’re renting unfurnished, then you could furnish to your own
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taste, but if you’re renting a furnished flat, you always have to be polite about
whatever is in it, and if there’s an item that you want removed, you have to ask for it
to be removed or replaced, or... It’s simply that home ownership makes me feel that
I’ve a lot more control over what was, is there. Of course, the other side of the coin is
that if the roof leaks, or the central heating leaks, or the carpet needs replacing, then
I’ve got to find the wherewithal to do it. But… Do you want -

[End of Tape 16 Side A]
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Tape 16 Side B [Track 28]

What then came next, Valerie, in the chain of different places where you lived?

Well, I was extremely happy in my two-bedroom flat. I had room to have a separate
study, and by that time I’d got a computer, sitting on its own desk, and I had moved to
spread out, if you like, and I expected to stick at a two-bedroom flat, because in many
ways a two-bedroom flat for a single person is my idea of affluence really. It’s enough
room plus a bit. But when I entered my fifties, I found I could no longer manage to
put my own shoes and tights on, or... I was tending to shoes and socks at that point,
because I’d adopted trousers as my normal clothing, because that way my knees were
hidden and if I cut them or grazed them, it wasn’t obvious. Also, I found they healed a
lot better under trousers than they do under tights. The nylon of tights rubs rather hard
against an open wound and healing takes longer. So I’d rather abandoned skirts, and I
like socks for most of the year, and I think my hips got a bit stiffer and it became
impossible to reach down to put these on, which meant I needed more help. And there
were two ways to sort this out: you either call in daily help, either from social services
or you have somebody to live in, and I went down the live-in route. And I’ll talk
about that in a bit more detail later, but having experimented with live-in part time
help, I found giving up either my study or my sitting room for someone else to have
as their own room, made my two-bedroom flat a lot tighter, and a lot less comfortable.
So, I began to think about houses. Now, I think at that point, my mother had already
died and my father was still alive when I began to look at houses. I think I decided
that I could support a larger mortgage, and I wanted a house in Lofting Road; I was
being quite selective. I set my sights on a house in the same road, mainly because,
unlike most of Islington, these were new houses that had been put up at the same time
as the flat I was living in. They had nice, wide, shallow staircases, without twists in
the middle; they had a small landing in the middle, so, for my purposes, the staircases
were very much better than they were in the Georgian or Victorian houses that are
throughout Islington. And the second advantage of this particular row of houses is it
has a second floor. It’s got bedrooms on two floors, which meant that if I had live-in
help, the second person could have a separate floor, and, if I was clever enough to buy
a house which already had a shower on the top floor, then we could have separate
facilities. In the end, the house that I particularly wanted was withdrawn from the
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market, and I’ve ended up with one that didn’t have a shower on the top floor, but I
put one in, so it does mean that whoever is living with me, and I’ve had a succession
of people, we’re not living in each other’s pockets and we’re not having to say,
‘When do you need the bathroom?’ and that is a great boon. It makes sharing a home
much more easy, much more comfortable.

And so what year was it, when you moved here?

I moved to this house in 1994, and I expect to stay here, unless my sister’s neighbour
decides she wants to sell up, because my sister would quite like me to be living nearer
to her in the future, but she’s even more particular that I was. I wanted a house in a
particular road; Margaret decided she would like me to have a particular house! So it
very much depends on whether that ever becomes available. I suspect its owner might
be the same age as I am, so it might never become available to me.

Just careful of the wire. [Talking together. Inaudible.]

Sorry.

It’s OK. So when did somebody first come and live in with you then?

I... Could you...? [Break in recording.]

So in the neighbourhood that you’re in now Valerie, what is it in particular that,
apart from the design of the house and so on, if you had to summarise how you felt
about the neighbourhood, how would you describe it?

It has most things that I want. My particular road is not very heavily-trafficked. I
think it’s fairly quiet, though the double-glazing helps that. It’s near transport, it’s
near shops, but, more important than that, it’s near to various friends. Christine and
Austin, and various people I’ve got to know since I’ve moved here are all within even
my walking distance, which is a great asset. I’m very happy at my particular church. It
was within 20 minutes drive of work, it’s within an hour’s drive of my sister, so it
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all… I think it’s easier to get live-in help when you’re living in N1 [London postal
district] than it would be living in Kent.

And do you subscribe to the idea that, you know, particular areas are in some senses
like a village or particularly identifiable in some way?

They are. I think I don’t go out enough any longer to be as aware of that as some
people are. Islington has changed a lot, even in the years that I’ve lived here. A lot of
the shops have gone, and they’ve been replaced by restaurants. I once counted, I think,
93 different eating places between two tube stations, at opposite ends of the main
street in Islington, so Islington has become a glorious eating place. I don’t happen to
eat out that often, but I’ve made a number of good friends here and that, to me, is
more important than the commercial aspects.

And I understand that, not that far away, at one time there was a rather famous
resident? As I say, not that far away, I think.

Yes, he was about half a dozen roads away, yes.

This is Tony Blair I think.

Yes, and I believe we still have a number of MPs, dotted around.

And in terms of your general impression of housing, let’s say, particularly new
housing, have you been... what’s your reaction to changes in building design that
you’ve witnessed perhaps over the years?

I’ve been watching a number of new housing developments go up near the Angel [a
part of Islington], and I’m intrigued to find that the front doors have more or less level
access. I don’t know what they’re like indoors. I’m told the rooms are pretty tiny, and
the walls are a bit thin, but in terms of level access I think the building regulations are
now firmer than they used to be, and I think the builders are being required to have a
view to accessibility. I have a dog and I take her for walks (she’s walking, I’m not; I
have a pavement scooter), but I often wander round the various roads and squares in
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Islington, playing a sort of private game of which house would I like today? An awful
lot of Islington houses have too many steps up to the front door, but I think that will
remain true of Islington for a very long time because of conservation is now high on
the agenda, but I like to hope, I like to think that accessibility is going to move higher
up the agenda. Certainly, I’ve been on various committees that have pressed for it,
and while it’s taking an awful long time for an impact to be made, I think in future
things will be better.

And in terms of what you’ve seen, maybe, when you’ve travelled abroad, have you
come across particularly good examples of access, either to housing or within
particular houses?

Oh yes. I think, certainly, when I first went to America in the 1970s, I was aware that
they were much more access-conscious than we are. I noticed, when I went to New
Zealand last year, access is better. But in both cases they’ve got much more room than
we have. They’re newer countries and they don’t have all the ancient buildings we
have. New Zealand has much smaller population. Its houses tended not to have level
access, but its commercial property looked much more accessible.

And, in terms of, you know, your own particular house Valerie – if you could have a
magic wand, as it were, and you could alter something to make a particular aspect
more easy to access, what would that be, if anything?

As I said, I’ve got a pavement scooter which at the moment lives outside in the garden,
and I’m having to decide, in the very near future, whether or not to pay quite a lot of
money to have a ramp built up to the front door, and then have this rather large
vehicle sitting in the front room, or whether a shed in the not very large back garden,
to keep it dry. And if I could really wave a magic wand, I would like to have a bigger
back garden, so that I could put in a decent heated shed. Or I’d like to have access to a
garage nearby, but they are like gold dust. Here comes the dog.

[End of Tape 16 Side B]
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Tape 17 Side A [Track 29]

OK, well Valerie, we thought today then that we’d talk about your committee work.
When did your involvement in committees, then, of various types first begin?

I think it was the early seventies, when I rang up the then Spastics Society and I spoke
to a man called Bill Hargreaves. I’ve entirely forgotten what I wanted from him, but
he decided that he would like me to join his ‘62 Club’ network, which he had set up
for young people with cerebral palsy, with the idea of creating situations which would
encourage independence. So these were social groups who organised their own events,
essentially. I went to a meeting of the London 62 Club, a social evening, and frankly
it was a great shock to me. Although I’d grown up, I’d been educated in special
schools, it was then some years since I’d mixed with a group of disabled people, and
to see a whole lot of people who were like me (but not like me, in that the degree of
disability varied a lot), was frankly a shock, and I didn’t take to it. So I said to Bill,
‘No thank you very much,’ but he was not one for taking no for an answer, so he
asked me to become secretary of the Association of 62 Clubs, because he said that
was a small committee meeting, and not at all like a social gathering, and I agreed.
He never liked me saying that he blackmailed me into it but, I do remember him
saying, I owed a certain amount to people who had been less fortunate than I had; and
I found this a powerful argument, and I went along with it. I think it was heavy
pressure, but on the other hand Bill meant business, and he did want to get people
together who had had a certain amount of success. So I, for several years, was
secretary to this body, which meant I took minutes and I must have written a few
letters. I mainly remember the minutes, and I think that was largely my introduction to
committee work. Around the same sort of time I also joined the Parochial Church
Council of… [Dog barks and growls.] Sorry. Sugar, stop it. I joined the PCC
[Parochial Church Council] of St Mark’s Church, so that, again, was an introduction
to another sort of committee work.

And St Margaret’s Church was your local church, was it?
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St Mark’s.

[Talking together.] Sorry, St Mark’s Church was your local church?

Yes, it was the church I joined because Austin went there and I’d become an
established member, and the wife of the vicar there had introduced me to the
Alexandra Club and I think by then I was living in the Alexandra Club.

This remember, of course, a branch of the YWCA.

Yes.

And the Association of 62 Clubs then, where did you meet, as an association?

I think we met, generally, in 16 Fitzroy Square. It was not the headquarters of The
Spastics Society – that was at 12 Park Crescent – but Fitzroy Square was very much
local to that, and that’s where they did a lot of their assessment work, and a lot of their
social activities. I think they ran an employment service from there, and a education
service, and they also had a hotel facility in the building – people could stay there the
night when they were in London for various purposes. I didn’t stay, because I was
living in London.

And, at this time then, the 62 Clubs – how did the name come about?

The name was coined because Bill formed it in 1962. I believe he simply looked for a
name that had no particular disability connotation. And there were a lot of local 62
Clubs – I know there was one in London, which I went to the once, and there was one
in Nottingham. I think there were quite a few dotted up and down the country because
Bill... it was part of his job to set them up, and see that they were functioning. So far
as I can remember, and it’s going back some years, I think by then he was in charge of
the recreation department of the society, and they were his baby, and they worked
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very well. I think most of them have become defunct by now, but they met a very real
need at the time.

And membership then – open to people with cerebral palsy?

Yes, and I imagine they took in people with similar disabilities, but it was not like
PHAB (spelt in capital letters – PHAB – which was Physically Handicapped and Able
Bodied). The PHAB was designed to promote integration. The 62 Club movement
was designed to prove to people with cerebral palsy that they could go out and do
things for themselves, and they did allow a certain number of helpers, but the helpers
were not members. It was the members who were intended to do the organisation, the
decision-making, and I think, largely, they did.

And so what were some of the main types of activity that were organised, or were on
offer?
I think… I know when I got involved with the association they were organising a 10th
anniversary dinner to take part at the Café Royal in London. I think they had outings
to certain cinemas. I know people went camping, but I’m not sure whether that was
from 62 Clubs. Bill organised holidays, but again I’m not sure how far that
overlapped with 62 Club work. I think they went to pubs, and they held social
evenings, and they went out to various things. As I say, I didn’t take part in that sort
of do, so I’m not the best person to ask. You may well find that, among your other
contributors, you have a number of ex-62 Club people.

And so your involvement in the Association of 62 Clubs then – what did you yourself
get from that?

Well it certainly was an introduction to committee work, and I was noticed fairly
quickly by the Assistant Director of the Society, and by one Alex Moira, who had
been one of the original founders of the Society. Alex was then a Vice-Chairman of
the Society, and he also chaired the Resources Committee, which was one of the
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biggest committees, sitting underneath the Executive Council. And I forget exactly
when, but two or three years after I started with the Association of 62 Clubs, these
two men invited me to become a member of the Society’s Resources Committee, and
that was when I got into the Society’s committee structure. I forgot to say, before we
leave the 62 Club, it was a great marriage bureau, and there were quite a lot of
weddings among the members and I think that was not a bad purpose, but I think that
was an incentive for quite a lot of people to be active members.

And your work with the Parochial Church Council, the PPC of St Mark’s – what did
that involve?

Well the PCC is really concerned both with the management of any particular church
(deciding how to raise the necessary money and agreeing the budget), but it also… at
that time there was… [Dog growls.] Sugar, shut up. I’m sorry about the dog noises.
[Dog barks.] At that time, the Church of England was intent on modernising its
services, so I know one of [the] things we discussed was which of the more modern
services we would use, and how we would use it. And we elected people to the next
tier of church government, which was the Deanery Synod. And then, I’m in the
Stepney area of London, and we had a Stepney area Synod under Bishop Trevor
Huddleston. I became a member of both those bodies, which meant I was mixing in
wider groups of the Church of England. On both those groups I think Austin was also
a member, so that made it a lot easier. I went with him rather than by myself. I’ve no
actual record of these things, but I know I was on the area Synod, so I think must have
been on the Deanery Synod, because I don’t think you were on the area without being
a Deanery Synod member. When I later changed churches, still within the Church of
England, but I… Eventually, St Mark’s got a new parish priest, and I was in favour of
women priests (which had become an issue at that time), and Father Jeremy was not
in favour of women, and when I told him that I thought God might possibly be
beyond gender, because I think the English language, at this point, is a confining
language and my concept of God is that God is an undefined body that you shouldn’t
enclose in our confining language... So when I said I thought God might be beyond
our idea of gender, he took a few weeks to think about it, and then he actually wrote
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me a letter saying, that I was in total error. I thought this was a bit strong, and the time
had come to find another parish, and that’s what I told him. In fact, I feel much more
at home and at ease in my new parish of St James’s, and once there I again got into
the PCC and the Deanery Synod structure: but that is leaping ahead rather.

I joined the Resources Committee of The Spastics Society, somewhere around
1974, ’75, and soon after I began that work I decided that it was not really good
enough to sit on such a committee, contributing my opinions based solely on my own
experience, so I took, in 1976, the Open University course, which was not a degree
course, though you could if you wanted to, count it towards a degree. This was
labelled a ‘Post-Experience Course’, called then ‘The Handicapped Person in the
Community’. You may have come across it. I took it because I wanted a quick
overview of disability in general, and it was very good for that. It gave me exactly that:
an introduction and an overview of a wide number of disabilities and their place in
society, and how society reacted, or failed to cope. I, when I came to the bits I knew,
discovered that it was not particularly an in-depth course, but it did give me a much
wider view than I had before, and I was pleased I’d done it and I passed it, not with
any particular distinction but I did manage to complete the whole course, and I passed
the exams at the end.

Because at the time do you suspect that the opportunity to study this area was then
fairly limited; there were no other major disability studies available?

Not that I knew of, then. And think you’re right: there would have been a very limited
amount, unless you were aiming to become a social worker, and I wasn’t. But I learnt
about things like the medical model, and the social model of disability. And I think
the 1970s were when academics were beginning to think about this area, but it was
quite new – it was before there was much in the way of thinking about access to
buildings; certainly there was very little legislation. But I’m glad I did take that course
– I think it was very useful introduction. At one year it was a fairly quick introduction.
The course was organised into units that you got by post, and you had television
programmes that ran alongside it, and I simply set myself to keep up physically, to
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complete each unit on time, and I tended to have to take a day off at various times,
simply to catch up and make sure I did complete units on time. And I did notice,
among the tutor group that I met with in... it was a polytechnic which has now
become a university opposite Baker Street Station, it’s now part of Westminster
University, and I think we met there once a month, and I did noticed among that
group, the people who fell a unit behind, then fell several units behind, and if you
allowed yourself to get out of synch, people never seemed to catch up again. So, while
I didn’t so brilliantly, at least I kept up, which was a satisfaction.

And so, for note-taking, what methods did you use then?

I think I was still using my electric typewriter at that point. I think, in fact, there was
much less need to be taking notes, because the OU [Open University] provided you
with printed material and when it required you to read something, it would actually
have that piece of text within its notes. So I felt I was being spoon-fed much more
than I had been at LSE [The London School of Economics], but on the other hand, I
wouldn’t ever say that the Open University is an easy way to get a degree because
although the amount of reading round is less, the physical effort - [dog barks and
growls].

[End of Tape 17, Side A.]
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Tape 17 Side B [Track 30]

So -

I’ll repeat that point. Are you....? The physical effort of keeping up with the course
when you’re probably in full-time work at the same time is very real, and I think
anyone who gets a whole degree that way has earned it.

And what was the method of examination?

Oh that was normal: just an examination paper sat in three hours, and my marvellous [telephone rings and dog barks. Break in recording.]

What then, Valerie, was the method of exams for the OU course?

It was the standard sort of three-hour paper, and I was exceedingly lucky in that Mary
Wright came back, yet again, to type for me. I don’t remember a great deal about that
exam, I just know that I passed and I’ve had the OU course on my CV since. But it
did give me what I wanted: it allowed me to do my Spastics Society work with a
feeling that I was talking from a position of some knowledge, and not just relating my
own experience.

And so on the Resources Committee of the Spastics Society then, that you were now
on, what was your main involvement in the committee?

Well, the Resources Committee was the committee which decided which services that
the Society should have, and how to spend the money we had, which is a rather nice
committee to be on. In later years, when money became a lot tighter, things were not
quite so easy. But that was my introduction to how the Society allocated its services,
and what it did for people with cerebral palsy, and I think I was... I forget how many
of us there were on that committee with a disability, but not very many, so I like to
think I was providing an extra dimension to it.
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So you were there were you, with influence over an amount of budget? And you were
able to, what, to make recommendations were you, or make actual decisions?

Well, the decisions that the Resources Committee took became recommendations to
the Executive Council, and I was not then on the Council; that happened later. I met
somebody who I had known from, originally I’d met them, or him, on the 62 Club
Committee, and I met him again in various conference settings. And, as a member of
the Resources Committee, I had a vote to the membership of the Executive Council; I
could nominate people for the Executive, and I could vote for candidates on the
Executive and, at first, I’d hardly taken notice of this privilege, if you like, because I
didn’t really know people on the Executive, but when I got to know Alexander better,
I certainly thought he would be a very good person to have on the Executive. He was
disabled, he had cerebral palsy, but he had a very balanced view of life, and I thought
he’d be excellent for the Executive. So I woke up to my powers of nomination, and I
asked him if he’d be willing to stand, and he said yes, he would. So we found two
other people, because you needed three people to nominate, and to my delight and
possibly his surprise, he got elected for the first time of asking in 1978. So in 1979, he
said, ‘Right, your turn now,’ and he returned the compliment, and very much to my
surprise I was elected at the first attempt: so there we were, both on the council. I
happened to be the first woman with cerebral palsy who’d been on the Council and,
although, I think, two other people had over the years been on the Council, it was the
first time in its history it had two of its 15 members, I think, who had cerebral palsy.
So I think it was a beginning, because it’s now over 50 percent, but I like to think that
I provided a move in that direction.

And at the time, within the structure of the Spastics Society, as it then was, what was
the role of the Executive Council?

Well it was the governing body. It took all the major decisions, it appointed the then
Director; we didn’t get a Chief Executive till some years later. The senior member of
staff was called the Director and there was, of course, a Company Secretary and
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Assistant Directors, and then the whole staff structure, but the Executive Council
appointed the Director. It, as it does now, approves the budget – it has to approve all
major policy decisions.

And so there you were, newly-elected, the first woman with cerebral palsy to be
elected on the Executive Council – how did you feel about that?

I think I was rather chuffed. It was quite a step up. It helped a lot to have had
experience within the committee structure, but nothing really prepares you for the
level of decisions that have to be taken by the Council. So I think it took about a year
for me to feel that I’d found my feet, and because I have difficult speech, I have
various rules that I’ve given myself, like not speaking before I feel I know what I’m
going to say, and making it as concise as I can. And... I forget whether it was about
his time, it probably was, that I had a holiday with a Welsh friend, and I met her father,
who was a local councillor. And when he heard that I was into committee work, he
gave me the advice that on committees it’s a good thing to decide where your special
interest was, and to try to speak only to those topics, and not to have a view on
absolutely every topic. And I think that was very good advice and I followed it: so I
didn’t speak all that often. I read my papers carefully, and some little time later I
discovered I’d got the incredible reputation of making very deep comments, and I
think it was because I didn’t speak too often.

And so what did you begin to take an interest in, in particular?

I can’t say what I decided right away, but I know one of my pet objects was to get rid
of the collecting dolls that the Society had, standing outside shops. They had little
boxes into which people could put loose change, and for one thing the accounts
showed that in fact they made very little in the way of profit, because people had to go
round and empty these boxes, but my main contention was that in an era when the
Society was attempting to foster independence, and although I don’t think it was then
talking in terms of ‘equality’, it was talking in terms of people having a place in
society, and I thought the image of a begging child was not conducive to asking for
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independence, and a place in society. And to me the awful thing was that each of
these dolls, they tended to have callipers on and drooping heads, and outstretched
hands, and they were designed to evoke pity, and I thought the day of pity should
have gone. So for a couple of years, I waged a war on these dolls at every possible
time, when the committee, the Council was discussing fund-raising, I would point out
how little these things had achieved, and say we ought not to have them, and I became
known for these views. And finally, a year or two after I was elected, another woman
was elected who had cerebral palsy, and Elizabeth joined forces with me, and together
we persuaded the Assistant Director in charge of fund-raising to set up [rustling noise]
a committee or a little sub-committee, to look at these dolls. And it was a heavily
weighted little group and on it I remember was the man (his name was Christopher
something, I can’t remember the rest) who had actually designed these dolls, and I felt
terribly guilty because he clearly saw them as his family, and there was I, trying hard
to kill off his children, and it was very sad. But Elizabeth and I were quite determined,
and although I was sorry for him I was not sorry enough to stop what we were doing.
And together we persuaded the Society to abandon these creatures, and the decision
was taken, and I’m very proud at having achieved that. I really am.

So there you were, Valerie, on the Executive Committee then. Along with your
colleagues, and one particular colleague, you’d achieved the banishment of the
collection dolls. Were you then, at this time, becoming more aware in yourself, of the
sorts of issues that the collection dolls debate had brought about?

I’m not sure about that it was directly related, but the other thing that I became very
involved with was the name of the Society, and quite early on I think I gave a paper
called ‘A Rose By Any Other Name’. For some years, I was banging on about the
word ‘spastic’ and the fact that it had come to be used as a noun, and that I felt people
saw us as spastics and not people. I know that a lot of other people over the years took
an interest, and certainly I was not the one who got the name changed. That was a
huge undertaking, and it was largely spearheaded by Anthony Hewson when he was
chair of the Society, but I do claim that I was one of the people who first began not
only to raise the issue but to keep on raising it, so that people couldn’t bury it or
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forget about it, and in the early days there were quite a lot of people who were
offended by what I was saying. There is still a member of the Executive who thinks
we were wrong to change it, in marketing terms, because it was a well-known name
and it raised money, and I think I was aware that there were financial risks, I just
thought that people who had cerebral palsy had enough to contend with, without being
labelled with a name that had become a term of playground abuse. And I think
anything that allows people to see one as a thing or a condition or a type, rather than
an individual, is to be got rid of. And I wouldn’t like you to think I did nothing in my
years there but get rid of the dolls and to help to start the move towards changing the
name, but they are two things that I’m very proud of contributing towards.

And what was your reaction, Valerie, when you first heard the name of ‘Scope’ as
being proposed for the new name?

Well, ‘Scope’ came out of a huge marketing exercise. I can’t say I lighted on it,
saying, ‘Eureka’, but I’ve always thought it was a very good name, in that it will take
some time for anyone to turn it into a noun, and I think that is the real danger. It has
no content of itself and it doesn’t easily lend itself to becoming a noun, and while I
think, in the course of time, the name may well fall into disrepute and have to be
changed yet again, I think to find a word that does not lend itself to such a thing was
very clever. I think it is a good name, but I think because those of us with cerebral
palsy look the way we do, the danger is always there, that any name we choose could
be misused, and therefore I think the triumph was to find a name that won’t easily
suffer that fate. Is that clear, or am I talking in circles?

No, absolutely not. And on the Executive Committee, in your role there you were
required obviously to address meetings, and be of influence. Looking back at it now
and remembering from the time, how did you react to those new circumstances of
having the responsibilities you had, and addressing meetings and - ?

I like to think, I grew into it. I don’t actually find it difficult, to address meetings. I
suppose I’m a fairly opinionated woman and I want to get my thoughts across. I
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remember one meeting where I was addressing a medical conference. I was trying to
persuade them that it was difficult, as an adult with cerebral palsy, that once you leave
the care of paediatricians, you tend to meet consultants or even GPs in a wide variety
of circumstances, who may never have seen cerebral palsy before, and I think it would
be a lot easier if we could be funnelled towards a few specialists. The medical
profession doesn’t like this idea at all, but I was addressing -

[End of Tape 17 Side B]
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I was going to address this medical conference, and I was down to be the first speaker
of the day, when I suddenly found that somebody had stolen my notes. ‘Stolen’ is a
bit hard, but they must have picked them up thinking that they were a hand-out, when
they were the only set of notes I had. And I was with a very good friend who just said,
‘Calm down,’ and she took out of her handbag an envelope, and on the back of... she
said to me, ‘Now, what were you going to say?’ and I managed to reconstruct what...
she wrote down my main headings, then as we went into the room I saw somebody
[laughing] sitting on the front row, reading my notes, so I just extracted them from her
hands, poor woman, and I said, ‘Those are mine.’ And I stood up and spoke, and so
far as I remember, I barely referred to either set of notes, but by then I’d got them
fairly well into my mind.

I was addressing a small group of parents one day, and I’d been too lazy that time to
write out the whole paper, I’d just given myself a list of questions, and I asked the
Chairwoman to ask me these questions, and the parental group took over the
questioning, and I found I could speak quite happily to questions, and from then on I
have prepared where possible to speak from headings, rather than a completely
written-out paper. I like to think I sound more natural if I’m not reading it, word for
word.

And in terms of people being able to engage in the debate, or respond to what you
have said: what is your preference, in the way that people should react to that?

I’m quite happy for people to question me or debate, so long as they don’t jump in
before I’ve finished, because I feel that people with quicker speech can talk me down
or exclude me and that. I do feel at a disadvantage then, but I’ve been at meetings
where I have found it difficult to catch the Chairman’s eye, and when I know that is
going to be the case, then I take care to sit beside somebody who will catch the eye for
me, so I think I’m quite adept at sussing out likelihoods, and making provisions.
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And in terms of perhaps addressing an audience that you may be addressing for the
first time; what were your preferences there, in terms of...?

I don’t know about preferences. My personal trick is to throw in a, not a joke as in, ‘I
was coming to the theatre tonight,’ but a small, funny remark. If you throw in a funny
three or four sentences into a delivery, that raises a titter, then I know I’ve got
comprehension, and once I’ve had that form of response, then I feel quite happy. And
I think the trick is not to allow your gaze to wander hither and yon, but to concentrate
on a few people, and talk to them, and just not to be overawed by numbers. But once I
feel my audience can comprehend my speech, and provided I’m talking about
something I feel strongly about, speaking in public is not that frightening, and I’ve
spoken several times on television and, provided I don’t catch sight of the monitor, I
find I’m not worried about the camera. I’m concentrating too closely on what I’m
saying, or what the interviewer is saying, and I don’t like seeing the monitor, because
I don’t like seeing my own image. But provided I can avoid that, I haven’t found the
odd television performance really at all frightening.

And, what were the main contexts of your television appearances?

Well, I think the first one was talking to Rosalie Wilkins, now Baroness, about what it
felt like when people couldn’t understand what you were saying, and I think to talk
about that on television really was a rather odd thing to do, but it worked.

And what was your main message to Rosalie? What was the main point you were
trying to get across?

That it is extremely frustrating, when people can’t, or don’t, pay attention to what I
am saying. I know that I can be difficult to understand sometimes, but I’m prepared to
repeat myself in different ways, so that people can understand. I object when people
go away... I’ve literally had people walking away from me, when I’ve been in midsentence, and that suggests to me that they think that, if they can’t understand what
I’m saying, then I’m not saying anything worth hearing. And I find that [voices in
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background] very... it puts me down in a way that I don’t think anything else does. It
is very crushing, and I find that virtually, I know, I’m unable to cope with that. It’s
difficult to pick yourself up from that sort of experience, and I was trying to get that
idea across to Rosalie. I’d met Rosalie at meetings, actually at Buckingham Palace.
The Prince of Wales held a meeting there after IYDP [International Year of the
Disabled Person], and I met her there, and she was then hosting the ITV programme
called Link, and I think it was because of that meeting that she invited me to appear.

‘IYDP’, the International Year of Disabled People, I think, in 1981

Yes.

I seem to remember.

1980, I’ve got it down as.

And your other committee work, we should cover as well, Valerie.

Well, again that partly came out of that same movement. I think the then director of
the Society was asked to nominate someone, both to that Buckingham Palace meeting,
and to a committee that British Rail [BR] was setting up, called ‘The British Rail
Advisory Group on Transport for the Disabled’ and it became known as ‘BRAG’. I
was on BRAG for about 10 years, and I like to think we made a difference. It was that
committee that persuaded British Rail to have the first accessible toilets on trains, and
we largely designed the toilet, and it worked with British Rail in persuading them to
train its staff to be more helpful. And the point I made to BR, over and over and over
again, till I got sick of hearing myself say it, was that anything they did to make trains
and stations more accessible to disabled people, would help a great number of other
people, because I firmly believe that a huge group of people who are, de facto,
mobility-impaired (even though they would never see themselves as being disabled),
and counting people who have heavy luggage, people who have kids, toddlers, or they
needed push chairs, or people who have temporary injuries: broken ankles, or broken
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arms, I calculate that up to a quarter or a third of passengers have some sort of
impediment that makes it harder to get onto a train, than if they were walking entirely
unencumbered. Most people have bags, or shopping, or cases, or something, and I
think anything designed for people with wheelchairs or unsteady walking, is good for
this vast number of encumbered people.

And what about the practice, which was common, where people in wheelchairs
weren’t able to be within the main part of the train? Did your work on BRAG cover
that as well?

Oh yes. I think we were the ones who got wheelchair spaces into carriages, and
although many disabled people, particularly at Scope, still complain about how
difficult it is to travel, I think BRAG made real progress. It’s by no means all done,
and there is a lobby who feels very angry that the end date for the accessible trains is
not until, I think, 2015, or ’18. Long before that date the majority of trains will be
accessible, because no new train can now be put on the rails that is not accessible to
most people, not to everyone, because you have to allow for economics, and trains are
very expensive, and you just can’t do everything. And I know that sounds tough, but
long before 2015 I think the majority of people will be able to travel on the majority
of trains, and I think that is a success.

Absolutely, and to what extent did transport issues impact on your other committee
work as well?

Well, when British Rail was privatised, BRAG, of course, disappeared, which took
away with it the one real perk that I’ve ever had out of my committee work, because
BRAG gave me what they called, ‘a leather pass’, [rustling noise] which was a -

Sorry, I think your microphone may have just… Oops! Sorry.

Sorry.
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No it’s all right. No it’s literally just fallen off there. Oop. Hang on. Sorry, I’ll push...
Oop. Hang on. There we go. So you had this ‘leather pass’ from British Rail -

It was a first class pass, backed onto a piece of leather, and it gave you a pass to all
stations on the British Rail network. And it was normally given to senior British Rail
executives but the idea was, this committee which was to advise British Rail, should
jolly well travel on British Rail to gain experience, and there’s nothing like having a
free first class ticket to anywhere, to encourage one to travel. And it used to be very
funny an experience in reactions, because over and over, a ticket collector would
come along, and he would say to me, ‘Ticket, love,’ and I would hand over my leather
pass, and he would say, ‘Thank you, madam.’ [Laughing]. And so I had changed from
‘love’ to ‘madam’ in two seconds. But anyway, this was a marvellous perk, and I got
rather used to travelling round in first class sections, carriages, but that of course is all
over since British Rail disappeared. But it was great fun, and I enjoyed it.

And is DPTAC the...

Oh yes, when British Rail was disbanded, I was invited to join the committee you
rightly called ‘DPTAC’, which is the Disabled Persons’ Advisory Committee on
Transport, and I was on DPTAC for about 12 years. [Interviewee mean about nine
years, 1993-December 2001.] I could find it somewhere here. I think I was there for
nearly three terms. [Dog barks.] Sorry. Can you turn it off?

[End of Tape 18 Side A]
[Side B blank]
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It’s 15th June today, Valerie, and we’re continuing our discussions. And just to add to
what we were saying last time, there’s a slight amendment in that the person that
worked with you on the campaign to remove the Spastics Society collection dolls that
were in shops and around and about, was in fact Sharon. Now, looking back at that
campaign from the distance of today – how do you feel about that result?

It is one of the things that I did while I was on the Executive, of which I really am
most proud. I think it was a very real achievement, and I think it was a step forward
for The Spastics Society, in that it helped to turn the campaigning away from evoking
pity, towards, well, really, today’s campaign, when Scope is very much to the
forefront of demanding equality. And that’s been a great change, and I really do think
the work to get rid of the collecting dolls was, perhaps, the first step in that campaign.

And you were serving then, on the Executive Committee as we discussed last time, the
first woman with cerebral palsy to serve on the Executive Committee – how long did
you serve on the Executive Committee for?

For 15 years. At the end of 15 years, I was aware that I had begun to repeat myself. I
found I was saying things I’d said a few years earlier, and I thought I’d better leave
before other people became aware that I was becoming repetitive. That is, if you like,
a slightly ironic view of things. I think 15 years is, on the whole, long enough.

And in your time there, p’raps with the end of your time compared with the beginning
of your time on the Executive Council, how do you think things had changed?

Well, I left at the crest of a wave really for me, in that I left at the point where the
organisation had agreed to change its name from ‘The Spastics Society’ to ‘Scope’.
That had gone through at an extraordinary General Meeting, and it, to me, was a great
victory. I’m not in any way claiming that that was my achievement, but I did help to
lay the foundations for that one as well, because I was giving papers about the
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disadvantages of the old name, quite some years before it became policy, and so I did
take part. But the decision to change, and the choice of a new name was a huge
operation, and had to be carried out with public relations experts, and really was a
very large undertaking. And you still find the odd person who says it was a mistake,
but I think it was absolutely inevitable. I think the organisation could not live with its
out-dated name. But for me, choosing not to stand for re-election at that particular
point seemed right, because several of the things I’d been particularly working for had
been achieved.

And so what year was it, when you finally left?

I dropped off the Council at the AGM [Annual General Meeting] of 1994, so it’s now
10 and a half years ago.

And in the intervening 10 and a half years, between then and now, what has been your
involvement with Scope?

Well, when I dropped off the Council, my colleagues very kindly made me an
Honorary Life Member, and in fact gave me an engraved clock to mark my time on
the on the Council. Since then I have been on the Honorary Life Members’
Committee, which used to meet about twice a year (it’s now once a year) just to
recommend other names for Honorary Life Membership. I go to most National
Forums and to most AGMs [Annual General Meetings], supposedly representing
Honorary Life Members. I confess that I do not tend to consult the views of other
Honorary Life Members. I speak in my position of having had a long-time link, longtime experience of the organisation, rather in the Elder Statesman role.

And in what ways, do you think, in your time, your involvement with first The Spastics
Society and now Scope, what ways do you believe the organisation has changed?

Oh, it’s changed enormously. I’ve said, when I was elected to the Council, I was the
first woman with cerebral palsy on the Council. It was the first time ever that they’d
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had more than one person with cerebral palsy on at the same time. [Background noise.]
Now, more than half the Executive Council has cerebral palsy. I think that Scope
should publicise that fact more than it does. I think it thinks it does, but I think in the
disability world it’s not recognised as much as it was. At last weekend’s National
Forum, it was being stated that the percentage of employees having a... sorry...
declaring themselves to have a disability has risen in two years, from three point
something percent, up to over 16 percent. It’s now got at least two Assistant Directors
who have significant disabilities. I think there’s some way to go, but Scope is making
enormous progress towards practising what it preaches.

And, [clears throat] meantime as well, when you left work and before that, you were
involved in other organisations in a voluntary capacity, some of that particularly
concerned with transport issues, and we were covering, towards the end of the last
session, your involvement in DPTAC, which I think is the Disabled Persons’ Access
Transport...

‘Advisory...

Advisory...

Committee on Transport’, I think is the full name.

So that’s the Disabled Persons’ Advisory Committee...

On Transport.

On Transport.

I think. [Coughs.] Yes, I... hang on. Could you... [Paper rustling.]

Sure.
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[Break in recording.]

The initials then – DPTAC – Valerie, what in fact do they stand for?

Correctly, it is ‘The Disabled Persons’ Transport Advisory Committee’. It’s known as
‘DPTAC’ and it’s a statutory committee (i.e. set up by Act of Parliament within what
is now the Department for Transport). And I was invited to join that in 1993, when
British Rail had been, or was being sold off, privatised, so that the BRAG [The British
Rail Advisory Group on Transport for the Disabled] committee could no longer exist.

BRAG was a committee

Yes.

under the aegis of British Rail, I think.

Yes, which I think we talked about last time.

So with DPTAC then, on the committee, what was your main role and interest?

I was, for a number of years, representing The Spastics Society. I felt my role was
really to represent not only people with cerebral palsy, but people who could walk
unsteadily, because it is a personal beef of mine, it irritates me immensely, that the
symbol for disability is a person in a wheelchair, and this allows people, I believe, to
think that if you can walk, you’re not disabled, and that is really far from the case. I
wish it was true, but while it is immensely inconvenient to be confined to a
wheelchair, it is simply not the case that all the inconveniences disappear the moment
you can stand on your own two feet. If you can’t walk very far, or very steadily, or up
and down many stairs, you are still at a considerable disadvantage. And the other
section of disability that I represented on DPTAC was people with a speech
impairment, and if you don’t think that speech has anything to do with transport, try
asking the way from people who don’t understand what you’re saying, or asking for a
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ticket, or... I remember once, asking the ticket collector at a barrier was this the right
train for, I think I was going to Bishops Stortford, to meet a friend, and instead of
saying, ‘I beg your pardon?’ or, ‘I didn’t catch that,’ he said, ‘Yes,’ so I got onto a
train that was in fact going in completely the wrong direction. It was the days before I
had a mobile phone. I think it took me about two hours to manage to leave the train
and re-route myself and get to Bishops Stortford, and that was purely a matter of
somebody not being prepared to say, ‘Could you repeat?’

So you were encouraging staff awareness, and staff training?

I was, yes. And I was doing my best to make people aware that disability has far
bigger ramifications than people tend to think. I also made it my policy, to reiterate on
DPTAC something that I had been saying to British Rail for some years, that anything
they did to improve the access for disabled people would also improve it for a whole
range of people considering themselves to be able-bodied, but who were hampered by
luggage, or children, or all sorts of things can impede mobility, and if you make it
accessible for us, you make it accessible for them.

So what were some of the main improvements in access to the built environment?
What were some of the main enhancements to access that you were campaigning and
urging?

Well, I had been working with British Rail for about 10 years. I worked on DPTAC
for a further, I think it might have been 11 years in the end, but I was saying the same
sorts of things, but extending it to taxis, and very much to aircraft and airports,
bringing in the knowledge of civil aviation from my work. I had a short time on the
Ferries Sub-Committee, but I didn’t stay on that very long because they started
wanting us to go onto ferries, and I am very quickly sea-sick.

And in your work then, on DPTAC, starting I think you said in 1993, were you then
increasingly aware of the drafting of, and the implementation of, the Disability
Discrimination Act?
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Oh yes. I had nothing to do with the overall drafting, but certainly we had input
through the Civil Servants of the Department of Transport, in so far as it affected
means of transport. And while I was on DPTAC, the regulations for buses were
changed, so that all new buses now have to be accessible, and these are being phased
in over time both as older buses are retired and as fleets are extended. And just as I
was leaving, the committee was turning its attention to regulations for coaches. The
train regulations had already come in. I sat on a sub-committee that scrutinised
applications from rail companies for short-term exemptions to these regulations, but
they were short-term, and there was, I don’t remember what the end-date is, but there
is a date by which all trains will have to be accessible, and while people find this enddate a long time ahead (I think it could be 2017 or even a bit later) the fact is, long
before that the majority of rail carriages will be accessible. That is simply the date by
which everything that is not accessible will have to go.

And, looking at your involvement in DPTAC, [clears throat] what in particular
notable developments and achievements were you able to look back on, and be most
proud of?

[Pause.] That’s difficult. I would like to say that we changed attitudes. I think, even
now, the truth is that attitudes among management now on this have changed, in so
far as they do see the necessity. I fear it is still the case that people still have difficulty
getting on and off trains, when staff fail to turn up. I think this is human error. I think
it is also the case that attitudes still haven’t been changed right the way down all of
the necessary organisations. It’s an ongoing thing, and staff change. I was at the Scope
National Forum last weekend, where somebody was talking about oppression. I still
find it very difficult to think in terms of able-bodied people oppressing disabled
people. Partly this is to do with me. I dislike the word, the concept of ‘oppression’. I
feel I’ve got enough to cope with, without feeling people oppress me. Perhaps
therefore, I don’t believe that very much deliberate oppression goes on; I think it is
carelessness. I think it is lack of imagination. I’m quite sure that an awful lot of ablebodied people lack the imagination to see what it might be like if you can’t get up
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steps, or if people walk away from you when you’re half-way through a sentence.
They either can’t imagine, or they don’t want to bother imagining. I think the deaf
community gets less sympathy than blind people, because people can shut their eyes
and imagine. They can’t shut their ears and imagine the enormous deficit that
deafness brings.

And in your travels and your experiences, have you come across, p’raps, different
societies where you believe there has been good progress towards changes of attitude,
and good progress towards changes in access?

Yes, I think America has been a long way ahead of us in terms of access. I think it is
also ahead of us in attitudes: willingness to help, but I think that is part of the
American social attitude. They don’t see ‘service’ as a dirty word. A lot -

[End of Tape 19 Side A]
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A lot of Americans have done waiting jobs, or sales, been shop assistants, as a way of
earning their way through college, and I think the attitudes of helpfulness and doing
things for people comes more easily, or that’s how it seemed to me. And when I went
to New Zealand last year, that is a country with a much smaller population, much
newer buildings, less crowds, but again I found the sheer accessibility of buildings,
mainly because they were much newer than ours, they don’t have the ancient
buildings we have, I found accessibility a lot easier.

And transport, and issues of attitudes: that remained important as well, did it, in your
other committee, voluntary work as well?

Oh yes. Everything overlaps with everything, and whether I’m on a disability-related
committee like Scope or DPTAC, or BRAG, or whether I’m being a member of the
Parochial Church Council, or the Islington Deanery Synod, I bring to it my
perspective, as a disabled person. While I don’t see myself only as a disabled person, I
do in my committee work feel duty-bound to bring it that perspective, whenever it is
relevant, because up to now it hasn’t been taken into account as a matter of course.
But, both before and certainly since I left the Council of Scope, I have become a
member of, or a Trustee of, quite a few other bodies. I’m Trustee of Mobility Choice,
which is a charity that runs the Mobility Roadshow. I’m a Trustee, and currently
Chair of CARIS Islington. Now CARIS stands for ‘Church Action and Response in
Society’, and we run a bereavement service and a homelessness project. I was
Associate [Trustee] of ‘Homeshare’, until it amalgamated with a larger charity. I’m a
Trustee – and this is a nice one – a Trustee of Richard Cloudsly’s Charity. That’s a
local Islington charity which distributes money to local Churches of England, and to
welfare charities in the old parish of Islington, which is not quite the whole of the
modern borough, and I find it a nice change to be on a body that gives away money,
rather than desperately seeks it. I’ll stop soon, but I do want to list two more, because
I think they show that I have branched out quite a bit. I’m now a member of the
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Whittington Hospital Local Research Essex Committee, which means I have to
comment on medical research proposals.

And the Whittington Hospital, where is that?

The Whittington Hospital is in the north of Islington, half-way up Archway Road,
named after Dick Whittington, and it has a cat in its badge. It’s a big general hospital
for the local area. And the most recent thing I’ve branched out into is, I became a
member of Islington Primary Care Trusts Public and Patient Forum. Now the Public
and Patient Forums were set up to replace community health councils. I think it is
unfortunate that not enough care, thought, was put in to setting these things up. I have
a suspicion, though I don’t know for a certain fact, that the community health councils
were becoming too expert and the government abolished them, and they’ve set up this
new system of forums but it is proving quite difficult to establish ourselves in the
same way as community health councils did. Perhaps that was the whole object of
changing the system, and this thing, although it pays lip-service to public involvement,
I really don’t think the government likes the public having too loud a voice.

And you mentioned as well, the Mobility Roadshow.

Yes.

Tell me a little bit more about that.

The Mobility Roadshows were started in... now when did I learn to drive? In the
1980s: I think ’84. The first roadshow was run by the Department of Transport, and
run at the Research Laboratory in Crowthorne. You’re going to ask me where
Crowthorne is...

I think it’s Berkshire, isn’t it?
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Berkshire. I know it’s quite a difficult place to get at, but the advantage is it had a
private road circuit, and the idea was that disabled people... it’s held over two, three
days, and for these three days disabled people can go and test-drive already adapted
cars on a closed road circuit. Now this [was] almost unique to be able to test-drive an
adapted car before you drive it, and it really is a great thing, and for some years, the
Department of Transport ran these roadshows every two years. As I say, I went to the
first one, and I test-drove the Metro which I had learned on, but the one at the show
had power steering, which I’d never experienced, and on the strength of that test-drive,
I decided to have a Metro with power steering. And also at the show, there are various
companies who would do adaptations, and in the case of power steering, you can have
your hand-strength measured, and there are also other firms offering wheelchairs and
scooters, and a huge range of mobility equipment. And after a few years, the
Department of Transport decided it would like to off-load this, and a charity called
Mobility Choice was created, and the whole purpose [rustling sound] of Mobility
Choice is to run the roadshow. And we have recently changed it from every two years
to every year, and in fact last year we experimented with running a second roadshow
in the same year, this time in Scotland, and I’m desperately looking for the date,
because I was invited to... oh! Trustee: there it is. The charity was set up in 1997.

And your involvement in Homeshare – what...

Well Homeshare is a charity that was set up to enable older people, in the first
instance, to go on living in their own homes, even after they got to the state where
they either needed physical help, or companionship. And Homeshare introduced both
the householder: now that doesn’t necessarily mean ‘house-owner’, you’ve just got to
have your own home, rented or owned, and you need to have a spare room, but
provided you’ve got a spare room to offer to someone, the idea is they interview you
to see what your needs are and what your interests are, and then they look for a
younger person who would like to live rent-free, and they look for someone with
similar interests, or someone you can get on with, and the deal is they live in your
home rent-free, and in exchange they give you around 10 hours’ assistance a week,
which is not a bad deal. And in my case, they put my socks and boots on in the
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morning, because I can no longer reach my own feet very easily. They also take them
off in the evening. They do up any buttons I might have, and this has enabled me to
get out of tee-shirts and jumpers, which I lived in for twenty or more years,
consistently. I can now wear blouses and feel a bit smarter for it, and they also do
some of the shopping, and cook the main meal for me.

And so, for yourself then, Valerie, how long have you had a home-share arrangement?

I think I joined Homeshare around 1997, or ’8. I see that I became a Trustee in 1998,
and I think I was invited onto the Board fairly soon after I’d begun to use the service.
I’m younger than most of the house-holders, or I was, but they have recently started
what they call ‘A Young Enable Project’, where they are helping younger people, a
lot of them with MS [multiple sclerosis] in particular, and if you need more than 10
hours’ work, then home-share is still possible. It is co-ordinated with other services,
but having the home-sharer sleeping in the house, does provide a considerable degree
of security.

And is it a national scheme, as such, Valerie?

No, sadly, it’s only in London. It tried to go national, and it didn’t succeed. There are
little independent home-share charities. I think there’s still one in Bristol, and one in
Brighton: whether the one in Oxford is still going, I don’t know. There’s a successful
one in Hertfordshire. These were all originally part of Homeshare, but when we joined
forces with KC Carers, which was a charity based in Kensington and Chelsea, hence,
‘KC’, they required ‘Homeshare’ to spin off the ones that were not in London. It uses,
in the main, young people from overseas – largely Australia, New Zealand and South
Africa. I can’t understand why, but the home-sharer’s concept doesn’t seem to have
taken root among the young British. I think it would be an excellently marvellous way
to pay off student debt just after graduation, and even to save up for a deposit, but for
some reason it hasn’t, on the whole, appealed. It seems to me a brilliant idea, that just
has not managed to take off in a big way, but I think it has enormous potential.
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And looking back at all your committee and voluntary involvement, Valerie, how do
you now view all of that work?

I hope that I have helped disabled people to become more of the mainstream. I have
not been an activist, in terms of thinking that it’s wonderful to be disabled. I’ve never
felt that it is wonderful, but I do believe we have a proper place to take in the
mainstream of society, and we shouldn’t be second-class citizens, and I think I have
helped in the early stages. I think there’s a long way to go. I don’t claim to have had
enormous breakthroughs, but in a fairly small way I think I’ve carried the thing
forward, and I’ve gained much more satisfaction from my committee work, than I did
in working in libraries.

And, of course, during your time, just to return to The Spastics Society and Scope: as
well as the name change in London, the headquarters of The Spastics Society (soon to
be Scope) changed,

Yes.

bringing the headquarters into the very borough that you were living

Yes.

into Islington.

Well, in case you feel that that was in any way nepotism, or about my personal benefit,
I would point out that that happened after I left the Executive. But I did protest for
many years, about the headquarters in Park Crescent. It had a beautiful facade. It was
on a very low rent but I used to say that it was ‘the most spastic-proof building that it
was possible to find.’ That was a slight exaggeration, but it was, physically, a most
unsuitable building.
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But, we should, while we’re talking of Scope as well, Valerie, mention I think of a
particular fact about your membership of the Executive Council, you were keen to
include.

Yes, I just wanted to put on the record, and it’s another way in which Scope has
developed: I was the first cerebrally-palsied Vice Chair that The Spastics Society
had... says she, desperately looking for dates... I can’t at the moment give you the
dates, sorry, but I was Vice Chairman of the Society, and I was called ‘Vice
Chairman’ and it was The Spastics Society. I held that position for three years. I was
proud of it, but it is indicative of the attitude in, I think it was in the eighties: whether
it was deliberate or not, I felt that the Society kept very quiet about this. It felt as if it
was being kept secret. I don’t think it really was, I think it was simply indicative of
the attitude: and I see the dates were 1986 to 1989. Nobody thought it was worth
publicising. I did. I thought it would have helped the image. I couldn’t say, ‘Why
don’t you make a song and dance?’ because I felt this would have looked like selfpublicity. I still think it was a pity. [Creaking chair.]

[End of Tape 19 Side B]
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Valerie we thought today, then, we first of all cover your latest voluntary involvement.
Could you tell us about that?

Yes. A few months ago, Anita Loring of the International Cerebral Palsy Society,
which is known as ICPS, asked me whether I would be prepared to stand for election
to the European Disability Forum, which she said met four times a year in various
parts of Europe. And she asked me to be a counterweight to the sort of disability
activist lobby which had rather taken hold. And I said I would be prepared to stand,
but I have to admit, I said that on the assumption that since nobody in Europe really
knew who I was, I didn’t have a cat in hell’s chance of being elected, and it was a bit
of a shock, sitting in a meeting which was going to elect people, to realise that in my
grouping of European non-governmental bodies there were only 18 of us standing for
15 places, and my chances of election were therefore considerably higher than I had
assumed. So, I’ve been elected, as of June 2005, and I’ve been elected for four years.

And, [clears throat] excuse me. And so what will the work involve essentially?

I wish I knew. This is the first body to which I’ve been elected that doesn’t
immediately give you papers saying what it’s recently been doing, and what it’s got in
mind, and even when the next meetings are. I’ve managed, after a couple of weeks, to
elicit the dates of the next three meetings, or the approximate dates of the meeting
after next. I find the whole thing [coughs] quite extraordinary. They tell me that, if I
look on the web I will find all this out, but I honestly have checked the web, and I
found much less detail than I expected. I believe there are quite a number of subcommittees, but I can’t find much detail about those on the web. They said to me,
one’s concerned with transport that I feel, possibly, I ought to join but I haven’t been
able to trace that one yet.

So what is your view of organisations like this that work on a, well let’s say a panEuropean model, or representatives from different countries working together?
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I think it is useful, I think there is a place for co-operation, and for spreading the word
wider than one country: and speaking from remarkably little knowledge, I’m hoping
to make contact with one or more other British members, and I think if I could get
together with someone who’s been there longer, I would find out more. I’m feeling
very much at sea. I’m also feeling that the likelihood is that I’m not going to make
myself particularly popular, because the few speeches I did hear at the one board
meeting I’ve now attended, some of them I would take issue with. They seemed to be
carrying logic a bit too far. One man was speaking about the rights of people with
schizophrenia, and saying that it was wrong to limit their rights and their activities in
any way, and I felt sorry for a woman who was there, representing the families of
people with schizophrenia, because she got up and said, ‘That’s all very well but our
lives are completely disrupted,’ and it was fairly clear that hardly anyone in the room
heard what she said; they just didn’t take it in, because it was not conforming to this,
to me, slightly blinkered view of human rights. The fact that one person’s human
rights can at times trample on somebody else’s human rights, I felt, wasn’t being
taken into account: and because it was my first meeting, and because I believe in
principle, in getting my feet on the ground before I start speaking in a new situation, I
didn’t take issue. But I can say, in the future, I might take issue and I might be seen as
being somewhat old-fashioned, but so be it.

And is this your first major contact then, on a European scale with organisations and
representatives from other European countries?

Except in so far as, over the years, I’ve attended four or five international cerebral
palsy society events. It’s my first contact with a pan-disability movement. I’m really
not sure whether I’m going to be useful. I hope I am, but, at this precise moment I feel
I’ve got an awful lot of learning and orientation to do.

And what was the working language that was used?
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Well that was another problem in that the speaker is amplified in whatever language
he or she was speaking. There was simultaneous translations into English, French and
German, and you could have an earpiece, but I found it virtually impossible to cope
with a loud speaker in one language in one ear, and an English interpretation in the
other ear. I may be able to get ear-plugs, but as a first effort I found it very difficult to
cope with two ears giving me different languages. So most of the time I was following
the palentypist, who was typing an English script but since he or she was following
the English translation, what appeared on screen was sometimes a little strange.

And from your discussions with other delegates from other countries, what are your
impressions of the other societies in so far as, well perhaps disability legislation,
disability awareness, this kind of thing?

I’ve only attended the one Annual General Assembly. I haven’t learnt enough to have
any views. I know that in the field of cerebral palsy, Britain has tended to be towards
the forefront, but I don’t know about other lands. Although the European Disability
Federation is not an EU [European Union] body, in that it gets a grant from the EU
but it’s not an offshoot, nevertheless it does seem to have used the EU boundaries as
its own boundaries.

And you mentioned that you were sponsored there, or nominated by the International
Cerebral Palsy Society – what has been your involvement in that society?

I have known its general secretary, Anita Loring, for many years. I regard her very
much as a friend. I have spoken to conferences for them on three or four occasions.
Once, on the important role as I saw it, of the parents, particularly of young children,
encouraging them not to be overawed by the professionals, because they tend to know
their own child better than anyone else. I think twice at various stages I talked about
the problems of ageing. This year, only a few weeks ago, I went to speak about homesharing. But I’d better correct myself: although Anita did sponsor me and although
she is Secretary General of the ICPS, she was sponsoring me in her role as secretary
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of the European Cerebral Palsy Association, because they have an offshoot of ICPS
which is purely European, and that’s who I’m representing.

And what is the role of the Association; the role of the Society as well?

Oh, IPCS is mainly an educational role to spread good practice. They hold numerous
seminars on various aspects of cerebral palsy, and each seminar they get speakers on
particular topics, so that really it is so that countries where less has been known or
done, can learn from others or can indeed pass on their views, so it’s spreading
various messages. I think there, that’s their main role. They do take out, to various
countries, teams of teachers and/or therapists to give actual teaching or therapy
practice, but I think they do that less often, but that’s part of their educative role.

And in terms of pursuing a particular priority, what, for therapy, is the view of the
International Cerebral Palsy Society about particular emphasises with physiotherapy?

Well I think they are very much in favour of getting as much therapy as possible,
because I think it’s generally accepted that children with cerebral palsy benefit most
from therapy if they can have it fairly early on. But therapy is at different stages in
different countries, and that I think is the role of, or the object of, holding conferences
and seminars around the world, is just to spread ideas about. People are free to take
them up or not as they wish.

And in these sorts of forums, what do you believe, let’s say, yourself bring in
particular to these kinds of international set-ups?

I simply bring the views of somebody who lives with it. I’ve always believed that I’m
not claiming to know better than professionals; I just bring a different viewpoint.

[End of Tape 20 Side A.]
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I had got ahead of myself a bit. I was saying (before the dog interrupted) that
disability vis-à-vis religion has been a problem to me, but if I can go back a bit from
when I left Welburn Hall School... I then came to London to attend the Bobath Clinic,
and in order to do that, I lived in a Roman Catholic Convent, and in order to establish
in the nuns’ minds that I did have an active, practising faith, I went every week round
the corner to the local Church of England. So, in one way and another, my churchgoing was established quite early on: perhaps for negative reasons, but it did become a
regular part of my life, and always has been.

And have you had, in the Church, much contact with other people with experience of
disability at all?

No I haven’t, interestingly enough. I’ve tended to be the only person there, certainly,
with cerebral palsy. Sometimes there have been one or two older people, confined to
wheelchairs: not often. I’ve tended to be the only one with a visible disability. And
when the family were moved to Beckenham we were visited very early by the vicar,
who encouraged me to join a youth group called ‘The Caleb Club’, which had talks on
the Tuesday evening, and sporting activities on the Saturday evening, and then we all
went off together to the evening service on the Sunday. So I did get to know people
through Christ Church, but it was a very earnest, evangelical church, where people
were inclined to come up to you and say, ‘Have you been saved, yet?’ and I always
felt somewhat on the edge. I never did have a Damascus Road experience. I felt that,
while I did make some good friends, and one of those I still see occasionally, I think a
lot of people were slightly unsure of how to cope. I just felt on the edge of that group;
and again, when I went to Dartford College, I joined the Christian Union there but
again I felt uneasy. I was on the edge because people didn’t quite know how to… I
knew how to cope; I don’t think they were at ease. It wasn’t till I went to LSE [The
London School of Economics] and I was met by a friend who’d been asked to look
out for me by one of her school teachers, and she duly managed to find me in that
mass of people, and she said, ‘You will join the Anglican Society, won’t you?’ and,
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thinking it was another Christian Union-type group I said, ‘Yes of course,’ so I was
swept from my evangelical low-church of Christ Church into this really rather quite
High Anglican world. And although I found the ritual a little mind-boggling, I think
that was the first time I felt really at home, because the wonderful thing about the LSE
people was that they were not in the least anxious. I was just welcomed in and
accepted, and I learnt the new ritual and I came to like it; and later on I ended up at a
church, after University. After I’d met Austen at University College, I adopted his
church, [St Mark’s, Myddleton Square in Islington] which was middle-of-the-road
and in churchmanship, I’d found my niche, and some of the congregation there were a
bit uneasy but I made some very good friends, who weren’t in the least anxious, and I
settled there quite happily. [Coughs.]

So, when you talk of people’s reaction – different congregations, different groups – do
you feel that people then were reacting to you as a new arrival, or to you as somebody
with a disability? What was causing people’s reaction, do you feel?

I think, whenever I enter a new group there are some people who are worried about
not comprehending my speech. I think, I haven’t really considered it before, but I
think just as I find disability in the context of a loving God a bit of a problem, I
suspect it can also be a stumbling block for other people too. But I settled down at St
Mark’s, and I was there for 20 years, and I was elected to its Parochial Church
Council, and from there I represented that with Austen on the Deanery Synod, and on
the Area Synod, so I was playing quite a part in the church’s governmental structure.
I don’t think I was a very political animal there, but I think I was bringing the views
of a disabled woman to a wider audience. I was being seen in a wider context, and I
think, when you think this is 20, 15 years ago, [in fact it started about 35 years ago]
that probably had its role, you know: just to be seen to be taking a full part. And
certainly, while it took the Deanery Synod a little while to get used to me, and I’m on
it again now, I don’t feel anybody has drawn back. I have become part of the scenery,
which I think is a good thing. Interestingly enough, and this was later on when I was
representing my current church at Deanery Synod, they were desperate to find
somebody to go onto Diocesan Synod, because it’s not a popular task, so I was one of
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two women who said we would do it. The Diocesan Synod was… I was going to say
an ‘interesting experience’. It was a pretty awful experience actually, but I think
mainly because of group dynamics. It was... Diocesan Synod is a very large body
representing the whole of the London Dioceses. It must have over a hundred
members: it certainly felt like a couple of hundred, though it might not be that great. I
think I was on it for three years, [1997-2000] and during that time I think two people I
didn’t know beforehand actually spoke to me. The rest completely ignored me.
Nobody offered to get me coffee, nobody said, ‘How are you?’ I felt totally ostracised.
My own analysis of the situation, which is why I speak about ‘group dynamics’; I
believe it was so big, and there were so many little groups of friends or people who
knew each other, it became nobody’s responsibility to befriend somebody they didn’t
know, and because my speech is how you hear, I feel inhibited from going up to any
group of people talking and breaking into it, so I was effectively ostracised for three
years. At the end of my term, I wrote to the Bishop of London, and I said - [dog barks.]
Can you? [Break in recording.] Is this going? I said to him in the letter that
‘accessibility was about more than just step-free venues and accessible toilets’, and I
really thought the Church and the Diocesan Synod ought to get used to the idea that
disabled people had a full part to play, and I got a very nice letter back from him. He
had been one of the few people who’d been willing to speak to me, and at the end of
my last meeting, when we were all leaving, he recognised my back view and tapped
me on the shoulder, and said, ‘Thank you’ for my letter, which I thought was amazing,
to put a figure that he didn’t particularly know together with a letter that he’d had
some weeks in advance. But I found the London Diocesan Synod a very
uncomfortable experience, but although it has a lot of lay members, I think it also has
more than its share of elderly clerics, who couldn’t see why somebody like me would
think they had a contribution to make. That may be dismissing them too harshly:
that’s what I felt, so the lesson I’ve taken away from that, is that I try not to get
myself onto bodies of more than about 30. I’ve decided, in a group of 30 or less, I can
make myself known as a person, and be recognised as having something to say. But
arbitrarily, I have decided that groups of over 30 are a bit large, too large for me to
tackle, and I’ve reached the age where I just can’t be bothered to fight this battle all
over again, because in many ways, establishing yourself as an individual with views
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to be heard is something I’ve had to do each time I’ve entered a new group. And
while I’ve succeeded numerous times, in some ways it feels like fighting the same
battle over and over again, and I just can’t be bothered to fight it in arenas where the
odds are as long as they were in the Diocesan Synod.

In group dynamics, and in any particular group of people, what do you think is
informing the group dynamics, in terms of their potential negative reaction, as you
may have found?

I think it’s a validation thing for people to group together with like-minded souls who
can pat each other on the back, and can agree over issues, be they large or small. I
think people feel at home in small groups. I think, when you get bodies of –

[End of Tape 20 Side B]
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I think groups in a hundred break into smaller groups of a size where people can be
comfortable. Naively, I think I expected the London Diocesan Synod to behave with
Christian spirit but, I think that was naïve. I think most people who get elected to a
body like that, or indeed onto the General Synod (which is the top body, and which I
have no aspirations to), I think at those levels, church politics and church finances
take over and I think the milk of human kindness has tended to drop out of the picture.
It is, at that level, politics. And I think (what was this? Possibly 10 years ago) the
Elders of the Church in London saw me simply as a disabled laywoman, and I think
they actually thought I was trying to interfere. I don’t think they saw somebody like
me as having a role, and, intriguingly, on my last meeting, a young woman came to
speak to me, and she had both her wrists and hands in braces. I don’t know what her
problem was exactly, but, she said it was a painful condition, and although she was
walking perfectly normally and had perfectly unaffected speech, she said she too had
been totally ignored. Whether, in some basic way it goes back to the Old Testament
view that you need to be perfect to serve the Church, I hate to think it’s that visceral,
but I think when a group is large enough for each individual to think it could be left to
somebody else to break the ice, the ice never gets broken, and, as I say, the lesson I
learnt was not to attempt to break into such a group. That’s the cowards’ way, I know,
but I allowed myself to make that rule for my future action because I thought, in my
late, late fifties I’d got the excuse for seeking the slightly easier option, and I think
these tough matters of breaking in were frankly, well not European (?), not to be
wanted. I don’t see why I should bother with that any more. I’ve left it to younger
people.

And to what extent have you been aware of debate within the Church about, in
particular I suppose, the Church of England’s reaction to disability and people with
disabilities?

I, for a short time, was part of a body called CHAD (Church Action on Disability),
where it produced a magazine, and its raison d’être was to make churches and church
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life accessible to disabled people. I think it had, and in fact where it was known, it ran
short of money, and I dropped off (quite literally) it’s editorial board because in the
effort to save money it said it was going to go into a virtual editorial board, and I
never got asked to do any more. So I’ve lost touch with it, but I think CHAD had an
influence. I think the Disability Discrimination Act, which is requiring churches to
make themselves accessible, that will have a far-reaching influence because it will
really force churches to have ramps, and loops, and larger texts, and that sort of thing.
What I didn’t say earlier on is after I’d been at St Mark’s for 20 years I had a serious
disagreement with the then new young vicar, and we disagreed over the sexuality of
God. I said I thought God might possibly be beyond gender, and Father Jeremy told
me I was in total error, which I thought was a bit strong. So I’d often thought I would
be happier at a church called St James’s, which was about a mile and a half away, and
I tried it, and I was welcomed in and drawn into somebody’s pew, and I have felt
more at home at St James’s than anywhere else. I’ve joined the PCC [Parochial
Church Council]. I’m again on the Deanery Synod. I type the weekly pew sheet. I feel
very much part of the gang, if you like. It is an inclusive church and when it came to
considering access, the architect recommended that we put in a lift up to the level of
the alter rail and I discouraged this, because I felt very few people would want to risk
the noise of a lift, half-way through the congregation receiving Communion, and
instead (because I encouraged Father Evans to give it more thought) we now receive
communion at the bottom of the Sanctuary steps, and it is inclusive, because
everybody can get there. I think it’s a better solution. I didn’t want the church to pay
several thousand pounds for a lift, and then find that nobody would use it.

And you’ve found in your experience of church life, different congregations, different
churches, not just subtle differences in atmospheres and nuance, but actual
perceivable differences then?

Oh yes, very perceivable differences. I don’t think towards disability in particular. I
think St James’s is so welcoming, or I feel it to be welcoming because it welcomes
everybody. Father Evan is openly gay, and it’s not something that is flaunted, it’s not
an issue, but because he is inclusive in his viewpoint and because he welcomes
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whoever wishes to come, I think a proportion of the congregation has come to that
church in particular, because of its inclusive nature and, in particular, because of him.
And, for instance, the day my father died and this is nothing to do with disability, it
was a bereavement suffered by a parishioner, Father Evan found time to come and
visit that day. Now that meant a lot to me, and it strengthened my attachment to the
church and to his ministry. I think an inclusive church is one that includes everyone,
and, in fact, I’m beginning to get involved in the gay issue myself, even though I’m
not myself gay, but I think there is quite a lot in common with the people who have
found it difficult to accept disabled people as part of the community, are often the
same people who find it difficult to contemplate gay people having a normal part.
And I think just as people no longer usually believe the biblical teaching that people
with epilepsy, and probably cerebral palsy, are ‘inhabited by the devil or demons’,
which is how the Bible describes them, I think that the biblical view of homosexuality
is probably now, should be consigned to history.

And to what extent is there an ongoing debate within the Church, a theological debate
if you will, about disability?

I don’t know. Only last Sunday in his sermon there was a statement made, about the
late Pope writing to the late Cardinal of Westminster, Basil Hume, talking about his
cancer as being ‘something that God had permitted him to endure’, and I took issue
with the preacher over this because it immediately raised my hackles, as suggesting
that illness and disability are imposed as tests by God. I’m supersensitive about this.
The unfortunate preacher naturally said that wasn’t what he had intended to say, but I
told him, ‘That was what I had heard, and if that was really what he meant, I would
leave the church and never come back.’ Naturally he backtracked fast, but I think
there is still a thread running through the Church. I think I have many times heard
preachers set out to, in sermons, asking, ‘Why pain, and why illness, and why
disability?’ They have never come up with an answer to the questions they posed – an
answer that I find comfortable with. I’ve found my own answer, but it’s not
something I’ve read anywhere. My own answer is that it is part of the evil that is in
the world. It is, if you like, dealt out by the force of evil. I resist, entirely, any idea
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that it is dealt by a good God. To me, it can’t be God-imposed. So long as I can cope
with the idea of indiscriminate evil, I can’t cope with the idea of disability being part
of a grand test. It comforts me. It may not please everyone, but it’s my own solution
to my own problem.

[End of Tape 21 Side A]
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So today Valerie, it’s the 1st July, and we thought today we’d cover holidays.
Holidays have always been important to you have they?

Well yes. I remember, particularly during my school life of course, holidays were
vital because that was when I went home. But as a child growing up I can remember
summer holidays mainly on the Northumbrian coast; a little place called Beadnell
Harbour, where my grandmother had a holiday cottage. So those are my early summer
holiday memories, where it was very beautiful, and usually pretty cold.

And so this would be first of all would it, through the years of the Second World War,
or - ?

Yes, it would. During the war itself we were not allowed on to the beach because that
had barbed wire entanglements, but we went back onto the beach as soon as the war
ended, and the mines were cleared and the barbed wire was mainly cleared. I have
vague memories that one would come across bits of it for years afterwards, and I
actually finally learnt to walk on the beach, so that may perhaps be partly the reason
that beaches mean quite a lot to me. The Northumbrian coast has lovely long, sandy
beaches; good for walking on and good for falling on, because you don’t get
particularly hurt.

This is where they particularly, you know, the sand as you say before had enough
support and

Yes.

Yet was soft enough to...

Yes.
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... and I suppose, did you find as well in the immediate years following the war that
not only were the beaches then opened again, but back came again all of the
associated goings on, as it were? The shops and -

Well Beadnell Harbour is a very quiet little place. My aunt ran the only café in the
village or… Yes, Beadnell was made up of two [dog barks] Shh! Sugar! [Dog barks.]
Sugar, stop. Do you want to go back? It has Beadnell village proper, where we really
only went if we attended church and then Beadnell Harbour must be half a mile, or
even a mile away, and it really was houses or cottages along the road, down to the
beach. And there was a fishing harbour at the time which had two large lime kilns,
which were, I don’t know how long before they’d been operated, I never saw them
working but, they were part of the picture and... my aunt painted a picture of the
beach with the lime kilns; and it’s very picturesque. Tends not to be too crowded,
partly because it has a prevailing northeast wind.

And so this was particularly, you know, during sort of childhood years that you used
to go there was it? And -

Yes. We went there each year for summer holidays. It was a lovely area and I’ve been
back once since, with Austin, and it’s still very beautiful. And it hasn’t, well I think I
went in the last year when it would have still looked the same, because either that year
or the next year, the farm which was on the edge of the Beadnell harbour bit was sold
for development and that, I think I heard, that was going to have 400 houses put up
and that would have doubled the size of the village, so I think it really would change
the character, and I haven’t been back since.

And do you remember, you know, as I say the summers; was the sun always shining?

I actually remember that we used to climb up through the sand dunes, looking for a
spot out of the wind because the dunes were very good windbreaks, if you could find
the right angle. And I can also remember the particular sound of the wind, whistling
round the cottage, so I do remember it not being particularly warm, but I - [Dog
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barks]. Sorry. [Dog growls.] Sugar! Come here. I’m afraid the postman’s around and
she’s hearing rattling going on. But my memories are happy. As I say, I finally found
my balance, the summer that I was six. I had walked in the house before, and very
well one day, and then the next day, I’d forgotten how to maintain my balance and it
wasn’t till that summer holiday on the beach that I finally walked for good, if you like,
but it was a matter of finding out how to keep my balance. And I think walking at the
age of six was extremely fortunate because I think, if one gets above that age one
tends to have become tall enough to fear falling, whereas I didn’t. I didn’t anticipate
falling and really my confidence was maintained (even though I fell regularly). It’s
only began to go in fairly recent years. What, three [telephone rings.] Oh. [Break in
recording.]

So do you remember Valerie, that summer then, aged six [clears throat], do you
remember still the experience, the feeling of walking?

I have to admit my memories are very vague. I think I remember a day, a month or
two earlier, when I had suddenly set off, and ran... walked round my grandparents’
house in Huddersfield. And I have a very vague memory of excitement, of triumphant,
‘Look at me, and see what I’m doing.’ The beach I think I might have taken more for
granted, if you like. My parents were very thrilled. I think they had been pretty
downcast when, on the first occasion, I couldn’t repeat it the next day. I suspect that at
Beadnell they played it down a little more: but the family tradition has it that the open
sand and the possibility of tripping up, without hurting my knees, was an important
factor, and I think they had been extremely hopeful [laughs] because they’d managed
to take and secrete in my aunt’s café the doll’s pram that had been bought, some… I
think Granny had bought it actually on the outbreak of war but it had been kept
hidden, until such time as I learnt to walk. And this was produced for me as a reward
and an encouragement, so they must have been very hopeful, but I have to say that it
probably meant more to them than to me. I think at that age, a child is more accepting
of what is.
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And then, you know, as the years followed, you didn’t go there so much did you? You
did you go to other places in particular?

Well no, we did in fact go on going to Beadnell until I was, what, in my early teens;
13, 14. But no, the holidays I was going to talk about were mainly holidays I’d taken
as an adult. My first solo holiday I remember taking was the summer I turned 18,
when I had been living in the convent in London for six months, and I’d made friends
with a Belgian physiotherapist, who invited me to go and stay with her. So I did. I
went by air. My parents saw me to the [pause] airport Sorry. We checked in, and then
when I had to go through passport control they left me, and when I look back on it, it
was quite something, to expect to do all that without being accompanied. But the
British Airways… my, was it BA then? It might even have been BEA: British
European Airways. But anyway they were very good; they provided a wheelchair and
conveyed me to the aircraft and my friend met me at the other side. And I decided,
going by air was really the easy way to travel, and I did travel unaccompanied all over
the place, right up until possibly 10 years ago, eight, even less, when my confidence
began to deteriorate a little bit. But that holiday in Brussels was my first foreign
holiday, and then after that the next big [sound of pages being turned] adventure was
June 1975, and I went to Canada and the US – again to stay with friends and these
were friends I’d made while I was a student. I stayed with Ann in Ottawa, and I flew
to Montreal that time, and her mother met me and I remember the Canadian
immigration people being really quite intimidating, taking me off to an interview
room and trying to interview me in French but I refused to co-operate and said in
English, because I was pretty sure even then that they were bilingual and they were of
course, but they wanted to be quite certain that I had a ticket out of the country before
they’d let me in. And that happened twice on that trip; so ever since then, when I go to
Canada, I take a written statement in both English and French, saying where I’m
going and what I’m doing, and that satisfies them.

And when you’ve been, particularly abroad, but generally as well... for you then,
holidays are not just perhaps the destination, but getting there as well, as part of the...?
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As I say, I decided right from the beginning that flying was a fairly easy way of
getting around, because one’s luggage is taken care of. I find the packaging of airline
food difficult, but I used to get the cabin crew to deal with that. I nearly came unstuck
one year when I was visiting two sets of friends in America and flying between them I
was held up by a storm and lost my connection, and arrived in… where was it? Dallas
Fort Worth I think, in the early hours of the morning, and the crew, uniquely in my
experience, because I don’t think they’d been told until then that I needed help, they
refused to give me any help, and they just got off the plane and left me. And I’ve
always remembered my friend, Cathey, appearing at the cabin door and saying, ‘I saw
those crew get off so I reckoned you must be in trouble.’ And, okay, it was an internal
flight but I’ve remembered that since 9/11, because she, not being a passenger, was
able to get onto the aircraft with no trouble at all and take me off, and we had to
wander by ourselves, right through the airport with nobody taking any interest. I
imagine the American security is tighter now but it certainly was very lax in those
days.

And how did you get your bags off the aircraft?

I suppose we went down to the baggage hall and got them. It was late at night and I
was very tired having had quite a long journey between New York and Colorado, with
this hiccup in the middle, and she must have collected my bags, I suppose I’d pointed
them out. And then I remember nobody would get us a buggy, so I had to walk to the
garage where she’d left her car, and I remember she’d lost her car, she couldn’t
remember where she’d parked it, and she had to prop me up against a wall while she
went to find the car. But she found it and she found me again and she had thoughtfully
booked us into a nearby motel so that we didn’t have to go very far. And she coped,
but that is because she’s a woman who doesn’t brook opposition. But [rustling noise]
this must have been at least 10 years, 15 years before 9/11, but I thought of it through
the 9/11 trauma, and to me it’s an illustration that it really probably wasn’t very
difficult for the terrorists to get on to the aircraft because at that time internal flying
was seemed to be more or less like getting on a bus.
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And generally, in the air travel in particular that you’ve done, how have you found
the level of service, the level of understanding?

On the whole, very good. On the whole, the cabin crew have been extremely helpful. I
remember on another internal flight in America, I’d been down to see friends in San
Francisco, and I was flying back to other friends in Seattle, and I happened to be
seated next to an unaccompanied child of about six or eight, who took one look at me,
or maybe she heard my voice, and she dissolved into tears; not to say hysterics, and it
was instantly clear to me that if she was frightened of me. There was nothing I could
say with my speech that would calm her down, so all I could do was persuade the
cabin staff to get me into a different seat. And I was sufficiently anxious by what was
going on that my speech was not at its clearest, and it took me a little while to convey
to the woman that, even though her aircraft was packed solid, she had got to exchange
me with another passenger. And I did convince her, and she did find someone to
change seats, and within minutes, when I looked round the child was quite happy, so
it had worked. But I remember leaving the aircraft, and being met with by my friend,
another Cathy, who had brought her son with her. And Scot, at that time, was maybe
was only four or five, but he was leaping up and down saying ‘Val, oh Val,’ and it
was, it was such a sort of curative thing, to have this child...

[End of Tape 22 Side A]
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OK.

He really was a lovely little boy, and he did restore my confidence at that moment.
My speech has been, all my life, my biggest disability, and it is upsetting when people
either can’t understand and assume that I’m not saying anything intelligent, or as on
this occasion are actually frightened. Because I can see what’s happening I can, if you
like, sympathise. But I can’t put it right; except on that occasion, fortunately there was
an obvious solution.

I suppose in that sort of a circumstance it’s a matter of people with a disability having
sort of a ready reaction; not perhaps taking it too personally or being able to seek out
ways in which people can understand, that it’s just that sort of mechanisms that
people have to try and adopt I suppose to combat negative reaction.

Why - [dog growls and barks. Break in recording.] OK now. Before we were
interrupted, we were talking about children’s reactions, really. I am convinced that if
one can explain to children what the difference is, they will usually accept it and be
quite OK. My problem on that occasion was that it was largely my speech that had
upset her and I didn’t think that it was helpful to try and make this frightened,
unaccompanied child calm down enough to listen. And I thought, on that occasion,
the simplest solution was to get the two of us separated, and I’m in no doubt that was
the sensible course then. Had I got clear speech, I’d have tackled it differently. It
annoys me. It hasn’t happened for a long time, but it used to be quite common, that I
would hear children asking questions in my vicinity, and mothers hushing them up.
Now, again, had I got better speech, I would have tackled that, but I have felt at a
great disadvantage because until I can convince people that they can understand what
I’m saying then offering explanations is not very effective.
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And in your travels, particularly perhaps your travels to America, what have your
observations been about the built environment; the way in which perhaps the
buildings have been made more easy to access?

I have always found access much better in America, and attitudes in general much
better. I’ve always thought that, [coughs] partly it could be the result of the Vietnam
War (I’ve never found anyone to agree with me because they say the Vietnam
veterans were not well regarded), but I suspect that having a sudden influx of young
men who had known able-bodied life, suddenly disabled, I think this large number all
occurring within a fairly short time were more vociferous than disabled people had
been before. And I do think the Vietnam War, okay, coming after the Second World
War, but I think that large group of disabled people, who knew very well what life
could be like were more ready to insist on change than had been the normal disabled
population. Anyway, that’s my theory but by the time I began to visit the States in the
mid seventies (and I visited the States on a number of occasions in the seventies and
eighties), I found it much more accessible physically. I also found that the service
ethic, where a lot of people had waited at table or served in shops as part of working
their way through college, service is not looked down upon in the way that it often is
here. And if I want my sandwiches cut up or made in a different fashion, that is no
problem, and they’re quite willing to do odd things, carry my food or bring my coffee
to the table or... and these slightly unusual requests were met quite matter of factly
and I found it all very refreshing. And in the early days, I was quite willing to go
about in America and the Canadian capital, anyway Ottawa, I was quite happy to
wander round by myself with a confidence that if I needed help it would be
forthcoming. I was sent off by British friends in San Francisco (they were working
during the day), and they said, ‘Why don’t you go on the trams, the cable car?’ So off
I went, and they had big steps and they did stop more or less in the middle of the
roadway, they don’t pull in to the kerb, so you have to make your way out through the
traffic and get on and off. But you know, it had been suggested that I could manage,
so I managed, and it wasn’t till my friend met me off the last cable car on my way
home and I saw her turn deathly white as I stepped off this enormous step into the
flow of traffic, I saw her realise what she’d sent me off to do, that I thought that
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maybe it had been less than sensible. But I had managed. And the one time I got on a
cable car which was going up a steep hill, and there’d been no seat, and I’d been
hanging on to the upright pole, some man had put his arms right round me also to hold
on, so he was keeping me securely and, you know, to me this is America, people are
helpful and people accept need, when they meet it.

And in the street are you finding this to be the case as well? You know, if you like,
strangers if they see a need arising they will, you’re saying, more readily step in to
help?

I was more conscious of it there because, as I say, the pavements were sloped before
ours were, and buildings are more accessible but I was more aware that help that I
asked for came quite without any question. But I don’t want to give the impression
that I don’t get help here. I said for years that, ‘If you have to be disabled, make
bloody sure that you’re a woman and not a man,’ because I think being a disabled
woman is socially easier. I play, in my mind. I make it a game. I play the role of being
a helpless little woman, and I find I can get the help I need by playing that role. I
think it’s harder for men who have to deal with the question of whether or not they
should be providing help and I’ve known disabled men who have not had the help
needed as readily as I have had. For instance, when I fall over someone always helped
me up off the pavement. When Bill Hargreaves used to fall over he was constantly
telling the story of how people used to step over him. Now I’ve never had that. I think
it is partly, or maybe largely, being female. It is partly, I think, that I put out vibes
which say, ‘Help me,’ but whatever it is I’ve been fortunate since I decided at the age
of 20 that it was not demeaning to ask for help. Help has come along virtually
whenever I’ve needed it. I think it’s a mix of my attitude and, as I say, the fact that
I’m female.

And in your travels, both to the States and elsewhere, what kind of world view have
you gained from the travels that you’ve undertaken?
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Well they vary a lot. I’ve been very fortunate indeed; I’ve had lots of holidays. I’ve
had this friend, Austin, who has come up a number of times and since he retired, for
years and years, we went away together virtually every year. We’ve been to Italy,
we’ve been to Scotland, we’ve been to Israel, and we had a fascinating holiday…
[rustle of papers] I’ll find it somewhere... in the summer of ’94 to Syria and Jordan,
when we did take with us a friend of his, because I think we both realised Syria and
Jordan were going to be physically demanding, and I thought a second man to help lift
and push would help us both. So the three of us went, and it was fascinating. Jordan, I
didn’t notice any particular reaction to me, but Syria, I was very aware that I was
being disapproved of, because I was unveiled and a lot of their women were heavily
veiled. And I was being assisted by men, whereas in Syria the men were leading their
womenfolk around. It was fascinating – the men were wearing [beep sound] western
dress, but they would walk two or three feet ahead of the women, and I was quite
conscious of these veiled women giving me really very hostile glances. But that
holiday was a terrific success because I actually saw Petra, which is quite an
undertaking. Most people walk down a long incline. I went by horse and cart which
was quite frightening because the horses go at quite a rapid pace and the ground was
distinctly uneven, and I had to work very hard at not being bounced out of the cart.
However, I’ve seen Petra, and it is one of the sights, and I’m very proud of having
been there, and on the same... that was in Jordan and then we crossed over to Syria,
and we went on a day-long coach trip out into the desert to see a city which had been
built by the same people who built Petra and this was called Palmera. Now I could
only see the outer edges of Palmera because to see inside you’ve got to be able to
walk on very uneven ground, but again it’s beautiful.

And in terms of, you know, advance arrangements or indeed arrangements when
you’re at a location, as it were, on the day – how easy has that been to implement
over the years? Access arrangements: other details?

I’m afraid I’ve left all the planning to Austin, and he does make quite detailed
enquiries as to what is likely to be possible, and as I say we did take this second friend
with us too on that occasion because well neither Austin or I were getting any younger,
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and I did think having a younger man there... and it made a big difference. But no, I
think the truth is, there’s only a very limited amount you can do beforehand. As I say,
Austin is meticulous in the questions he asks and we talk to the tour leader, but the
tour leaders have been really very variable in the amount of assistance they’re willing
to give, and the parties vary: the parties themselves have been very variable. Some
have helped, and some have largely ignored us. But Austin and I went with a party to
Israel, to do a religious pilgrimage, and [break in recording].

OK.

We went to Israel on a religious pilgrimage with a group called Interchurch, and we
met the leader and his wife before we went. And it so happened that the leader’s wife
was a physiotherapist, and the first time we came to a long flight of steps she said to
Austin, ‘You and I will carry her up together,’ and she showed him how to do a twoperson lift, and it was a clever move because the other party members could not stand
back and watch a woman and an elderly man do this for very long. So after that they
formed relays and we got a lot of help on that holiday, more help then than we’d had
from other groups. I think it depends upon how well we seemed to be coping and how
open we are to help, and whether or not the other party members want to be bothered.
If they’re a pretty elderly group, they tend to stay out of it. If there are quite a number
of younger members, they probably feel they have to offer. It has been very variable.

And in so far as its discernable obviously perhaps be different in different countries
but we talked a little bit about the reaction from people in the States; but in other
countries what has been your estimation of the reaction to the different attitudes to
disability?

I think one of the most interesting sets of reaction was in Italy, when Austin and I
went to Venice. Now Venice is about as inaccessible as you can get, but it’s a very
beautiful city, and it was somewhere I particularly wanted to see, and we have in fact
been twice. And on the first occasion, Austin persuaded me, and I was exceedingly
reluctant, he persuaded me that it would be useful to have a chair. Now because I’d
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been taught to walk and a great deal had been made of this achievement, a wheelchair
represented regression to me so I argued and argued against this, and he just wouldn’t
hear any of my rationalisation, so I compromised. I forget whether I borrowed or
bought a second-hand buggy major, which folds up very nicely and is a light little
thing, and I forget when we first... oh, October 1982, which is over 20 years ago and I
weighed somewhat less then than -

[End of Tape 22 Side B]
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Sorry, I’ve forgotten where I left -

This was in, sort of, 1982.

Oh, our first visit to Venice when we took the dreaded buggy with us, because he
thought there would be a lot of standing around, waiting for vaporetti which are the
motor buses that: not buses, they’re like buses, the motor launches, the public
launches, that go from stop to stop, and you have to wait for these things just like
buses. [Coughs.] So we took the buggy, and he was so skilful at making this seem
quite everyday, that I found I didn’t feel silly sitting in it, and we used it a great deal
on that occasion. Now I know talking about ‘feeling silly’ is not PC [politically
correct], but it was a big mental hurdle for me, and I am very grateful to him for
making this transition emotionally feasible. And what I started out to say was, in
Venice you do not see people with disabilities because, to get round Venice (apart
from going on a vaporetti) you have to walk up and over bridges every few hundred
yards; even less. And I’ve watched the Venetians, walking along the street and up and
over and across bridges, and they do not appear to be conscious that they climbed up
and down steps: it’s just part of what they do, and they’re not aware of it. So,
introducing someone like me into this scene was unusual. And what we found
surprising was when Austin got me out of the buggy and he would walk me up to the
top of the bridge, and then he would go back down to fetch the buggy, and then repeat
the process for the second half of the bridge. Very often, when he looked back, he
would find someone was bringing the buggy after us, and time and time again this just
happened, so that, although the Venetians either kept their non-ambulant disabled
people indoors, or what we suspected was they exported them to the mainland in Italy,
where accessibility was a bit more normal. Although people in wheelchairs were not
seen round Venice, the Venetians were very willing to be extremely helpful, and
although I do not speak more than about ten words of Italian, I got quite good at
saying, ‘Mille grazie.’
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And in Venice, I suppose, particular circumstances applied there. Generally, what has
been your experience of encountering people from particular countries with apparent
visible disabilities?

[Pause.] I think it’s entirely variable. As I say, Syria was probably at one extreme
where I did not feel in the least welcome, but I was aware of breaking all sorts of
social taboos. Venice, as I say, where I would not have expected much assistance, it
was there in some abundance. We have also had holidays in other parts of Italy, where
it has not been as obvious that people were willing to assist, but I think our need has
been less obvious; we’ve been coping. On the other hand we have lived in hotels and
we’ve had meals in restaurants, and I’ve not felt in any way out of place. We went to
Dubrovnik soon after that war was ended. I didn’t feel particularly that people were
taking any notice. Dubrovnik I thought was beautiful, but I found the surrounding
countryside very sad, because it was almost totally denuded of livestock: no cats, no
dogs, virtually no livestock in the fields. But the war had been very bitter and it was
rather nightmarish to go past whole villages and burnt-out houses, so if they had
either eaten the animals or not been able to keep them alive, I think maybe it was
hardly surprising. But that I found quite a chilly aspect but I was not conscious that
people were particularly noticing me. It may be that I wear blinkers: I don’t look for
adverse reactions. The only really adverse reaction I have been aware of was in
Portugal and, I can’t remember the date, but it was only about two years after the
dictatorship ended in Portugal. That was not a holiday; that was a trip to an ICPS
conference.

International Cerebral Palsy Society [ICPS].

Yes, in Lisbon. And I was terribly conscious that week of being stared at everywhere I
went, because I made friends with another delegate and we went out into Lisbon quite
a lot, and everywhere I went, because I was chatting with her and my voice is not soft,
particularly quiet, and because I don’t walk well, people were staring. And what was
disturbing to me was they would turn round in the street and watch me go down the
road, and they would stare with blank, expressionless faces. And the humiliation of
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having that happen for a week, I found quite disturbing, and when I got home, for a
day I was unable to think coherently. I felt as if my mind was just tippling over and
over, and I wasn’t thinking coherently for about 24 hours, and I’m sure that was shear
reaction, because while I’d been there I’d been thinking, ‘Well, our job is public
education: they can jolly well cope.’ But the reason I particularly say that ‘it was
about two years after the revolution’, I think under the Salazar regime disabled people
had been very much kept out of sight and not approved of, and it was our job to be
visible. But it was taxing. And I think, even more than Syria, that I found very
draining, and that was my worst experience, and it was about 20 years ago, but... no
20 years before I could contemplate going back to Portugal, but when I finally did go
back to another ICPS conference I didn’t find the same reaction at all – it had
disappeared.

Those changes in attitudes, you know, 20 years later from lets say the mid-eighties to
now, and in other countries you’ve been to (we’ve talked about Venice) – to what
extent have encountered people with disabilities, actually living in the countries that
you visited?

Oh that’s a tough one. Well, in America obviously they’re more visible. I wouldn’t
like to try to name any particular country, because I can’t think, but in general my
impression of Europe and I’ve not been to North America now for about 10 years I
suppose, but certainly in Britain and Europe, over my adult life, I think one is seeing
more disabled people going round. I’m very much more aware of electric wheelchairs
in Britain; certainly in London. Very many more now than there used to be. I think
we’re just much more part of the community than we were when I was younger.

And of the places you’ve been, the different things you’ve done, the people you’ve met,
and the friends you’ve been with – if you had the opportunity, what of those particular
holidays would you like to take again or revisit again?

Oh crumbs. What I haven’t mentioned is, the annual holidays I had for six or seven
years, maybe longer, taking friends of mine to have a week in the Lake District,
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because my father left a house there and my sister took it over. I’m afraid I needed the
cash to buy my current home and she wanted to be able to make changes to the house
without consulting me at every turn, so it suited her to have the house completely. But
she gave me a week there every year, with whoever I chose to take, and I took a
variety of friends. But latterly I went with a couple of nun friends and a friend of
theirs, and the four of us would go together, and we had five or six holidays together,
though the Lake District again is a challenging place for someone with disabilities.
Obviously we couldn’t climb but with a car we could get to various beautiful spots
and we collected a range of sights we liked to see every year, and during this period
my sister and I managed to get there together once, which took quite a bit of arranging
because we usually went separately, but we met there together, in order to scatter our
parents’ ashes at one of our favourite spots. It was somewhere our parents had been
particularly fond of, called Tarn Hows, and a local clergyman (the warden of Rydal
Hall) came out and he conducted a beautiful service on a quiet morning, quite early
before there were many tourists. And after that, whenever I went on holiday, I could
go and sit in this spot. But I loved the Lake District. I’m sorry those holidays are
finished, but it became quite difficult for Margaret to organise the house at long range
so two or three years ago, very reluctantly but sensibly, she sold it. So I haven’t been
there for some time but I think possibly that is interesting in that we were able to
enjoy ourselves, even though the terrain at first glance seemed to me, well, was
challenging, but one just had to accept there was a lot we couldn’t do, but there was
still a lot we could do.

And have you been aware in Britain over the years, of efforts being made to make
particular sights more easy to access?

Oh I think they are. Yes, I think they are. For instance the National Trust did
designate a car park at Tarn Hows for disabled people where they could sit and
overlook the view. Unfortunately somebody then persuaded them to allow them to
plant trees just below this car park, in somebody’s memory, and the trees grew up and
completely blocked the view, and when I wrote and said that the said trees were
getting in the way, I was told they couldn’t be taken down because they were in
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somebody’s memory. Whether that was shear thoughtlessness, or whether somebody
had not liked the car park I don’t know, but they did build a vantage point [rustling
noise] for wheelchairs a little farther on, so if you were tough enough to get to the
vantage point, that is still a good outlook. But I do think we have to wrestle with a lot
of thoughtlessness, and lack of imagination. I know the disabled activists talk in terms
of ‘oppression’, I think, or maybe I like to think a lot of it is sheer thoughtlessness. I
would like to say before I finish, that last year I got as far as one can get. I flew to
New Zealand to visit an ex-home sharer, Eleanor and her mother Alison, and they
gave me three weeks touring round New Zealand, and I came back feeling that, if ever
my family wanted to emigrate to New Zealand, I’d be quite happy to go and live there.

It’s said to be similar to, the feeling anyway, of Britain perhaps in the 1950s, 1960s?

So it is said. I didn’t get that impression but I was impressed by the fact that they were
happy to give me their... Blue Badge equivalent for three weeks. Their accessibility is
very good; less so into private houses because a lot of those are raised either on stilts
or people tend to live above the ground floor, I think for reasons of possible flooding,
I don’t know. But the public buildings and the shops are extremely accessible, and
because there’s fewer people in quite a sizeable area, they’re more able to be
accommodating. Certainly their tourist areas had been made accessible and they were
very welcoming, and I had a lovely time, I really did. But, although I boasted earlier
on that I thought flying was an easy form of travel, I will say that 27 hours I didn’t
think I would cope with, so I actually found someone who was delighted to look after
me for the whole journey, both ways, in return for free tickets. So when we were there,
she went off to see her son who had married a New Zealand girl and settled there
while I toured round with my friends, and then we met up again at Christchurch. But
this arrangement suited us both, and certainly with that amount of help it was a
marvellous holiday.

[End of Tape 23 Side A]
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And for you, Valerie, the opportunity to travel and to go on holiday: that’s quite
clearly then an important possibility for you?

Yes, I think it is. I’ve been extremely fortunate. In my university years I made friends
who were in strategic places. I’ve made more since I’ve had home-sharers living in
the house. I have been brazen enough to ask people whether I can come and stay with
them, because for many years I was quite willing to undertake the journey by myself.
I didn’t think I could either manage or enjoy being in hotels by myself. With very few
exceptions, this has worked out very well. I think a couple of times I may have
overstayed my welcome but only on a couple of occasions. And I’ve had a marvellous
time seeing all sorts of places – certainly air travel has made a huge difference. The
other big incentive for me was being on the British Rail committee and having a free
rail pass for 10 years. Since I broke my ankle three years ago I have been slightly less
willing to go round by rail by myself, though I think last year I did successfully go to
Dorset and back, so I can now do it again. But these days, if it can be arranged, I like
to travel with someone. This year, in January, a friend and I timed our holidays to
coincide, so we travelled together to Barbados, but we stayed independently with our
own friends. I love Barbados and I’ve been, I think, four times – twice taking friends
with me and then we’ve stayed in apartments, and twice I’ve visited a friend who was
already there and stayed with her.

And how did you find the heat?

I’m careful to go in January and February when it’s not humid. But I go to the south
of the island and near to where I stay there’s a little beach where the locals take their
children. It’s a very safe little cove called Miami Beach and I get into a car tyre’s
inner tube, and I’m able to float around quite happily in the sea. And what amuses me
about Miami Beach is people use it rather like ancient roman baths: they don’t swim
so much as stand around, chest-high in the water, chatting. It’s very convivial.
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And, of course, I suppose wherever you travel and wherever you go, you know, the
tourist pound if you like is the tourist pound?

Oh yes. I feel welcomed in Barbados because much of their income comes from
tourists, so one is contributing, and I love it. I hope, one day, to take my sister because
she would love the flora and fauna. What’s particularly exciting to me is being able to
sit in the garden and see humming birds.

It really is, in that sense, you know, almost paradise-like really isn’t it?

Well to me it is. I very much enjoy it.

And is there anywhere where you haven’t yet been that you would still like to go?

Oh! I think I, well, I thought for a long time I would like to see this Madagascar or the
Seychelles, because I think their fauna, their wildlife, is particularly exciting. But I’ve
recently realised that I probably couldn’t get to the places where you see wildlife.
Again, I’d quite like to go on safari to Africa but I think that is now beyond my
capabilities I think I’m now getting to the point where my capabilities are more
restricted, and I couldn’t manage to see the things where you have to go out on jeeps
to see them, but I’ve had a very good innings; I’ve seen a lot that I wouldn’t have
expected to see.

And, you know, for others contemplating travel or having undertaken travel – what
advice would you have for other people thinking about travel?

I think, provided you make enough preparation, a very great deal is possible. I was
extremely fortunate to have a friend as generous as Austin has been, because when
we’ve been on holiday together we’ve gone Dutch, whereas now that I’m needing to
take helpers, the cost is somewhat greater. But there is a small charity whose reason
for being is to give grants for people who need to pay the expenses of a second person,
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and I did use that when I was taking the third person to Syria and Jordan. Sorry, its
name is the Handicapped Aid Trust…

[End of Tape 23 Side B]
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Yes that’s going round. So it’s the 22nd of July today, and we thought Valerie then
we’d talk about, well in particular the influence of age.

Yes. Well, I began to notice the problems of getting older, really quite young. I was
only 42 when I was aware that my falling rate was increasing a bit, but a much bigger
problem was the fact that a high percentage of my falls, or the more serious ones,
were leading to me going into shock, and I would suffer from shock for up to a day.
The shock may not sound all that bad but, it can be pretty unpleasant; one goes cold,
one feels sick, one feels very debilitated, and for someone like me who was holding
down a full-time job, if I fell over on the way to work, shock could really render me
pretty incapable of working that day. I remember one occasion (I must have been on
the way to work) when I was crossing a road, and I tripped and fell over in front of a
double decker bus. Now the bus stopped before he touched me but [dog barks and
growls] I think that might have been the first occasion when I was aware of going into
shock in a big way really. And a friend taught me that if I could take a drink with two
tablespoons full of sugar fairly quickly, I could counteract this effect, but it was a
nuisance. So the then Spastics Society had the part-time services of a consultant
physician Doc, called Dr Agerhome who was a very down-to-earth lady, and I went to
see her to see whether there was any medical way of avoiding this shock reaction.
And the three things I remember her saying was: the way to avoid shock was to avoid
falling over so much, and one felt like saying, ‘Thanks very much,’ but she went on.
When I told her that I had fallen off the back of Routemaster buses several times,
fortunately without any major breakages, she was herself rather shocked at that, and
she said that if I was falling over to that extent, perhaps it would be safer to learn to
drive. And this was an idea I just hadn’t considered, but it was well-timed because it
was just around the time they had discovered how to put power steering into small
cars, so on her advice I learnt to drive. But the other statement I remember her making,
and I may have told you this before, she said, ‘Well my dear, you must realise that
from here on, it’s downhill all the way’. And I thought, at the age of 42 that was not
very encouraging, but it’s a phrase that has echoed for years. However the result was
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there was no major cure for shock, so I had to look at ways of avoiding falling: and I
learnt to drive, as I say, which avoided walking to bus stops and climbing on buses.
At around the same sort of time, I developed a phobia of escalators, and I [don’t]
know how that happened, because for years I’d gone about on tubes without much
difficulty, but one day I was coming up the Holborn escalator which is a particularly
long one, and the hand rail was moving more slowly than the stairs, so one got a
feeling of being pulled backwards if like one was hanging on to the hand rail rather
tightly. So I leant further and further forward, to counteract the feeling, and eventually
I leant so far forward that I fell over on the escalator, my head upwards, so I didn’t
fall down the stairs but I just had to lie there until the escalator pushed me off at the
top (whereupon a young couple picked me up and dusted me off as if they did that
every day of the week). It was very kind, but after that I found that I was too
frightened to go on escalators by myself. So all of this, the falling and the fear of
escalators, I suppose the falling was a physical aspect of not being as agile as I used to
be. My fear of escalators was the first phenomenon of beginning to lose my
confidence, and I think the two are equally important – it’s not just about physical
abilities, it’s also about having the confidence to go out and, if you like, take risks.

And what do you feel was the reason why you were, you know, tending to perhaps fall
a little bit more than -

I think I was tiring more easily, probably also hurrying too much because I had a
tendency to be late a lot of the time, so I’m told that I hurried more than was sensible.
Anyway, so I learnt to drive as one means of cutting down some of the physical risks.
I also, a year or two later... hang on... well, quite some time later, I started pushing a
shopping trolley around as a means of giving myself stability. I hated the shopping
trolley because to me it was something that old ladies pushed around when they went
shopping, but these four-wheeled trolleys were really fairly stable, and I found I could
make it even more stable by putting a brick or a couple of large telephone directories,
in the bottom. I used two telephone directories in a bag for several years till [laughs]
the bag was stolen one day. And I’ve often chuckled. I wondered how soon it was
before somebody carrying this very heavy bag discovered they’d got away with two
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extremely out-of-date copies of the London Yellow Pages. [Both laugh.] However,
since then, I’ve had a bag with a brick in it and it is enough to give it a decent amount
of stability.

So this is one of the sort of small four-wheeled baskets in effect

Yes.

That you... and -

Yes. You push rather than pull.

Right. And useful as well for carrying things, and so...

Oh yes.

... when you, having then learned to drive, what walking around did you then still do?

Well, you can’t take a car to shops, or you can take it to a central area but you’ve then
got to park it and go shopping, but this trolley is useful because it folds up and I can
stick it behind the passenger seat. And, as I say, I have my brick ballast in a zip bag,
so I just take the trolley out and open it out and put my ballast in the bottom of it, and
any shopping I buy goes in on top. I’m amazed that nobody has ever asked me what
I've got in this zipped bag. I remember walking into a lecture by Nelson Mandela one
day, and even there the security officer didn’t ask me what was in it. I’ve often
imagined somebody saying, ‘And what have you in your bag madam?’ and when I
show them a brick, I’m not quite sure what they’re going to do, but I think I could
demonstrate quite easily that I can’t actually throw the brick more than about two feet.
However it’s an image that mildly amuses me, but it’s never happened.

And in terms of, you know, your energy levels, stamina levels, from let’s say your sort
of mid-forties and so on, were you noticing any change there at all?
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Oh yes, I do. I began to tire more easily. I was appointed to the London Regional
Passenger Committee, I suppose, around my mid-forties. I haven’t noted it, the exact
date down, but I was really quite chuffed to be invited onto this because although I
was representing the view of disabled passengers it was my first generalist committee,
if you like. But I only stayed on it for a year because they would have meetings that
went on solidly for eight hours, and I just couldn’t maintain concentration. I’m
currently on a hospital research ethics committee, and there the central body that
organises these things is now talking about having fewer committees, but having them
meet for entire days. And if that does happen I shall resign, because I can’t maintain
the peak of concentration for an entire day, and I think for a committee like that you
have to be paying full attention the whole time.

Is this where the physical effort of getting there and moving around there, and so on
at particular locations then, that begins to drain on intellectual resources?

Yes it does, but I think simply maintaining full concentration for long periods, I find I
can’t do. I don’t actually think anybody can. I suspect I’m more ready than most
people to say, ‘This is just not on,’ but maybe my concentration level is lower than
most peoples’. I don’t think so, but certainly I find that after three or maybe four
hours, I’ve had enough.

And, you know, given the fact that from your mid-forties and so on you were obviously
still working, what kinds of changes then did you notice that you could attribute then
to aging, but also perhaps particularly pointing towards the effects of cerebral palsy?

[Pause.] Well as I say, I fell over more often, I reacted more badly in terms of shock, I
also hit my head on a number of occasion and had concussion, and in 1983 when I’d
be around 44 (I’d just passed my driving test in fact), I fell over and hit my head, and
that resulted in a four week long bout of concussion. It lasted four weeks, mainly
because I kept thinking I was more or less over it, and I would get up, and halfway
through this period I got up one day and fell over in the bedroom, and managed to hit
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my head going down, and that spun me round and I hit my head on the back as well.
In retrospect, it was almost like something out of Beano. It shouldn’t have been
possible, but I really did myself quite a lot of damage, and I ended up in bed for four
weeks on that occasion. But I haven’t had concussion for some time, simply because
now, if I hit my head, I go to bed and lie very still for at least a day, and I find that
decreases any effect there may be, but it’s all part of the same overall process in that I
hurt myself more easily. I have to take more precautions. Driving was a precaution,
although the effect of that was to vastly increase the places I could go to. Walking
with a shopping trolley was another precaution. I got used to that and I stopped hating
it, but it was quite a hurdle to cross to convince myself this was a sensible thing to do.
I also began to use... in 1981 was the first time I used a Buggy Major (a form of
bigger child’s wheelchair) for on holiday, and that increased the amount that I could
see if I didn’t have to physically walk everywhere. But these are all things I attribute
to aging, but I hadn’t expected this sort of thing to happen in my forties. But perhaps
the biggest thing of all was that in 1990 I found I could no longer put my own socks
and shoes on. By that time I was wearing trousers almost all the time instead of skirts,
so that I didn’t bother with tights under trousers, I wore socks and shoes and I
couldn’t any long reach down to put socks on. Shoes one can manage, but socks I
couldn’t, and I’m just not prepared to go barefooted all the where. I know there are
people who wear sandals all the year round, but I feel the cold rather badly and I
needed socks under my shoes, so that meant I either had to ask Social Services to send
somebody in to get me dressed or I had to think about having somebody to live in the
flat, to do it (in return I offered rent-free accommodation in return). And that was a
huge decision, because by that time I’d been living on my own and enjoying my
independence for 20 years, and I found my first part time live-in carer in 1990. But as
I say, that was a very big decision and one I thought about for a long time before I did
it. But not being able to reach one’s feet is a very common thing in older age, but it
usually occurs around the age of 75 or 80 – it’s not what you expect to happen at the
age of 50.

And what did you attribute this to? Was it, you know, changes in sort of muscle tone
or just movement generally?
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I think probably it was the hips getting stiffer or my joints generally, I just simply
can’t bend down far enough, with two hands, to put on socks, and yet people were
very fond of pointing out that you can get sock aids, which work quite well but it
means able to put a sock over this aid before you put it to your feet and -

[End of Tape 24 Side A]
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I just need to clarify, Valerie, what we mean by a sock aid then. It’s a sort of...

Oh, do you know? It’s a piece of curved plastic on the end of a stick, and the idea is
that you slide the sock round the curved plastic, and then you put it down to your foot
and you slip your foot along the plastic and into the sock, which is fine if to start with
you’ve got the dexterity to put a piece of plastic into your sock, but I found that quite
difficult to do.

And did you also, you know, notice in terms of perhaps reaching down for things or
reaching up for things, this similar sort of effect?

That has got progressively more difficult. In more recent years I’ve found that I
cannot bend down and grip with my hands at the same time, and last year I applied to
have a trained assistance dog with me because these dogs are trained to an incredible
degree to pick up things or to fetch things. But sadly a few months after I’d applied
for such a dog, I realised that my own dog, Sugar, would not be able to cope with a
second dog in the house. So, one of the triumphs of this year is I was shown how I
might start training Sugar, my own mongrel terrier, and within six weeks I taught her
to pick up any small object that I drop – so she now picks up the post in the morning
and she picks up keys or letters or anything that I drop, and that really has been quite a
thrill. I didn’t entirely expect to be able to train a 10 year old mongrel, but she’s doing
it quite happily.

And this was just a few simple words, that?

Yes, well the fully trained dogs know the names of each object but I decided that
since I don’t need Sugar to go round the house looking for things that I might have
left in another room, I’ve trained her to the single command of, ‘Pick it up,’ and I can
apply this to any small object, and it doesn’t seem to matter whether she’s seen it at
all. If I get her into the mode of picking up, she’ll apply this one command to any...
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you know, it’s got to be of a weight that she can pick up. I found she can’t manage a
package of research papers, but she can manage letters, and mobile phones, and coat
hangers, and keys: all sorts of small objects.

And given the fact that, you know, you walk yourself, to what extent have you noticed
perhaps any changes, or have you indeed noticed any changes in the ease with facility
that you may have to walk, itself?

Well I certainly can’t walk the distances I used to walk. About the farthest I now walk,
pushing my trolley regularly, is I reckon about a quarter of a mile, maybe slightly less.
I go regularly to meet my friend at LSE [the London School of Economics] and we
have lunch together and I am still allowed to park in a car park of the Civil Aviation
Authority, so it’s something approaching a quarter of a mile between the two. And
that’s the farthest I can now attempt, whereas in the old days I know I could manage a
couple of miles at a stretch, but I couldn’t contemplate... I doubt whether I’d manage
half a mile now, even with a trolley.

This on pavements, of course. And in terms of, you know, other precautions, other
modifications, have other things been suggested to you?

Well I have bought a series of pavement scooters. I say ‘a series’ because the first was
an impulse buy, a second-hand scooter that turned out to be a great deal older than the
salesmen led me to believe, and I then subsequently bought what I thought was a
better quality one; certainly a brand new one, about a year later, and that turned out to
be not very good quality. And I took it to the top of a long hill one day and at the top
its gear teeth disintegrated and I had no means of stopping it, so fortunately I managed
to stop by running it on an up slope in somebody’s drive. But that was a terrifying
experience, and although the scooter was repaired, I never trusted it again. So I now
have my third scooter, which is somewhat better quality, and at least has a brake that
can be applied if anything goes wrong. I won’t launch into my usual diatribe, but I
think the pavement scooters that are made and sold to elderly and disabled people are
not of a very high standard on the whole. I did see one at a recent motor mobility
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roadshow [background noise of something being dropped] – I saw one made by
battery car which did look to me of a higher standard than most of them, but it cost
£4,500 and it was designed to go off-road. And while I would love to have it, I’m not
really sure that it’s exactly [noise of letterbox] right. [Dog barks. Break in recording.]
I was saying, this battery car four-wheeled scooter looked a very desirable object and
quite chunky, but it was designed more for off-roading than for pavement use, and I
wasn’t quite sure how well it would go down on the Islington pavements.

And have you noticed, you know, over the years then, particular changes in well the
condition of pavements really, in fact?

Yes, they are improving, and there’s nothing like going along on a scooter for
realising that they’re not as even as they look at fist sight. And while there are more
dropped kerbs, they certainly are not yet universally available and I found. I have
discovered that since I’ve used a pavement scooter, I have had to learn a whole new
set of routes.

This to go on to wider pavements and this kind of thing?

No, not necessarily wider but I really mean although the scooters are supposed to go
up and down kerbs of a maximum of five inches, they tell you, I find that if you drop
down kerbs you are liable to have the electrical points disconnect, and you can then be
left stranded in the roadway, unable to move. One of my scooters, the second one,
used to do that regularly and I got very good at telling young men how to take the
cover off and reconnect points for me. This third scooter is more reliable – I don’t
think the points have disconnected but it is a danger, so that if I can find a sloped kerb,
then I prefer to do that rather than drop down or bump up a kerb.

And different models will have different batteries of course, and - ?

Oh yes, and some have shock absorbers and some don’t, so your neck gets very jarred
if there are not shock absorbers. And although the prices of these things vary from
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about 15 hundred pounds, they go up to five or six thousand pounds. Naturally you
have to look at two thousand pounds plus, if you want shock absorbers, so not only
are they quite expensive, as I say, I don’t think they’re particularly well-designed or
well-made.

And what sort of distances could you expect to go on a fully-charged battery?

Well, I do look for the longer range. The one I’ve got is supposed to do about 15
miles. I’m not sure that it would, but on a new, fully-charged battery you could get
about 15, but five or six miles, I think, is a more realistic range.

And in terms of the medical awareness of the ageing effects of cerebral palsy, or the
effect of aging on cerebral palsy what has your experience been?

Well, as soon as I discovered [sound of pages turning] that I was ageing a lot sooner
than I’d expected, I began to urge the then Spastics Society, now Scope, to look at this
as an issue. And it did, in the late eighties I think, a pilot survey of about 20 of us and
the pilot did indicate that I was not alone in finding problems a lot sooner than
expected. It seems to affect a lot of us. I think, to put it in lay terms because I’m not a
medic, I think we are forcing our bodies and our muscles to do things in unorthodox
ways, and I have used a lot of tension, deliberately, to control my athetoid movement.
So, over the years, I’ve increased my spasticity, in an attempt to decrease the excess
movement that I had as a young child, and I think the wear and tear on the body with
cerebral palsy is just a lot greater than normal. We tend to use a lot more effort to do
things and I think the body simply wears out more quickly. As I say, the Society did a
pilot survey and I was hoping it would go on to do more work but, it then ran into its
first serious financial constraints, so the ageing work got dropped for many years.
Scope has now begun to pick it up again. Every AGM [Annual General Meeting] and
every National Forum I go to, I point out that although the work with children and
young people is very important, those of us who are older are forming a bigger and
bigger group, and we need help in our own right. But although the staff now know
what I’m going to say whenever I stick my hand up (and I think there’s a sort of
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inward groan), it has taken me a long time to begin to get the problems of ageing onto
the Scope agenda. I think it is beginning to be considered, but it’s an organisation
with many more things to do than it has money to service these things, so I can
understand, at one level, why the older population have not come first but as I say, I
think the older people with cerebral palsy, now that we are living more or less normal
life spans as with the general population, it’s a growing number with growing
problems. I suspect that I’m doing fairly well, still to be walking in my mid-sixties,
particularly as three years ago I fell over and broke an ankle. And as I lay on a
stretcher in University College Hospital, I was terrified that people would look at my
age, and look at my cerebral palsy, and assume that I was of an age to live in a
wheelchair for the rest of my life, and I knew that if I became chair-bound I would
probably have to give up this particular house, which I didn’t want to do. I mean, at
the very least, if I was chair-bound here I would have to have one wheelchair upstairs
and one wheelchair downstairs. I do have a chair, a stair lift to go up the stairs, but it
wouldn’t take a chair and because I don’t think I would be able for a minute to use a
manual wheelchair, they would have to be electrical wheelchairs, and frankly this
London town house is not big enough to have two electric wheelchairs cluttering it up.
So I knew that if I didn’t learn to walk again, my whole lifestyle would have to
change. So I lay on that stretcher, saying to everyone who came to speak to me, no
matter what they were, I said, ‘You’ve got to get me walking again,’ and fortunately,
they took notice, and they had me up on a Zimmer frame within about four days of me
having an operation to put a plate in my ankle. But learning to walk after that was
pretty difficult. I did it within, I think, 11 weeks and two months later I fell over again.
I fell over the arm of the chair you’re sitting in, and I broke the arm of the chair and I
broke two ribs, so that year was painful, difficult. It seriously undermined my selfconfidence, and it took me about two years to fully regain my confidence again, but it
did come back but that is what falling can do.

And when you broke your ankle did you have to spend some time as well with a
plaster of paris cast?
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Yes. Yes. I think that was about seven weeks. But UCH (University College Hospital)
was very good; I can’t speak too highly of it. When I was in outpatients, going to the
clinics, that was a rather different matter, but when I was an inpatient I had been
hearing horror stories for several years of how disabled friends of mine had not been
listened to, and not got the treatment they needed in hospital, and I therefore was
fairly vocal. I told the medics whatever I thought I needed and to my amazement and
great gratitude, I got whatever I needed. When I couldn’t balance myself enough to sit
up and eat a meal, somebody was prepared to feed me. When my muscles began to go
into spasm and fight with the plaster cast, I asked for muscle relaxants, and I got them,
and walking on the gutter frame I discovered I had broken the ankle of my dominant
leg. I didn’t know I had a dominant leg, but I found I just could not manage the
weight there on my left leg and keep my right leg off the ground, so I said to the
doctor, I was very sorry but I would just have to have a –

[End of Tape 24 Side B]
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OK.

Well, as I was saying, when I discovered I couldn’t carry my right foot off the ground
I asked for a weight-bearing plaster cast, and they gave me one, and it was still quite
difficult to walk on a gutter frame. A gutter frame is like a Zimmer frame, but it has
short poles with, if you like, trays or curved pieces where you can rest your forearms
and you, essentially, are bearing your weight on your forearms. I didn’t think I could
manipulate myself on an ordinary Zimmer frame, so again I asked for greater aid than
that, and they produced the gutter frame. It is a clumsy object and I hated it, but at
least I could walk from my chair to the loo, or to the stair-lift. And it did enable me,
once I was home, to be brought downstairs in the afternoon, and it meant that in the
mornings, I could sit in my study and I could take myself to the loo: so it, you know,
was useful. But, I quite see why elderly ladies hate being tied to Zimmer frames,
because they are not friendly objects, and in order to turn 180 degrees, you have to
turn each thing in segments and it takes six or eight moves to turn yourself round,
which is frustrating. So, I was being encouraged to stick with a gutter frame until all
the pain in my ankle disappeared, and that was taking such a long time, and I wanted
to go on holiday, and I knew the house I was going to go to would not accommodate a
frame at all easily. So I suddenly remembered that I was still in touch with a
delightful person who used to be my physiotherapy therapist at school, so I rang her
up and asked whether I would damage my... this was 11 weeks after the operation
when my plaster cast had been removed for several weeks... I rang her up and said,
‘Are my bones likely to disintegrate if I put my total weight on them?’ ‘Oh no,’ she
said, ‘as soon as you want to. If it still hurts just take pain killers.’ So I threw away the
gutter frame and for a couple of days I walked round the furniture like an overgrown
toddler. But after a couple of days I got my balance back, and I took enormous
pleasure in taking the gutter frame back to University College Hospital and returning
it to them.
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And, as an adult then, had you had occasion at all to draw on the services of a
physiotherapist at all?

I, over the years, from time to time, had courses of therapy in an attempt to improve
my balance, and in my early twenties, I found this helpful. After that, I found it really
of marginal use. I should do more floor exercises to strengthen my muscles. I’m
thinking about doing it now, to try and get rid of some of my tummy flab but...
Another problem of aging that I haven’t yet quite sorted out is, taking adequate
exercise safely, because obviously one doesn’t want to increase the danger of falling
over. I don’t think I can break this ankle because it has its plates still in it, but
[chuckles] I still have the other leg available, and breaking my ribs was extremely
painful. I have, since the age of about 50, been taking HRT [Hormone Replacement
Therapy] in order to retain my bone density, because I really don’t want to risk
breaking a hip. And I’ve actually had two bone density scans, and my bone density is
being maintained really very well, and you can point out that I’ve managed to break
ribs and ankle but those are pretty thin bones. That, as a friend pointed out, the broken
ankle is very much a young person’s breakage. Ankles just do break quite easily; I did
it simply by falling over sideways.

And what about resort to things like swimming and -

I would love to go swimming, I just haven’t organised myself to find the necessary
help, and, to be honest, the idea of changing into and out of swimming costumes in
small cubicles have put me off. But I believe there is a disabled group and I do intend
to find out more about it.

And I suppose in the general run of things as well. People’s experience when visiting
GPs with particular concerns, perhaps related to cerebral palsy that experience will
tend to vary I suspect?

Yes. I get on very well with my own GP but the knowledge of cerebral palsy in GP
practices is limited, and one of the things I tried to persuade Scope to do was to
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encourage certain GPs and other specialities. I would like to see particular individuals
taking a special interest in cerebral palsy, but the medical profession is very resistant
to this idea; they don’t like the idea of people being directed towards particular
individual practitioners. To me, it would make sense because most practitioners only
see one or two cases of cerebral palsy in their career, and whereas I think our
condition does have enormous repercussions for other aspects of medicine. But I
haven’t managed to get over the conservatism of the medical profession. They don’t
like being advised.

And what would you regard as being the chief wider implications then of cp [cerebral
palsy]?

I think living with the muscle tone that we live with, must have an effect. I think that
is why I tire so easily. My muscles are never relaxed. Whether they relax in sleep, I’m
not sure, I suspect even then they don’t fully relax. And if you are maintaining a
daylong degree of muscle tension, that must have implications, not only for your
energy level, but the wear and tear on the parts of the body. One result of cerebral
palsy is that I have ground my teeth away to almost nothing. I’m not sure what’s
going to happen when they go down much further. I’m very reluctant to have to
contemplate losing my teeth because I’m quite sure I couldn’t manage dentures. I
think my speech would be much more difficult to understand, if I was talking without
teeth. I did wonder whether I could have new teeth implanted but I’m told this is a
much bigger job than one imagines and implanted teeth take a lot more specialist
maintenance than one expects, so I don’t think that’s the easy answer. It’s a problem
for the future. I’ve seen middle-aged adults with cerebral palsy who have had their
whole sets of teeth removed, to avoid maintenance I suppose. I think it’s a dreadful
thing to do.

And indeed, I think it used to, you know, happen in times past as well, in the general
population, I - [inaudible]
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Yes but they had false teeth. I just don’t think somebody like me, who gags whenever
anything is put into my mouth, the idea of two sets of false teeth: I just don’t think I
could cope. I had a tooth guard made that fitted over my upper teeth. I was meant to
wear this at night to prevent, or lessen, my grinding of teeth. I just could not get it in; I
just gagged and gagged and gagged. I tried hard for a year to train myself to wear it: I
just couldn’t.

And I suppose, what recommendations would you have then for somebody who, you
know, is approaching, well from middle-age onwards if you like, and may find that
the effect of the cerebral palsy is changing: what recommendations, if you like, would
you have for somebody potentially in that position?

I could only say what I have done. [Voice in background.] I feel that my physical
abilities or disabilities don’t alter on a gentle curve. They seem to drop down in
enormous steps. [Background noise.] First I couldn’t put my socks on, then I found I
couldn’t get out of chairs. Each increase in disability is a shock, and I’ve had to find
ways of overcoming it. I’m sorry, my dog’s snoring. I think I have had to deal with
the sheer fright of something going wrong, as much as finding a way to overcome it.
Some years ago, I suddenly found I couldn’t get out of my own chairs and I put some
on risers under the feet and I put large cushions in others. I was looking two weeks
ago at a marvellous chair that would help me stand up, but the thought of paying
£6,000 for a single chair I found... well, I decided I didn’t quite need it that much, and
I have put off the decision, but I think in due course I will need a chair that pushes me
upwards. I think, by the time I need it I just hope I can either find something secondhand or something a little less than £6,000. Sorry -

[Talking together] I...

Did I answer your question?

I suppose one consequence then of the general population living longer is that, you
know, there will be then more kinds of equipment
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Yes.

on the general market?

Yes. I resent, with a deep resentment, that everything labelled as an aid for disabled
people costs half as much again as everything else. Oh, I didn’t tell you one thing I
did last year. I could foresee the time coming when I wouldn’t be able to climb over
the side of my bath in order to have a shower, so I had a walk-in shower installed, but
I found it really very difficult to find a company that would do this for me. But, you
know, I think in all, if you’re disabled and need a lot of equipment, you either have to
be very well off, or you need to have so little money that the Social Services will
provide everything you need. But their means test kicks in at really what I regard as a
very low level, and even if you qualify for their help you then have to wait months or
years for whatever item it is you need, so -

And I’ve heard the act of walking, if you have cerebral palsy, as being equivalent to
walking through long grass, the sort of effect of it (that sometimes depends on
individual gait of course), but this can be the effect of walking if you have cerebral
palsy. Have you found particular techniques, then, to be useful as for instance ways of
preserving energy levels?

[Pause.] I think I just have learnt over the years to pace myself a little more sensibly.
It was Austin who, in the very early years, when we first knew each other, when I was
25, 26, he was a great one for saying, ‘You need to preserve your energy for what you
need to do: don’t waste it on things other people could do.’ I think you do have to
learn to be economical with energy because it’s a scarce resource, and it becomes
scarcer with age. Having said that, I’m about to be 66 next month. I’m still on about
15 committees and still going on holiday. I’m enjoying retirement immensely but I
just can’t do all the things one would like to do. This is very common to older people.
I think all I’ve been saying today is that the problems of increasing age have struck a
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hell of a lot sooner than I expected or would have hoped: but, living with home
sharing as I do has vastly increased my ability to live the way I still want to live.

And this is where somebody lives in and assists?

Yes. Sorry I thought I - [noise of papers being turned]. Home sharing is organised by
Homeshare for me and I’m matched up with young people who live rent-free in return
for putting on my socks and boots, cooking my meals, doing up buttons and just doing
the things that I can’t do. For my part, I do everything that I really can do, but they do
about 10, 12 hours a week, helping me. It’s a system that works out extremely well, if
you get the right person and Homeshare is pretty good at finding the right people.

And in terms of, well if today, somebody reaching their forties with cerebral palsy was
offered the same advice that you were offered, ‘It’s downhill all the way from now,’
(that’s the comment that you related earlier), what would you say to both parties
really?

I think Dr Agerhome was right: physically it has been downhill from then on, but
there are many ways of putting on the brakes, if you like. I’ve managed to find
enough things to mitigate the effects of aging, so that I still have my own home, I still
order my life the way I want it to be. I did retire two years early, again, because I -

[End of Tape 25 Side A]
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I retired two years early, on my 58th birthday because I found that working five days a
week had become rather too much. I wanted to retire while I was still fit enough, and
had enough energy to do committee work, and I succeeded. I got myself a dog
because I was then home more or less full-time. I hadn’t thought it fair to have a dog
while I was working. Sugar has been a great pleasure to me, and as I say, I’ve recently
trained her to be my assistance dog, and okay she doesn’t do all the things that fullytrained dogs do, but she does everything I need. So, you asked for advice. I think the
advice is not to be too daunted: it is frightening but there are whole varieties of ways
of doing things differently, or dealing with problems or coping.
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